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A Grid-Level Assessment of Compressed Air Energy Storage

in ERCOT
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Supervisor: Michael E. Webber

In the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) compressed air energy

storage (CAES) is currently viewed as the most promising energy storage technology

due to Texas having suitable geology for CAES and few locations suitable for pumped-

hydro storage. CAES is a proven technology but the economics for new facilities are

uncertain. This work quantified the economic prospects for CAES in ERCOT as a

function of installed wind capacity, natural gas price, and CAES capital cost.

Two types of models were developed and used in this work. The first type

of model was a CAES dispatch optimization model, which determined the maximum

operating profits a CAES facility could earn given a set of electricity and ancillary

services market prices. These models were used to examine several separate research

questions relating to the maximum potential for CAES and the impact of uncertainty

and other real-world complications. The models determined that the maximum op-

erating profit from 2002–2010 varied widely from year to year and averaged $120–

140/kW-year, which is likely below the operating profits required to justify investing

in CAES. The models also determined that current price forecasting methods are

sufficient to earn approximately 95% of the operating profits achievable with perfect

knowledge of all prices in the year.

vi



The second type of model was a unit commitment model of ERCOT, which

determined the least-cost operation of all the generators in the generation fleet to

meet given load. The unit commitment model was used to determine electricity and

ancillary service market prices under different assumptions about natural gas price,

installed wind capacity, and installed CAES capacity. The CAES dispatch optimiza-

tion model was then used to determine the operating profits of a CAES facility under

these scenarios. CAES operating profits were found to increase with increasing nat-

ural gas price and installed wind capacity and to decrease with increasing installed

CAES capacity. CAES operating profits were estimated to support installed CAES

capacities from zero to more than 6 GW, depending on the natural gas price, installed

wind capacity, installed CAES capacity, and the CAES capital costs. The strongest

determinant of the maximum CAES capacity that would be profitable is the natural

gas price, followed by the CAES capital costs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The objective of this work was to evaluate the economic prospects for bulk

electrical energy storage in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT). Com-

pressed air energy storage (CAES) was examined due to its greater suitability to

be deployed in ERCOT than alternate technologies such as pumped-hydro storage

(PHS) or batteries. The goals of this research included:

1. Determining the operating profits for a CAES generator in the recent historical

ERCOT market.

2. Determining the impact of several real-world operational costs and constraints

that are often neglected in assessments of historical market performance.

3. Determining how increased installed wind generation capacity would change the

potential operating profits for CAES.

4. Determining how different natural gas prices would change the potential oper-

ating profits for CAES.

5. Determining how installed CAES capacity might impact the electricity market

prices.

6. Determining how much CAES capacity might be justified given the impact

CAES capacity has on electricity market prices.
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These goals were accomplished through system-level modeling using two dif-

ferent types of models. The first type of model optimized the operational behavior of

a CAES generator in response to a given set of electricity market prices in order to

maximize the CAES operating profits. The second type of model optimized operation

of the entire generation fleet in response to given demand and fuel prices to minimize

the cost of matching electricity supply and demand. The design and use of the models

is described in Chapters 3 through 6.

1.2 Motivation

Recent years have brought a renewed interest in utility-scale energy storage for

the electric industry. The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) published

a report in 2010 listing several phenomena driving this interest [1]: improved storage

technologies, increase in fossil fuel prices, difficulty to siting new transmission lines,

restructuring of electricity markets and clearer prices for ancillary services, and the

perceived need for storage with increasing variable generators. These phenomena are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Improved storage technology is one driver of the current interest in energy

storage. Fundamental research and development in battery and flywheel technology

has enabled these technologies to enter the electricity industry in recent years. These

technologies are still expensive and are best suited for high-value services such as

regulation (such as the Beacon Power flywheel facility in New York [2]) or transmission

deferral (such as the sodium-sulfur battery project in Presidio, Texas [3]).

High fossil fuel prices were another driver of the current interest in energy stor-

age. Natural gas prices exceeded $10/MMBtu in 2005 and 2008, which created a large

difference in the marginal costs of coal-fired and natural-gas fired traditional gener-
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ators and therefore a large opportunity for an energy storage facility to profit from

price arbitrage. Since 2008 hydraulic fracturing technology has become widespread

and the price of natural gas has dropped significantly, and the US EIA projects that

natural gas prices will remain below $5/MMBtu until 2030. If this projection is ac-

curate the interest in energy storage due to high natural gas prices would seem to be

misguided.

A third reason for the current interest in energy storage is the difficulty to

site and build new transmission lines. The process of siting and building new trans-

mission lines is particularly difficult for dense urban areas. Energy storage facilities

located within the urban areas could defer or eliminate the need to build additional

transmission capacity [4].

The fourth phenomenon driving interest in energy storage is the recent growth

in wind power and the potential for growth in solar power. In recent years the

production tax credit (PTC), renewable portfolio standards, and cost reductions in

the wind industry caused a rapid expansion of wind generation in the electricity

industry, and cost reductions in solar technology present the possibility of expansion

of solar generation as well. Wind and solar technologies have the advantage of very low

GHG emissions, but their variable nature brings its own set of problems, such as grid

reliability; capacity adequacy, unit commitment, and ancillary services uncertainties;

reduced efficiency of conventional generators; and power quality concerns [5]. Utility-

scale energy storage is one method of addressing these problems. Energy storage

can provide back-up dispatchability, serve as a shock-absorber to rapid changes in

wind or solar output, provide regulation and other ancillary services, reduce wind or

solar curtailment, and reduce the level of cycling required for traditional generators.

Therefore, energy storage might become an integral part of an electric power industry
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with a large component of variable generation.

The final phenomenon driving interest in energy storage is the trend towards

restructuring the generation side of electricity markets. In the last twenty years many

electricity markets have transitioned from vertically-integrated regulated utilities to

various forms of competitive markets, albeit with mixed success [6]. The current

trend is toward competitive wholesale markets (where the electricity is generated),

regulated-monopoly transmission and distribution utilities (which transmit the power

from the generators to the end-users), and either competitive or regulated-monopoly

retail markets (which determine retail rates and collect payment from the customers).

Competitive wholesale markets present the opportunity for new business models and

technologies to enter the generation industry, and energy storage is one option for

entrepreneurial organizations to explore. In particular, clear prices for the different

ancillary services could be critical to energy storage’s economic success.

While energy storage is recognized to be capable of providing the advantages

described above, there are still significant uncertainties regarding its future role. Most

importantly, the economic feasibility of energy storage has not been established. It

is also unknown how much energy storage capacity could be economically justified in

markets whose historical prices suggest that some energy storage could be supported.

Increasing storage capacity will reduce the opportunity for storage by increasing the

low electricity prices, decreasing the high electricity price, and decreasing the ancillary

services prices. The work described in this dissertation addresses these questions.

1.3 Scope and Organization of Dissertation

The work described in this dissertation includes:

1. Creation of an optimization model to determine the maximum operating profits
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that a CAES generator could achieve in response to a set of electricity and

ancillary services prices.

2. Creation of an optimization model to determine the effect of various types of

real-world costs, constraints, and uncertainties on the operations and operating

profits of CAES.

3. Creation and calibration of a unit commitment and dispatch (UC&D) model for

the ERCOT generating fleet and exercise of the model to determine electricity

market prices as a function of installed wind capacity, natural gas price, and

installed CAES capacity.

4. Evaluation of the impact of installed wind capacity, natural gas price, and

installed CAES capacity on the operating profits of CAES.

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives background on a

number of topics important for the work described in this dissertation. Chapters 3

and 4 describe the optimization models created to evaluate the operating profits of a

CAES generator in response to a given set of electricity market prices and the results

of using these models. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the creation, calibration, and use

of a unit commitment and dispatch model for the ERCOT market and the results of

the model. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions and gives suggestions for

future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter gives an overview of several topics covered in this dissertation.

First the different types of bulk utility-scale energy storage are described briefly,

followed by a detailed description of CAES technology. The next section describes

why CAES was considered for energy storage in ERCOT, and then the ERCOT

market is described. The last two sections in this chapter describe generator heat

rates and prices in electricity markets.

2.1 Utility-Scale Electrical Energy Storage

There are many different strategies for storing electrical energy, but to date

only three forms of storage have been commercially proven at utility scale. Batteries

based on different chemistries have been installed in many high-value locations, but

currently are prohibitively expensive in most markets for large-scale use. The two

forms of storage that are currently suitable for large-scale use in ERCOT are pumped-

hydro storage (PHS) and compressed-air energy storage (CAES).

PHS stores energy by pumping water to a higher elevation and releases energy

by returning water to a lower elevation through a turbine. PHS installations some-

times use natural geographic features but often use purpose-built reservoirs at one

or both of the elevations. PHS has the largest installed capacity of any electricity

storage technology, with 127 GW of installed capacity worldwide [7]. However, PHS

is dependent upon having sufficient elevation gradients and available water. In many
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places these occur together, but there are also many areas where the lack of one or

both of these requirements makes PHS impractical.

CAES stores energy by compressing air and storing it in a high-pressure reser-

voir. To release energy the CAES facility expands the compressed air through a

turbine. CAES has much lower installed capacity than PHS with 400 MW total

capacity worldwide at two facilities.1 CAES facilities use underground geologic for-

mations (either natural or constructed) to store the large volume of compressed air

at high pressures. Because of the need for a suitable geological formation CAES does

have siting limitations but is still perceived as being easier to site than a new PHS

facility [8]. Therefore, CAES has been proposed as an energy storage method for

many areas where PHS is not feasible.

2.2 Description of CAES Technology

CAES is similar to a traditional natural gas turbine, as it utilizes a compressor,

combustor, and turbine in a modified Brayton cycle. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of

a simple CAES facility. Where CAES differs from a traditional natural gas turbine

system is in the layout and timing of operation of the turbine and compressor systems.

In a traditional natural gas turbine system, the compressor, turbine, and generator

are located on a common shaft and operate simultaneously. The turbine drives both

the compressor and the generator. In contrast, in a CAES facility the compressor

and turbine do not operate simultaneously. During the energy storage process, the

compressor is driven by a motor or motor/generator using electricity purchased from

the grid. The turbine does not operate during this period, and the compressed air

1PHS has much more installed capacity than CAES because PHS utilizes the same technologies
developed for hydro-electric generation, which was developed long before the technologies needed
for CAES (underground geologic characterization and efficient gas turbines) were developed.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a CAES system. CAES splits a traditional gas turbine
system so that its input and output power components operate at different times and
the compressed air is stored in a reservoir.

is stored. During the energy release process, the turbine uses the stored compressed

air, and the compressor is idle. The turbine drives the generator and sells electricity

back to the grid. CAES facilities can choose when to buy and when to sell electricity,

and CAES facilities obtain a large portion of their revenue buying electricity when

the price is low and selling electricity when the price is high (known as performing

price arbitrage). CAES facilities can also start within 15 minutes, which makes them

well suited to provide non-spinning reserve, and they have good part-load efficiency,

which makes them well suited to provide frequency regulation or spinning reserve.

There are only two utility-scale CAES facilities in the world today: one in

McIntosh, Alabama [9, 10] and one in Huntorf, Germany [11]. The details of these

two facilities are given in Table 2.1. The Huntorf facility was completed in 1978

and utilizes the CAES schematic shown in Figure 2.1. The McIntosh facility was

completed in 1991 and uses an evolution of the design in Figure 2.1 that improves

the heat rate by incorporating a recuperator to recover heat from the exhaust stream

and preheat the compressed air stream before it enters the combustor.
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Table 2.1: Details of the two existing utility-scale CAES facilities.

Facility Date Input Output Storage capacity Heat rate
completed power power (hours at full (MMBtu/MWh)

(MW) (MW) output power)

Huntorf,
Germany

1978 60 290 5 5.5

McIntosh,
Alabama

1991 50 110 26 4.1

There are newer designs for CAES cycles that build on the lessons learned

from building the first two facilities [12]. The new cycles generally modify the output

side of the design shown in Figure 2.1 so that the fuel is used in a separate, standard

combustion turbine and the exhaust from the combustion turbine is used to heat the

air from the reservoir before it expands through a separate turbine. The new designs

are expected to reduce capital costs and NOx emissions by utilizing standard turbine

designs and emissions control technology.

2.3 Comparison of CAES and Pure Storage

Unlike pure storage (e.g. PHS or batteries), which buy, store, and sell elec-

tricity without using additional fuel, the current generation of CAES designs require

additional fuel input to heat the compressed air before expanding it through the tur-

bine.2 The fuel requirement increases the operating cost of CAES in relation to pure

storage. Table 2.2 compares the required electricity and fuel inputs for one unit of

electricity output for CAES and PHS.

Equation 2.1 describes the marginal cost of generating as a function of the

2There are CAES designs being developed that store the thermal energy of compression to use
during the expansion process and therefore reduce or eliminate the amount of fuel used for the CAES
process [12], but these designs are not yet proven.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of required electricity and fuel inputs required for one unit of
PHS or CAES electrical output. CAES is a hybrid storage technology because it uses
a fuel in addition to the stored energy to produce electrical output.

Parameter PHS CAES

Heat Rate, HR (MMBtu Input/MWh Output) 0 3.9–4.5
Electricity Ratio, rE (MWh Output/MWh Input) 0.7–0.85 1.2–1.5

charging electricity price, electricity ratio, heat rate, and natural gas price for PHS

and CAES. In Equation 2.1 MC is the marginal cost of generating ($/MWh), rE

is the output-to-input electricity ratio (MWh output per MWh input, equivalent to

the efficiency for a pure storage device), P electricity
charging is the price of electricity used

to charge the storage device ($/MWh), HR is the heat rate of the storage device

(MMBtu/MWh), P fuel is the price of fuel for the storage device ($/MMBtu), and

CVO&M is the variable operations and maintenance cost associated with the storage

device ($/MWh).

MC =
1

rE
× P electricity

charging + HR × P fuel + CVO&M (2.1)

Figure 2.2 compares the marginal costs of generating for pure storage and

CAES as a function of the charging electricity price and the natural gas price. For

much of the range of realistic charging electricity prices, pure storage technologies

have lower marginal costs of generating, and the lower marginal cost of generating

leads to greater utilization and operating profit in actual operation [4]. However, the

estimated capital costs of batteries and PHS are substantially higher than CAES [13],

so the pure storage technologies have to make substantially more operational profit

than a CAES facility to support their investment.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of pure storage and CAES marginal costs of generating as
a function of charging electricity cost and natural gas price. Pure storage has lower
marginal costs of generating over the low range of charging electricity prices.

2.4 Siting CAES and PHS in ERCOT

As stated before, three energy storage technologies have been demonstrated

at the utility scale. Batteries are currently too expensive for large-scale bulk energy

storage. PHS requires both elevation change and available water. While there are

some locations in ERCOT where elevation change and water are co-located, much of

Texas is lacks sufficient water or the elevation gradient needed to make PHS practical.

While using saline or brackish underground aquifers for the lower reservoir for a PHS

facility has been proposed [14], and West Texas has substantial brackish aquifers, this

concept has not been proven at any scale.

In contrast to PHS, CAES has the potential to be located in many locations in

ERCOT. CAES requires a suitable geologic formation for the underground reservoir;

Texas has extensive geological formations that are appropriate for underground stor-

age (as evidenced by the large number of formations currently being used for natural
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gas and chemical storage in Texas). Texas is believed to have suitable geology for

CAES across much of the ERCOT footprint in bedded salt, domal salt, and aquifer

formations [15].

2.5 Estimated Cost of New Entry for CAES in ERCOT

The cost of new entry (CONE) is the capital, operating, and other costs that

are incurred by a new generator. These costs are paid for by the operating profits of

the generator, so the average operating profits over the economic life of the generator

must exceed the CONE in order to justify the investment in the generator. A recent

estimate of CONE for CT and NGCC generators [16] was used to estimate the CONE

for a CAES generator. CONE is primarily composed of payments on the capital costs

(CC), so CONE for a CAES generator was estimated by multiplying the CONE of a

CT and NGCC generator by the ratio of the capital costs of CAES to the capital cost

of CT and NGCC generators, respectively. Equation 2.2 describes this calculation.

CONECAES =
CC CAES

CC CT

× CONECT

CONECAES =
CC CAES

CC NGCC

× CONENGCC

(2.2)

Table 2.3 gives the capital costs and CONE values used for the CT and NGCC

generators, the capital cost range estimate for the CAES generator, and the estimated

CONE for a CAES generator. The CONE for CAES is estimated to be $135–180/kW-

year, depending on the specific CAES capital cost and CT or NGCC CONE values

used in the calculation. Based on this estimate, the lowest operating profit needed

for investment in a CAES generator was assumed to be $135/kW-year.
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Table 2.3: Capital costs (CC) and cost of new entry (CONE) for CT, NGCC, and
CAES generator types. The CONE for CAES is $135–180/kW-year depending on
capital cost and the cost of capital.

Generator CC CONE
Type ($/kW) ($/kW-year)

CT 667a 90–116a

NGCC 798a 112–145a

CAES 1000b 135–180c

afrom Newell et al. [16]
bassumed based on various literature sources
ccalculated by Equation 2.2

2.6 The ERCOT Market

The Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) is the entity responsible

for efficient and reliable operation of the electric grid in most of Texas. ERCOT’s

geographical boundaries are shown in Figure 2.3. ERCOT covers approximately 75%

of the land area of Texas and 85% of the electric demand. The ERCOT system

currently contains about 550 generating units and serves a population of 23 million

people [17].

ERCOT’s total generating capacity is currently about 74 GW, with the record

peak demand set in 2011 at 68.3 GW [17]. Figure 2.4 shows the fraction of installed

capacity and electricity generated in 2011 from each major fuel. ERCOT has a higher

fraction of natural gas generation capacity than many other markets, but nuclear and

coal generators still provide more than half of the electricity generated in ERCOT.

2.6.1 Evolution of Market Structure

Prior to 1995, ERCOT consisted of vertically-integrated regulated monopo-

lies, including investor-owned utilities, municipally-owned utilities, and rural electric

cooperatives [18]. In 1995 the Texas Legislature passed Senate Bill 373 (SB 373),
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Figure 2.3: ERCOT geographical boundaries and zonal market zones. Between 2002
and 2010 ERCOT operated with four or five congestion management zones. During
times of transmission congestion electricity prices in the four zones could be different.

Figure 2.4: ERCOT generator capacity and annual generation fractions by fuel type.
ERCOT has more natural gas generation capacity than many regions of the United
States, but nuclear and coal provide over 50% of the electricity generated in ERCOT.
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which began restructuring3 the electric power industry in ERCOT. SB 373 directed

the Public Utility Commission (PUC) to enable wholesale competition, and the PUC

began expanding ERCOT’s responsibilities to enable wholesale competition and fa-

cilitate efficient use of the power grid by all market participants.

In 1999 Texas Legislature went further by passing Senate Bill 7 (SB 7), which

required competition in the retail portion of the electric industry starting January

1, 2002. This action left only the transmission portion of the electric industry as

regulated monopolies in the parts of ERCOT that were previously within investor-

owned utility areas. The municipal utilities and rural electric cooperatives were not

required to restructure under either SB 373 or SB 7, and most opted to remain

regulated monopolies rather than join the competitive retail market.

ERCOT opened its competitive market using a zonal model for transmission

congestion in January 2002. Problems with the zonal market design led the PUC to

order ERCOT to begin looking at a nodal market formulation in September 2003. In

2006 the nodal protocols were completed and the nodal market began on December

1, 2010. The next two sections describe the zonal and nodal markets, respectively, in

greater detail.

2.6.1.1 Zonal Market Structure

The zonal market existed from January 2002 through November 2010. In the

zonal market, most of the electricity (on the order of 95%) was traded bilaterally

between the generation company (the seller) and the retail electric provider (the

buyer). The parties involved in the bilateral trades submitted schedules to ERCOT

informing ERCOT of their generation plan for the day. In addition ERCOT ran a

3The term “deregulation” is often used, but there are still many regulations in a “deregulated”
market, so the term “restructured” will be used in this work.
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balancing energy market to procure the remaining amount of electricity and a separate

ancillary services market to provide regulation, spinning reserve, and nonspinning

reserve for any generators who did not self-procure these services.

In the zonal market ERCOT operated with four (or, for one year, five) zones

for transmission congestion management. Figure 2.3 shows the approximate geo-

graphic layout of the four zones at the end of the zonal market in 2010. In the

balancing market all of the electricity generated during in a given market interval

within the same zone had the same price, but the prices could vary between zones

when transmission lines connecting the zones reached their capacity limits (i.e. there

was transmission “congestion”). Intra-zonal transmission congestion did occur peri-

odically and was resolved using out-of-market re-dispatch instructions and associated

re-dispatch payments. Because bilateral trading and self-scheduling were allowed,

these out-of-market re-dispatch payments led to market manipulation by some gener-

ation companies, because the companies had the opportunity to increase their profit

by intentionally causing intra-zonal transmission congestion and collecting the out-of-

market payments to resolve the congestion [19]. In addition, the zone boundaries also

shifted each year, which led to uncertainty for any facility (or planned future facility)

located near a zone boundary. These problems were recognized and prompted the

transition to a nodal market design, but the technical and institutional infrastructure

required for the nodal market took several years to create and implement. The tran-

sition to the nodal design did not occur until December 1, 2010. In total the zonal

market existed from January 1, 2002 through November 30, 2010.

Part of the work presented in this dissertation analyzed historical prices from

the zonal market. The zones have identical electricity prices except when transmis-

sion capacity limits are binding in the unit commitment and dispatch process. The
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West zone of ERCOT has a large wind generation potential and experienced a large

increase in the amount of installed wind generation over the 2002–2010 period. The

transmission lines connecting the West zone to other zones became congested, and

beginning in 2005 the West zone prices were often suppressed during high wind con-

ditions. Therefore the West zone’s prices were often different than the non-West

zones.

2.6.1.2 Nodal Market Structure

On December 1, 2010 ERCOT opened its nodal market. The nodal market is

different than the zonal market in many respects. In contrast to the zonal market, the

ERCOT nodal market requires that all electricity be traded through the ERCOT mar-

ket rather than through bilateral contracts. Generators can no longer self-schedule.

In addition, in the nodal market all transmission congestion is resolved locally using

locational-marginal-pricing (LMP), which resolves electricity prices down to the level

of the approximately 4000 individual nodes in the transmission grid. Differences in

nodal electricity prices are based on where in the transmission grid the congestion

occurs, and generators are no longer able to profit by intentionally causing transmis-

sion congestion. LMP pricing removes the out-of-market re-dispatch payments that

led to market manipulation in the early zonal market design.

The nodal market consists of a day-ahead market (DAM), which runs the day

before each operating day, and a real-time market (RTM), which runs throughout

each operating day. The same ancillary services exist in the nodal market as existed

in the zonal market, but their procurement is integrated with the energy procurement

market. This integration of the energy and ancillary services markets is termed “co-

optimization,” and provides more economically optimal operation of the electric power

system than separate markets for energy and ancillary services.
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2.6.2 Growth in Installed Wind Generation Capacity

West Texas has a large wind resource potential. The production tax credit

(PTC) spurred development of wind generation in West Texas, particularly during

the 2005–2010 period when the PTC was extended without being allowed to expire

(as it had every two years prior to that period). Figure 2.5 shows the growth in

installed wind capacity in ERCOT from about 1 GW in 2002 to almost 10 GW in

2010.

Although West Texas has a large wind resource potential, the wind patterns

in West Texas are not well-matched to the demand pattern in ERCOT. Figure 2.6

compares the actual wind generation and demand patterns in ERCOT in 2009. The

wind generation and demand patterns are normalized by their maximum values, so

that the figure shows the shape of the patterns only, not the magnitude. The top

panel in Figure 2.6 presents the total wind generation and demand by month of the

year, and the bottom panel presents the average hourly values over all hours in the

year. Both panels illustrated the fact that West Texas wind generation is poorly

correlated to demand.4

The combination of low native load in the West zone, poor correlation of West

Texas wind generation to load, transmission constraints, minimum generation limi-

tations on traditional generators, and production tax credits available to wind gener-

ators caused negative prices in the West zone in many of the price intervals between

2005 and 2010. Figure 2.7 shows the steep increase in the number of negative-price

4These data consist almost entirely of generators located in West Texas. Coastal Texas also
has good wind potential and the generation patterns are better correlated with load, but wind
development in the coastal area did not begin until transmission constraints reduced the profitability
of additional projects in West Texas.
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Figure 2.5: ERCOT installed wind capacity. Between 2002 and 2010 ERCOT expe-
rienced a growth in wind capacity from 1 GW to almost 10 GW [20].

Figure 2.6: Comparison of wind generation and load patterns. Wind generation in
West Texas does not align well with demand patterns.
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Figure 2.7: Growth of negative price intervals in ERCOT West zone. Beginning
in 2008 the ERCOT West zone experienced a negative prices in about 10% of the
operating intervals each year.

balancing market intervals in the West zone in 2007 as the installed wind capacity

increased from about 5 GW to about 8 GW in one year (see Figure 2.5).

2.6.3 Expansion of Transmission Lines

In response to the rapid growth of wind generation in West Texas and the sub-

sequent transmission constraints, the Texas legislature passed Senate Bill 20 (SB 20)

in 2005. SB 20 paved the way for the PUC to authorize seven transmission utilities

to construct new and upgrade projects to import more wind power from designated

competitive renewable energy zones (CREZ) in West Texas. Figure 2.8 shows the

CREZ zones and transmission line projects. When complete, the ERCOT will have

the capacity to transfer about 18 GW of electricity from West Texas to the population

centers in the eastern half of Texas [21].

Prior to completion of the CREZ lines, data obtained from ERCOT indicate

that wind generation was limited to about 6 GW by the low native load, limited

transmission capacity, and minimum generation limits for generators in the West
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Figure 2.8: Map of CREZ zones and CREZ transmission line projects. When complete
the CREZ lines will have the capacity to transfer 18 GW of electricity from West Texas
to the major load centers in ERCOT.

zone. The CREZ lines will significantly increase the capacity for the transmission

system to export electricity to central and eastern Texas.

2.6.4 Ancillary Services

To match supply and demand for electricity and ensure reliability of the grid,

ERCOT procures ancillary services from the market participants. Several ancillary

services (such as black start, reliability must-run, and voltage support) are procured

outside of daily market operations and are not considered in this work. The four

ancillary services that are procured in the DAM and are considered in this work are

regulation up, regulation down, spinning reserve, and nonspinning reserve. Regulation

up and down require the generators providing the service to modulate their output
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continuously to match supply and demand changes that occur faster than the energy

market interval (15 minutes in the zonal market and 5 minutes in the nodal market).

Spinning reserve is capacity that can respond within 5 minutes to compensate for

a contingency event such as a forced outage of a generator or a transmission line.

Nonspinning reserve is capacity that can respond within 30 minutes to compensate

for unanticipated changes in load or generation.

2.7 Marginal and Average Heat Rates

A large section of this work requires understanding the relationship between

fuel input to a generator (in MMBtu/hour) and the electricity output of the generator

(in MW). This relationship is termed the input-output curve (IOC) or the input-

output function. A generator’s IOC is often approximated by a linear or polynomial

function. The IOC is defined as in Equation 2.3, where y is the input fuel required

(in MMBtu/hour) and x is the electrical power output (in MW).

y = f(x) (2.3)

Two different metrics related to the input-output curve are important. Both of

the metrics are referred to as “heat rates” and have the same units, which often causes

confusion and complicates discussion of the two metrics. The two heat rates are the

average heat rate and the marginal heat rate. To avoid ambiguity this dissertation

will always specify average or marginal when referring to heat rates. The two heat

rates are described below.

The first heat rate metric is the average heat rate (AHR). The AHR is a

measure of the overall efficiency of the generator at any point in its operating range.

AHR is simply the reciprocal of the power plant thermal efficiency at that point
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multiplied by a unit-conversion factor (3.413 MMBtu/MWh), and AHR is calculated

as given in Equation 2.4. Lower AHR values indicate higher efficiency.

AHR =
f(x)

x
(2.4)

The second heat rate metric is the marginal heat rate (MHR). The MHR is

a measure of the change in fuel consumption as the generator output changes. The

MHR is calculated as given in Equation 2.5.

MHR =
df(x)

dx
(2.5)

The AHR is most commonly used to describe the efficiency of the generator,

and a single AHR corresponding to the maximum output of the generator is typically

given. Absent any additional information, the single AHR is often assumed to be

constant over the generator’s entire operating range. This assumption implies a linear

IOC with y-intercept of zero, and also implies that the MHR is constant and equal

to the AHR over the generator’s entire operating range.

A more accurate analysis gives the AHR at maximum output of the generator

plus one additional point. These two AHR values allow the generation of a linear

IOC with a non-zero y-intercept. In this case the MHR is constant but the AHR

varies over the generator’s operating range. Typically the y-intercept of the IOC is

positive so that the AHR decreases as the generator power level increases because the

y-intercept (which represents the fuel consumption that occurs with zero electrical

power production) is spread out over more generation.

An even better analysis is to represent the IOC as a polynomial and calculate

the AHR and MHR values from the IOC polynomial and Equations 2.4 and 2.5. This

case is representative of many generators’ actual IOCs, and yields MHR and AHR
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values that vary over the generator’s operating range. In contrast to the AHR, the

MHR is typically lower at low generation levels and increases as the generation level

increases.

Figure 2.9 shows an example of the differences between these representations of

the IOC.5 Figure 2.9a shows the IOCs for constant AHR, constant MHR, and variable

MHR representations of the same generator. The variable MHR representation is the

closest to the generator’s actual IOC (which is not shown), and the constant MHR

and constant AHR representations are lower-accuracy approximations of the IOC.

Figure 2.9b shows the AHR over the generator’s operating range for the three

representations of the generator’s IOC. The AHR of the constant AHR representation

is constant, while AHR of the constant MHR and variable MHR representations show

that the generator becomes more efficient (i.e. the AHR decreases) as the generation

level increases.

Figure 2.9c shows the MHR over the generator’s operating range for the three

representations of the generator’s IOC. The MHR of the constant-MHR representa-

tion of the IOC is obviously constant as the generation level increases. In addition, the

MHR of the constant-AHR representation of the IOC is constant (by Equations 2.4

and 2.5 a constant AHR implies a constant MHR). The MHR of the variable MHR

representation increases as generation level increases. For the work described in this

dissertation the MHR is more useful than the AHR because it determines the marginal

cost of generating and therefore is directly linked to electricity market clearing prices.

5Actual IOCs vary based on generator fuel, generator type, and the design and operation of the
specific generator. The IOC in Figure 2.9 is an example using one of the NGCC generators in the
ERCOT fleet.
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(a) Input-output curves

(b) Average heat rates

(c) Marginal heat rates

Figure 2.9: Generator average and marginal heat rates with different representations
of the input-output curve. These particular input-output curves are examples only.
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2.8 Electricity Prices in Competitive Markets

This section describes how electricity prices are determined in competitive

markets such as ERCOT.

In ERCOT (and most other markets) the electricity prices are set by the unit

commitment and dispatch (UC&D) process. UC&D is the process that ERCOT uses

to determine which generators will be generating and their output levels for each

operating interval within the day, and involves solving an optimization problem that

minimizes the cost of matching electricity supply and demand while also respect-

ing the physical limits of the generators and transmission lines, the financial offers

of the generators (and bids of load participants, if any), and additional reliability

requirements.

Under competitive market conditions (defined as one where generators cannot

affect the market clearing price by increasing their offer prices), a generator’s optimal

offer will be its marginal cost of generation. A generator with a marginal cost of

MC must generate an offer price OP to offer into the ERCOT market. The market

clearing price MCP is independent of both OP and MC and is determined after OP

is submitted to ERCOT. If the generator’s OP is equal to or less than the MCP the

generator will be required to generate at the level specified. If the generator’s OP is

greater than the MCP the generator will be required to not generate. The generator

will not offer below its marginal cost, because if it did so and the market clearing price

fell between its offer and its marginal cost (OP ≤ MCP < MC ) the generator would

be required to generate but would be paid less than it cost to generate. Similarly, the

generator should not offer above its marginal cost, because if the market clearing price

fell above its marginal cost but below its offer (MC ≤ MCP < OP) the generator

would be required to not generate and would forgo profit equal to the difference
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between the market clearing price and the generator’s marginal cost. Each generator

in the fleet faces the same situation, so under competitive conditions every generator’s

offer should reflect its marginal production cost.

In ERCOT (and most other markets) electricity market prices are set by the

value of the dual variable on the supply-demand balance constraint in the UC&D

model. The value of the dual variable is often thought of as the additional cost

to serve one more unit of demand.6 Because there is usually a generator operating

between its minimum and maximum operating limit (and therefore able to change its

output level), the cost of serving one more unit of demand is equal to that generator’s

offer price. As described above, under competitive conditions the offer price will

equal the generator’s marginal cost of generation, so under competitive conditions

the electricity market price is set by the marginal cost of the online generator with

the highest marginal cost of production.

A generator’s marginal cost of production is composed of the marginal fuel

cost (which is the fuel price multiplied by the MHR) and the variable operations and

maintenance cost, as described by Equation 2.6. Equation 2.7 states that the electric-

ity price is equal to the marginal cost of the highest marginal cost generator currently

online, and Equation 2.8 restates the electricity price in terms of the components of

the generator’s marginal cost.

MC = CVO&M + P fuel ×MHR (2.6)

PE = MC (2.7)

PE = CVO&M + P fuel ×MHR (2.8)

6This simplified definition is not rigorous and can break down under certain (relatively infrequent)
conditions. An in-depth explanation of dual variables and optimization is given in [22].
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Figure 2.10: Example load and electricity price using constant average, constant
marginal, and variable marginal heat rates. Constant average and constant marginal
heat rates lead to flat price profiles.

To illustrate the impact of constant versus variable MHRs on electricity prices,

consider a simple example with one generator (with marginal heat rates as shown

in Figure 2.9) serving a load that varies from just above the generator’s minimum

generation level to just below the generator’s maximum generation level over the

course of one day. Figure 2.10 shows the load and resulting prices in this simple

case. If the generator is assumed to have constant marginal heat rates, the price

of electricity will be constant throughout the day. In contrast, if the generator is

assumed to have variable marginal heat rates the price of electricity will vary as the

load varies.

In reality generators have variable marginal heat rates. Using constant MHRs

(as described in Section 2.7) allows the UC&D optimization problem to be smaller

but does not reflect the real operational characteristics of many generators. The

differences between constant and variable MHRs will be important in the model

calibration process presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

The Potential for CAES in ERCOT

3.1 Introduction

This chapter evaluates the maximum economic prospects for a CAES facility

performing price arbitrage in the ERCOT market using historical data from 2002–

2010. Evaluating the economic potential in past years gives an indication of the

market price dynamics and therefore the potential for a CAES facility to be eco-

nomically competitive in future years. This chapter also examines the economic

sensitivity of a CAES facilty to the configuration of the facility (defined in this work

as the compressor capacity and storage capacity, relative to turbine capacity), the

additional operating profits achievable by participating in the nonspinning reserve

ancillary service market, and the impact of minimum allowable runtimes and startup

costs associated with the compressor and turbine systems.

This chapter first presents a brief review of the existing literature in this area,

and then describes the approach taken to address the questions posed above. After

the approach is described, a detailed description of the model formulation is given.

Next the model execution is described and the results are presented and discussed.

Finally, the last section the conclusions from this chapter are summarized.

3.2 Literature Review

A body of previous work has estimated the potential for energy storage fa-

cilities to compete in the emerging competitive electricity markets either through
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performing price arbitrage or price arbitrage plus one of several ancillary services

such as regulation, spinning reserve, or nonspinning reserve [4,23–27]. However none

of the existing literature has examined the long-term potential for an energy storage

facility to participate fully in the ERCOT market.1 In addition, analyses that use

historical prices often neglect real-world limitations such as minimum operating times

and startup costs [4, 23–27].

Only one study has performed an analysis on the economic competitiveness

of an independent CAES facility in the United States [4]. This study considered

small facilities in the California Independent System Operator (CAISO), Midwest

Independent Transmission System Operator (MISO), PJM Regional Transmission

Organization (PJM), and New York Independent System Operator (NYISO), but did

not include ERCOT. Other studies have considered CAES in ERCOT, but only as

one component in hybrid systems consisting of a wind generator, a CAES facility,

and a transmission line supplying a load [29, 30]. These hybrid systems constrain

all of their components (wind generator, CAES facility, and transmission line) in

artificial ways that do not allow a true evaluation of their economic potential in the

existing market. Often these hybrid system analyses require that a simplified system

(consisting of one or more transmission lines, wind generators, and CAES facilities)

mimic the operation of a traditional generator. For example, Fertig and Apt [29]

constructed a system in which a West Texas wind generator transmitted electricity

to a Houston location on a dedicated transmission line and either stored in a CAES

facility or sold the electricity immediately. In this hybrid system, the transmission

line was underutilized because it was dedicated to the wind/CAES system, the CAES

generator was underutilized because it was only allowed to charge using excess wind

1Tsai et al. [28] analyzed a pumped hydro storage facility participating in all ancillary service
markets in ERCOT but only for one week in 2004 and one week in 2005.
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generation, and the wind generation was underutilized because it was curtailed by

the transmission line capacity. In the real world the transmission system is meshed so

that no (or very few) transmission lines are dedicated to a single generator, the wind

generator would be able to serve the load through the meshed transmission system,

and the CAES generator would be able to charge using electricity from generators

other than the wind generator. The assumptions built into the model significantly

handicapped the hybrid system’s performance; not surprisingly, the analysis found

that the hybrid system was not economically feasible.

The existing body of work also does not address the real-world limitations

of minimum runtimes and startup costs. At least one study includes costs in their

model, but the impact of changing these costs is not examined [4].

The work described in this chapter addresses the existing gap in the literature

by examining the potential for a CAES facility to exist as an independent competi-

tive entity in ERCOT. This work also addresses the contribution of the nonspinning

reserve ancillary service market and the real-world limitations of minimum runtimes

and startup costs.

3.3 Approach

In this work a CAES dispatch optimization model was created and used to

determine the operating profit of a CAES facility responding to a set of prices for elec-

tricity and the nonspinning reserve ancillary service. The model accepted as inputs

operating characteristics of the CAES facility, and the impact of these characteristics

was evaluated by running the model with different input values and comparing the

resulting operating profits and facility operational behavior.
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3.4 Model Formulation

The CAES dispatch optimization model determines the optimal operational

behavior for the CAES facility given an input set of facility characteristics and prices

for electricity, natural gas, and nonspinning reserve ancillary service provision. The

objective of the model is to maximize the operating profits by optimizing the opera-

tion of the facility. Operating profits are defined as electricity and ancillary services

revenues minus electricity, fuel, startup, and variable operations and maintenance

costs. For each time interval the optimization model decides how much compres-

sor and turbine capacity the CAES facility should allocate to buy electricity, sell

electricity, or provide the nonspinning reserve ancillary service.

The model assumes that the facility is small enough that it would not affect the

historical prices that occurred in the ERCOT zonal market between 2002 and 2010.

This assumption allowed use of the historical price data without modification and is

used in similar analyses in other markets [4]. Given this assumption the profit or loss

of a facility scales directly with the size of the facility (so that a 1000 MW facility

would make 1000 times the profit of a 1 MW facility). At a sufficiently large capacity

(well below 1000 MW) the assumption would become invalid because the facility’s

operation would have impacted the market prices. In order to avoid this problem,

this analysis held the output power capacity of the facility constant at an arbitrarily

small 1 MW. The 1-MW output size is smaller than any currently-proposed CAES

design, and was selected to emphasize the fact that the model assumes a facility small

enough that the facility’s operation would not have changed the historical market

prices. All of the results are presented on a per-unit-output-capacity basis, which

could be scaled up to a larger output capacity as long as the assumption about the

facility not affecting electricity prices remains valid. The upper limit of reasonable
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scaling would depend on where on the transmission system the CAES facility was

located and would require a site-specific evaluation.

The CAES facility was assumed to buy and sell electricity at prices equal to

historical ERCOT balancing energy market prices [31]. Fuel for the CAES facility

was assumed to be natural gas, and monthly average historical natural gas prices for

electricity generators in Texas were used [32]. The model assumes that the facility has

perfect knowledge of all future prices so that it can evaluate the maximum potential

operating profit of the CAES facility. Chapter 4 considers the impact of imperfect

knowledge.

Both the compressor and turbine systems are assumed to be able to provide

nonspinning reserve. The turbine system can provide nonspinning reserve while online

simply by being able to increase its output and while offline by being able to come

online within 30 minutes. The compressor system is allowed to provide nonspining

reserve by being online and available to reduce its load. In this chapter the facility is

not assumed to participate in any of the other ancillary service markets. Chapter 4

considers the impact of the other ancillary services markets.

The model treats the CAES facility as an energy conversion device and ne-

glects thermodynamic and other technical details in favor of high-level conversion

parameters such as heat rate (the amount of fuel energy needed to produce a unit

of electricity (MMBtu/MWh)), output-to-input electricity ratio (MWh sold/MWh

purchased), and an accounting strategy for stored energy that tracks the amount of

energy available (in MWh) rather than compressed air pressure or volume.

The model is a mixed-integer linear program (MIP) and is implemented in

GAMS [33]. For all cases the relative convergence criterion (MIP gap) was set at 1%.
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This criterion means that the solutions found are guaranteed to be within 1% of the

global optimum for the problem.

3.4.1 A Comment on the Perfect Knowledge Assumption

The model assumes perfect knowledge of all future prices. Imperfect knowl-

edge of future prices would result in suboptimal operational decisions and therefore

lower operating profits. Existing work describing CAES operation in other electric-

ity markets has shown that “backcasting” (i.e. operating as if future prices will be

the same as recent past prices, without any effort to forecast future prices) could

provide 63% to 85% of the perfect knowledge revenue [4]. Price forecasts based on

expected weather or other predictable events would presumably enable a CAES facil-

ity to achieve revenues somewhere between the level provided by simple backcasting

and the perfect-knowledge assumption used in the model described in this chapter.

Chapter 4 of this dissertation examines more closely the impact of imperfect knowl-

edge.

3.4.2 Decision Variables

Electricity and nonspinning reserve prices vary by market interval, and the

optimization model maximizes the operating profit of the facility by changing the

operation of the facility during each market interval in response to the varying prices.

Operation of the facility falls into two markets: buying or selling electricity in the

balancing energy market (which consists of 15-minute intervals) and selling reserved

capacity into the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market (which consists of 1-

hour intervals). Therefore, the decision variables the optimization model uses to

maximize the operating profits are the amount of capacity (in MW) that the CAES

facility should use during each operating interval to buy electricity, sell electricity,
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Table 3.1: The decision variables for the CAES dispatch optimization model. The
model chooses the values of these variables in order to maximize the CAES facility’s
operating profits.

Variable Description & Units

xEi Amount of turbine system capacity used for selling electricity in
balancing energy market interval i (MW)

xNS
j Amount of turbine system capacity used for nonspinning reserve in

ancillary service market interval j (MW)
yEi Amount of compressor system capacity used for buying electricity

in balancing energy market interval i (MW)
yNS
j Amount of compressor system capacity used for nonspinning reserve

in ancillary service market interval j (MW)
Estored

i The amount of electrical energy in storage at the end of balancing
energy market interval i, on an as-output basis (MWh)

Onoutput
i The on/off status of the turbine system in balancing energy market

interval i (–)

On input
i The on/off status of the compressor system in balancing energy mar-

ket interval i (–)
Startoutputi Whether the turbine system turns on in balancing energy market

interval i (–)

Start inputi Whether the compressor system turns on in balancing energy market
interval i (–)

and reserve for the nonspinning reserve market. Additional binary decision variables

are needed to track whether the compressor and turbine systems are on or off during

each operating interval and whether the compressor and turbine systems started up

during each operating interval. Table 3.1 contains the decision variables used in the

CAES dispatch optimization model.

3.4.3 Objective and Constraint Equations

In general an optimization model is composed of an objective equation that

describes a quantity to be minimized or maximized as a function of the decision

variables. In this case the quantity to be maximized is the operating profit of the
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CAES facility and the decision variables are the amount of turbine and compressor

capacity to be committed to each activity in each operating interval.

The objective function for this model calculates the operating profits of the

facility as a function of the facility’s operational behavior in each interval of the

year. In turn, the operation of the CAES facility is subject to several constraints.

The input and output power components of the facility (i.e. the compressor system

and turbine system) are subject to separate constraints on minimum and maximum

capacity limits (which include capacity commitment for both generating electricity

and providing ancillary services) and minimum runtimes. The energy storage reservoir

of the facility is subject to constraints on energy balance and maximum and minimum

storage level. No ramp rate constraints are modeled since CAES facilities are capable

of ramping from minimum to maximum output within a few minutes, which is faster

than the operating intervals in the ERCOT market considered.

The objective and constraint equations are presented in the following sections.

The equations describe the model objective and constraints in general algebraic no-

tation rather than the syntax required by the GAMS software. Nomenclature for the

decision variables and input parameters used in the model is described in Tables 3.1

and 3.2, respectively.

3.4.3.1 Objective Equation

The objective of the model is to maximize the operating profit of the CAES

facility. The operating profit is the sum of the revenues from buying and selling

electricity, plus the sum of the revenues from selling capacity into the nonspinning

reserve market, minus the costs of providing these services, minus startup costs. The
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Table 3.2: Input parameters and additional nomenclature for the CAES dispatch
optimization model.

Parameter Description & Units

ȳ Maximum input power capacity of compressor (MW)
x̄ Maximum output power capacity of turbine (MW)
D̄ Maximum storage duration (hours at maximum output capacity)

f input
LSL Minimum input power capacity of compressor as a fraction of max-

imum input power capacity (–)
f output
LSL Minimum output power capacity of turbine as a fraction of maximum

output power capacity (–)

f input
NS Fraction of input capacity allowed to participated in nonspinning

reserve market (–)
f output
NS Fraction of output capacity allowed to participated in nonspinning

reserve market (–)
HR Heat rate of the turbine system (MMBtu/MWh)
rE Output-to-input electricity ratio of the facility (MWh output/MWh

input)
CVO&M Variable operations and maintenance cost associated with generating

electricity ($/MWh)
CNS Cost of providing nonspinning reserve ($/MW-h)
Cstartup,input Cost of starting the compressor system, on a per-unit-capacity basis

($/MW-start)
Cstartup,output Cost of starting the turbine system, on a per-unit-capacity basis

($/MW-start)
∆tenergy Length of each balancing energy market operating interval (hours)
∆tNS Length of each nonspinning reserve market operating interval (hours)
i Operating interval number for balancing energy market (–)
i′ Alias for operating interval number for balancing energy market (–)
j Operating interval number for nonspinning reserves market (–)
minOn input Minimum number of intervals the compressor system must stay on

when it comes on (–)
minOnoutput Minimum number of intervals the turbine system must stay on when

it comes on (–)
OpProfit Operating profits of the CAES facility ($)

P electricity
i Electricity price ($/MWh)
PNG
i Natural gas price ($/MMBtu)
PNS
j Nonspinning reserve price ($/MW-h)
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operating profit (OpProfit) is calculated as in Equation 3.1:

OpProfit = Relectricity +RAS − Cstartups (3.1)

where Relectricity is the net revenue from buying and selling electricity and is given by

Equation 3.2, RAS is the net revenue from providing the nonspinning reserve ancillary

service and is given by Equation 3.3, and Cstartups is the total cost associated with

startups and is given by Equation 3.4:

Relectricity = ∆tenergy ×
∑
i

(
(P electricity

i − HR × PNG
i − CVO&M )×xEi

−(P electricity
i )×yEi

) (3.2)

RAS = ∆tNS ×
∑
j

(
(PNS

j − CNS )× (yNS
j + xNS

j )
)

(3.3)

Cstartups =
∑
i

(
ȳ × Cstartup,input×Start inputi

+x̄× Cstartup,output×Startoutputi

) (3.4)

3.4.3.2 Constraint Equations

Operation of the facility is limited by constraints on the operation of the input

and output systems and the energy storage reservoir. This section describes each of

the constraints.

The amount of capacity used to buy or sell electricity is limited by the com-

pressor and turbine minimum and maximum generation limits (in MW) as given in

Equations 3.5 through 3.8. Equations 3.5 and 3.6 establish the minimum genera-

tion limits on the turbine and compressor, respectively, and Equations 3.7 and 3.8

establish the maximum generation limits on the turbine and compressor, respectively:

∀i, xEi ≥ f output
LSL × x̄×Onoutput

i (3.5)

∀i, yEi ≥ f input
LSL × ȳ ×On

input
i (3.6)
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∀i, xEi ≤ x̄×Onoutput
i (3.7)

∀i, yEi ≤ ȳ ×Oninput
i (3.8)

The amount of compressed air in storage is considered only as its equivalent

output electrical energy (i.e. the energy is tracked as MWh of electricity rather than

compressed air volume and pressure). The electrical energy ratio of the facility, rE, is

the amount of electrical energy output for each unit of electrical energy input to the

facility (for a pure storage device with no fuel requirement the electrical energy ratio

would be the round-trip efficiency). For every unit of electricity energy purchased,

rE units of electricity can be sold. The equivalent amount of electricity in storage at

the end of each interval is given by Equation 3.9.

∀i, Estored
i = Estored

i−1 + (yEi × rE − xEi )×∆tenergy (3.9)

The electricity stored at the end of each interval is limited by the storage

capacity, as given in Equation 3.10:

∀i, 0 ≤ Estored
i ≤ x̄× D̄ (3.10)

Constraints are needed to limit the amount of capacity committed to the

nonspinning reserve ancillary service market to the capacity available in all of the 15-

minute balancing energy market intervals within the 1-hour ancillary service market

interval. The balancing energy prices vary within a single ancillary services market

interval, so the facility might wish to, for example, buy electricity in one interval, pro-

vide nonspinning reserve during the second interval, sell electricity during the third

interval, and provide nonspinning reserve during the fourth interval. However, the

ancillary services are only procured on an hourly basis, so any capacity committed
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to the nonspinning reserve market must be committed for the entire hour and there-

fore be unused for buying or selling electricity in the balancing energy market. The

next two paragraphs present the constraints for the turbine and compressor systems’

participation in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service, respectively.

The amount of nonspinning reserve that the turbine can provide is the avail-

able capacity between its current output level and its maximum output capacity.

Therefore, any capacity committed to the ancillary service market is unavailable to

participate in any of the balancing energy market intervals within the same ancillary

service market interval. Equation 3.11 enforces this constraint between the erngy

intervals (i) and the ancillary service intervals (j).

∀{(i, j)|i = 4j − n, n = 0 . . . 3}, xNS
j ≤ x̄− xEi (3.11)

In contrast to the turbine, the compressor can only provide nonspinning reserve

by being online and being available to turn down or turn off its power level. The

same coordination of capacity between the balancing energy market intervals and

the ancillary service market intervals is necessary for the compressor as with the

turbine. The constraint on compressor nonspinning reserve capacity is enforced by

Equation 3.12:

∀{(i, j)|i = 4j − n, n = 0 . . . 3}, yNS
j ≤ yEi (3.12)

The compressor and turbine system startups are tracked using Equation 3.13

and Equation 3.14. The binary Oni variables are set by Equations 3.5 through 3.8

above.

∀i, Startoutputi ≥ Onoutput
i −Onoutput

i−1 (3.13)

∀i, Start inputi ≥ Oninput
i −Oninput

i−1 (3.14)
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Finally, minimum runtimes are enforced using Equations 3.15 through 3.18.

Equations 3.15 and 3.16 enforce the minimum runtime during the majority of the year

(during intervals before minOn intervals before the end of the year) for the turbine

and compressor systems, respectively. These constraints require that if the facility

turns on in a given interval it stays on for at least minOn intervals. Equations 3.17

and 3.18 enforce the minimum runtime requirements within minOn intervals of the

end of the year for the turbine and compressor systems. These constraints require

that if the facility turns on within minOn intervals of the end of the year it stays on

until the end of the year.

∀{i|i ≤ max(i)−minOnoutput + 1},
i+minOn−1∑

i′=i

Onoutput
i′ ≥ minOnoutput × (Onoutput

i −Onoutput
i−1 )

(3.15)

∀{i|i ≤ max(i)−minOn input + 1},
i+minOn−1∑

i′=i

Oninput
i′ ≥ minOn input × (Oninput

i −Oninput
i−1 )

(3.16)

∀{i|i > max(i)−minOnoutput + 1},
max(i)∑
i′=i

Onoutput
i′ ≥ (max(i)− i+ 1)× (Onoutput

i −Onoutput
i−1 )

(3.17)

∀{i|i > max(i)−minOn input + 1},
max(i)∑
i′=i

Oninput
i′ ≥ (max(i)− i+ 1)× (Oninput

i −Oninput
i−1 )

(3.18)

3.4.4 Required Inputs

The model requires input values for several operational parameters and for the

electricity, natural gas, and nonspinning reserve prices for each interval within the

time period being considered. Historical electricity and ancillary services price data

from the ERCOT zonal market from January 2002 through November 2010 [34, 35]
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Table 3.3: Input performance parameters for the CAES facility.

Parameter Default Value Units

x̄ 1 MW
ȳ 0.4 MW
D̄ 21 hours

f input
LSL 0.8 –
f output
LSL 0.8 –

HR 4.2 MMBtu/MWh
rE 1.43 MWh output/MWh input
CVO&M 4 $/MW-h
CNS 0 $/MW-h
Cstartup,input 0 $/MW-start
Cstartup,output 0 $/MW-start
minOn input 0 –
minOnoutput 0 –

and monthly natural gas price data for electricity generators in Texas as reported by

the EIA [32] were used for this analysis. Unlike the work presented in Chapter 4, the

nominal values were used without converting to real values using a price index.

Input performance parameters for the CAES facility are given in Table 3.3.

Selected parameters were modified in the analyses described in the following sections.

Each modification is described in the section in which it is modified.

The values of f input
LSL and f output

LSL are higher than realistic operating limits for a

CAES facilty might be (0.8 rather than 0.2–0.4). This was initially done in order to

ensure that the constant heat rate assumption would be valid. Subsequent literature

research suggested that the constant heat rate assumption would be valid to much

lower values. Industry literature indicates that the heat rate increase at f output
LSL around

0.2 is only 7% [36, 37]. However, the fact that the model is linear (except for the

minimum runtime constraints, which were only used for one section of the analysis)

indicates that the facility will nearly always prefer to operate at full capacity or not
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operate at all2, so the impact of f input
LSL and f output

LSL are minor. Chapter 4 changes the

situation by allowing participation in the regulation up and regulation down ancillary

services markets, and in that case the values of f input
LSL and f output

LSL have a significant

impact (which is evaluated in Section 4.6.7).

3.5 Model Execution

The model was exercised with different inputs, and the results were compared

to determine the impact of the inputs. In initial trials the model was exercised for the

entire 9-year period of 2002–2010 in a single model. The large number of intervals

in this time span caused the optimization problem to be large enough that it would

have been impractical (from a computational time perspective) to execute the number

of runs necessary to answer the research questions posed. Therefore the model was

decomposed into nine 1-year periods. The decomposition method and results are

described below in Section 3.5.1. After the decomposition method was tested and

found acceptable the model was used in separate analyses to quantify the impact of

the facility’s configuration as well as the effect of allowing the facility to participate in

the nonspinning reserve market, increasing minimum runtimes, and increasing startup

costs. These analyses are described in Section 3.6.

3.5.1 Model Decomposition

As described above, the model was initially run for the entire 9-year period

of the ERCOT zonal market (2002–2010), but the size of this problem caused com-

putation times that were too long (average of 18 hours) to allow the number of runs

2The exception to this statement is when the storage reservoir becomes full or becomes empty
within an energy interval, which occurs infrequently with storage duration capacity values above a
few hours.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of the solution times for the whole (9-year) and decomposed
(nine 1-year) problems. Decomposing the problem reduced the computation time by
about 90%.

Problem Considered Solution Time

Average 9-year 1060 minutes
Average 1-year 13 minutes
Sum of nine 1-year 120 minutes
Runtime reduction 90%

needed for this work. The large computation time prompted investigation into meth-

ods of decomposing the problem into smaller time periods (since the time required

to solve an optimization problem increases more than linearly with the size of the

problem). Subsequently, the 9-year period (the “whole”” problem) was decomposed

into nine 1-year optimization problems (the “decomposed” problem), which were each

optimized separately and then the results summed.

3.5.1.1 Typical Solution Times

The solutions of the whole and decomposed problems were compared in terms

of computation time. Table 3.4 contains a comparison of the average solution times

for the model on a Linux server running GAMS and the CPLEX solver using up

to four parallel 3.25 GHz processors and 8 GB of memory. The decomposition into

smaller time periods decreased the computation time by about 90% and enabled all

of the posed research questions to be addressed.

3.5.1.2 Comparison of Whole and Decomposed Model Solutions

The results of the decomposed optimization problem were compared to results

of the whole optimization problem to determine how close to the optimal behavior the

decomposed problem achieved. Figure 3.1 shows the difference between the decision
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variables (electricity purchases and sales) for each interval over a one-year period

within the nine-year period of 2002–2010 in the Houston zone, for one configuration

of the CAES facility (0.5 MW compressor, 21 hours storage). In this figure, the

values are zero when the value of the decision variable is the same for the whole and

decomposed problems. The values are positive when the decision variable in the whole

problem is larger than in the decomposed problem, and the values are negative when

the decision variable in the decomposed problem is larger than the whole problem.

Most intervals in the middle of the year are zero, indicating that the whole and

decomposed problems had the same behavior, implying that the decomposition did

not substantially change the model results. There are occasionally offsetting intervals

where the solutions differ. The phenomenon of offsetting intervals can occur either

because the solution objective value is different or because there are multiple solutions

with the same objective value (for instance, when two consecutive intervals have

the same electricity price it does not matter which interval is chosen to buy or sell

electricity).

The majority of the differences in behavior between the whole and decomposed

solutions are found at the beginning and end of a calendar year. Figure 3.2 shows

the difference between the whole and decomposed model solutions’ energy in storage

and the cumulative operating profit for the end of 2002 and the beginning of 2003. In

this figure the values are positive when the decision variable in the whole problem is

larger than in the decomposed problem, and the values are negative when the decision

variable in the decomposed problem is larger than the whole problem. The differences

occur over a two- to three-week period spanning the calendar year transition, which

is where the decomposed model segments are joined together. The difference can be

explained by examining the differences in the models’ objectives. The decomposed

model attempts to maximize operating profit over the single year, and does not assign
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Figure 3.1: A comparison of the whole and decomposed problem solutions, for the
Houston zone. The differences are concentrated at the calendar year transitions, and
differences during the middle portion of the calendar year are offset by nearby equal
and opposite differences. When the value is positive the decision variable in the whole
problem is larger than in the decomposed problem, and when the value is negative the
decision variable in the decomposed problem is larger than the whole problem. The
majority of intervals in the middle of the year are zero, indicating good agreement of
the whole and decomposed models.

Figure 3.2: A detail of one calendar year transition, showing differences between the
decomposed and whole problem solutions.
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Figure 3.3: Cumulative operating profit difference between the whole and decomposed
solutions for the comparison scenario. The calendar year transitions cause all of the
significant differences between the whole and decomposed problem solutions.

a value to any energy held in storage at the end of the year, so it sells all stored

energy before the year ends. The whole model does the same at the end of the nine-

year period, but not at the intermediate year transitions. Thus, differences in the

model time horizon cause differences in the solutions near the beginning and end of

the intermediate calendar years. Methods of mitigating these differences exist (for

example, by extending the optimization period by several weeks on each side of the

calendar year transition), but as discussed below the observed difference was deemed

negligible.

Figure 3.3 shows the cumulative difference in operating profit between the

whole and decomposed models for the same case shown previously. As before, the

graphed differences are positive when the whole problem value is larger than the

decomposed problem value and negative when the decomposed problem value is larger

than the whole problem value. Small, temporary differences are present within each

year, but the only sustained differences in cumulative operating profit occur at the
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Table 3.5: Comparison of operating profit and identical operating intervals for the
whole and decomposed optimization problems.

Characteristic Value

Zone Houston
Storage capacity (hours) 21
Compressor capacity (MW) 0.5

Whole problem operating profit ($) 890,897
Decomposed problem operating profit ($) 890,441
Absolute difference ($) 455
Relative difference (%) 0.05%

Intervals with identical buying behavior (%) 99.6%
Intervals with identical selling behavior (%) 99.8%
Intervals with identical nonspinning reserve market participation (%) 99.9%

calendar year transition points. Table 3.5 shows the values of the total revenue and

cumulative cash flows for the whole and decomposed models. The difference in the

operating profit is well below one percent. Additionally, the number of intervals in the

9-year period with identical buying, selling, or nonspinning reserve market behavior

is 99.6% or above. This level of precision was deemed to be sufficient given the larger

uncertainties in other assumptions, and this decomposition strategy was employed

for the remaining work presented in this chapter and the following chapters.

3.5.1.3 A Note on the Precision of the Data

The results in this section are reported in up to six significant figures. It is

not the case that the model actually predicts the economic prospects for CAES in

ERCOT to this level of accuracy. The economic prospects for CAES in ERCOT

depend on many factors that vary significantly (for example these factors include:

electricity, nonspinning reserve, and natural gas prices; capital and operating costs of

CAES facilities; financing terms; and technical operating parameters). As no CAES
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facility has been built in ERCOT, all of these factors are subject to relatively large

uncertainty, particularly compared to the number of significant figures presented.

Instead, the relatively large number of significant figures is needed to compare the

results of different optimization solutions. Thus, the number of significant figures is

due to the small differences between the optimization model results and is not an

indication that the models predict the real world with this level of accuracy.

3.6 Model Results

The model was used to analyze the impact of the facility’s configuration on

profits from price arbitrage as well as the effects of allowing the facility to participate

in the nonspinning reserve market, increasing minimum runtimes, and increasing

startup costs. The following sections discuss each of these questions.

3.6.1 Sensitivity to Technical Configuration

The first goal of this work was to determine the sensitivity of the operating

profits from price arbitrage to the technical configuration (compressor and storage

capacity) of the CAES facility. To answer this question the optimization model was

exercised over a range of compressor and storage capacities and the resulting oper-

ating profits were compared. Storage capacity included 0 to 40 hours in increments

of 5 hours, and compressor capacity ranged from zero to 1 MW in increments of

0.05 MW. Figure 3.4 shows all of the configurations considered in this section.

Figure 3.5 shows contour plots of the operating profit for the combinations

of compressor and storage capacities shown in Figure 3.4 for the four ERCOT zones

(which have different electricity prices based on transmission constraints between the

zones, and therefore have different maximum operating profits). These results are for a
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Figure 3.4: CAES facility configurations with compressor capacities of 0 to 1 MW
and storage discharge capacity between zero and 40 hours were modeled to determine
the operating profits achievable with each combination. The turbine capacity was
held fixed at 1 MW.

facility performing price arbitrage only. The non-West zones have maximum operating

profits of $60–90/kW-year over the majority of the configurations considered, and

the West zone has maximum operating profits of $60-100/kW-year. In all zones the

operating profits increase with increasing compressor and storage capacity. Generally

the North zone has the lowest operating profits and the Houston and West zones

have the largest operating profits. At the higher values of compressor and storage

capacity the West zone has greater operating profits and a larger marginal benefit

from increasing capacity (as demonstrated by the contour lines being closer together).

Over most of the configuration range considered, the compressor capacity has a larger

impact on the operating profits than the storage capacity. Increasing the compressor

capacity from 25% to 100% of the turbine capacity increased the operating profits

by about 20–30% in the non-West zones and by about 30–40% in the West zone, for

all values of the storage capacity. In contrast, increasing the storage capacity from

10 hours to 40 hours only increased the operating profits by 5–10%.
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Houston North

South West

Figure 3.5: Contour plots of operating profits for each zone in ERCOT as a function
of technical configuration for a facility performing price arbitrage only. Operating
profits increase with increasing input and storage capacity. In all cases the turbine
capacity was held fixed at 1 MW.
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3.6.2 Effect of Participating in the Nonspinning Reserve Ancillary Ser-
vice Market

The second objective of this work was to determine the effect of allowing the

facility to participate in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market. Both the

input (compressor) and output (turbine) components of the facility are allowed to

participate in the nonspinning reserve market.

Allowing the turbine to participate in the nonspinning reserve service market

puts downward pressure on the amount of electricity that the facility buys and sells

because in some hours it is more profitable to provide nonspinning reserve capacity

than to generate electricity, due to variable operating costs such as fuel that are as-

sociated with generating electricity but not with providing nonspinning reserve. In

contrast, allowing the compressor to participate in the nonspinning reserve market

puts upward pressure on energy sales, because the compressor can only provide non-

spinning reserve capacity when it is buying electricity (i.e. when it is providing a load

that could be curtailed if the system needed additional capacity), and increased elec-

tricity purchases result in increased electricity sales. For the compressor system, the

nonspinning reserve market effectively reduces the cost of buying electricity, which

causes the CAES facility to buy and sell more electricity. Conversely, for the turbine

system the nonspinning reserve market effectively increases the opportunity cost of

selling electricity, which causes the facility to buy and sell less electricity. The balance

between the downward pressure of the turbine system and the upward pressure of the

compressor system is determined by their relative capacities, the price characteristics

of the balancing energy and nonspinning reserve markets, and the operating expenses

of the CAES facility.

Table 3.6 shows the results of exercising the model without participating in

the nonspinning reserve market, with only the turbine system participating in the
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Table 3.6: Effect of adding nonspinning reserve ancillary service market. For this
case the nonspinning reserve market increases the operating profit by 30–40% and
decreases energy purchases and sales by about 10%.

Zone Houston North South West

Storage capacity (hours) 21 21 21 31
Compressor capacity (MW) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6

Operating
profits
($/kW-year)

No NS 74 65 72 82
Turbine NS only 94 86 92 102
% change (relative to no NS) +27% +31% +28% +24%
Turbine and compressor NS 98 90 96 106
% change (relative to no NS) +32% +37% +33% +29%

Electricity
sold
(GWh/year)

No NS 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9
Turbine NS only 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.6
% change (relative to no NS) –15% –15% –15% –14%
Turbine and compressor NS 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7
% change (relative to no NS) –10% –10% –10% –9%

nonspinning reserve market, and with both the turbine and compressor systems par-

ticipating in the nonspinning reserve market. For these results the West zone has a

compressor capacity of 0.6 MW and storage capacity of 31 hours and the non-West

zones have compressor capacities of 0.4 MW and storage capacities of 21 hours. With-

out nonspinning reserve, the maximum operating profits range from $65–82/kW-year.

Allowing only the turbine system to participate in the nonspinning reserve market

increases the operating profits by 24–31% to $86–102/kW-yr and decreases the en-

ergy sales by 14–15% (compared to no nonspinning reserve market participation).

Allowing both the turbine and compressor systems to participate in the nonspin-

ning reserve market increases the operating profits by 29–37% to $90–106/kW-yr and

decreases the energy sales by 9–10% (compared to no nonspinning reserve market

participation). The smaller incremental addition to the operating profit attributable

to the compressor system participating in the nonspinning reserve market is due to

two factors. The first factor is the fact that the compressor capacity is smaller than
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the turbine capacity, so there is less capacity available to sell into the market. The

second factor is that the compressor must be operating in order to be a dispatchable

load, and operating has associated costs. In contrast, the turbine must be idle in or-

der to participate in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market, and therefore

incurs no operating expense for providing the nonspinning reserve capacity.

3.6.3 Effect of Minimum Runtime Constraints

To determine the effect of adding minimum runtime constraints, the model

was exercised for each zone with no minimum runtime and with minimum runtimes

of one and four hours. Figure 3.6 shows a histogram of the runtimes of the compres-

sor system with the different runtime constraints for the Houston zone. This figure

is representative of the compressor system behavior for all zones and is generally

representative of the turbine system behavior as well. Without a minimum runtime

the model chooses many runtimes of short duration. Imposing minimum runtime

constraints of one and then four hours increases the number of longer-duration runs.

With a minimum runtime of four hours the compressor and turbine average about one

run each per day, as might be expected in a CAES facility performing price arbitrage

on a daily cycle.

Figure 3.7 shows the effect of the minimum runtime constraints on the oper-

ating profits and the amount of electricity sold. The trend is similar for all zones.

The minimum runtime constraints reduce the operating profits. The operating profit

is reduced by about 1% with a one-hour minimum runtime and about 4–5% with a

four-hour minimum runtime. The amount of electricity bought and sold increased by

1–3% with a four-hour minimum runtime, indicating that the model generally found

it more advantageous to purchase electricity at otherwise unattractive prices on one

end of an otherwise too-short run rather than to eliminate the run entirely.
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Figure 3.6: Compressor runtimes as a function of minimum runtime limits. Note that
the intervals on the horizontal axis are not constant. A hard runtime limit increases
the number of runtimes above the runtime limit as shorter runs are extended or
combined into longer runs.

Figure 3.7: Impact of minimum runtime limits on operating profits and the amount
of electricity sold. A minimum runtime of 4 hours reduces operating profits by ap-
proximately 5% and increases the amount of electricity sold by 1% to 3%.
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3.6.4 Effect of Startup Costs

In order to determine the effect of startup costs, the model was exercised with

different costs associated with starting the compressor and turbine systems. There

was no minimum runtime for these exercises. Startup costs were assumed to be a

linear function of the capacity of the machinery (so that the cost of starting a 1 MW

turbine was twice the cost of starting a 0.5 MW compressor). Startup costs of zero,

$0.50/MW-start, and $2/MW-start were used. These values were based on “typically

used” industry costs and the lower end of the “range of true costs” as given in [38]

for a simple-cycle gas turbine ($100 and $400 per start, respectively), assuming an

output capacity of 50 MW and back work ratio of 0.6 for a total rotating-machinery

capacity (turbine plus compressor) of 200 MW. Figure 3.8 shows a histogram of the

runtimes of the compressor system for the Houston zone. The histogram is repre-

sentative of the other zones and is generally representative of the turbine runtimes

as well. The change in runtime behavior in this case is to reduce but not eliminate

the number of short-duration runs, because the costs associated with the start elim-

inate the economic advantage of certain short-duration price periods. In contrast to

the minimum runtime constraints exercise, the number of long-duration runs is only

minimally increased.

Figure 3.9 shows the effect of startup costs on the operating profit and amount

of electricity sold. The effect of startup costs is to reduce both the operating profit

and the amount of electricity sold. The operating profit is reduced by about 1% at a

startup cost of $0.5/MW-start and 2% at a startup cost of $2/MW-start. The amount

of electricity sold is reduced by 1–2% at a startup cost of $0.5/MW-start and 4–5%

at a startup cost of $2/MW-start. The startup costs increase the total operations

and maintenance costs (assumed to be $4/MWh at zero startup costs) by about 10%
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Figure 3.8: Compressor runtimes as a function of startup cost. Note that the in-
tervals on the horizontal axis are not constant. Startup costs decrease but do not
eliminate the number of short-duration runs and marginally increase the number of
long-duration runs.

Figure 3.9: Impact of startup costs on operating profits and the amount of electricity
sold. Startup costs reduce operating profits by approximately 6% and decrease the
amount of electricity sold by 3% to 5% for startup costs of $8/MW-start.
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at $0.5/MW-start and about 30% at $2/MW-start. This increase indicates that if

the per-startup costs of $0.5/MW-start to $2/MW-start are representative of CAES

facilities as well as simple-cycle gas turbines, startup costs would be a significant

fraction of the total variable operations and maintenance costs.

Overall the addition of minimum runtime constraints and startup costs re-

duces the operating profit of the CAES facility. Minimum runtime constraints and

startup costs have opposite effects on the amount of electricity bought and sold, with

minimum runtime constraints increasing and startup costs decreasing the amount of

electricity bought and sold. The minimum runtime constraints tend to force the fa-

cility to purchase and sell a portion of its electricity at unfavorable prices, and the

startup costs tend to reduce the economic advantage of short-duration advantageous

prices.

3.7 Conclusions

In this work an optimization model was created to evaluate the operating

profits for a CAES facility performing price arbitrage and nonspinning reserve in

ERCOT from 2002–2010. The model includes minimum runtime and minimum load

constraints, startup costs, and the possibility for both the turbine and compressor

portions of the CAES facility to participate in the ERCOT nonspinning reserve an-

cillary service market.

A simple decomposition strategy, which consisted of breaking the 9-year period

into nine 1-year periods, was shown to be sufficiently accurate and reduced the re-

quired computation time. The model behavior in 99.6% of the intervals was identical

between the whole and decomposed models, and the vast majority of the non-identical
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intervals were near the beginning and end of the decomposed simulation periods (i.e.

the beginning and end of the years).

This work showed that the maximum achievable operating profits a CAES

facility could have earned in the ERCOT zonal market between 2002 and 2010 were

sensitive to the configuration of the CAES facility, with higher compressor and stor-

age capacities enabling higher operating profits. The increase in operating profits

diminished as the capacity increased; a CAES facility with 40 hours of storage could

have earned only 5–10% more operating profit than a CAES facility with 10 hours of

storage. The operating profits were more sensitive to the compressor capacity than

the storage capacity; a CAES facility with compressor capacity equal to the the tur-

bine capacity could earn 20–30% more operating profit in the non-West zones and

30–40% in the West zone than a CAES facility with a compressor capacity sized at

25% of the turbine capacity. These findings suggest that an optimal configuration for

a CAES facility would balance increased operating profits and increased capital costs

due to the larger compressor and storage capacities.

Participation in the nonspinning reserve market increased operating profits by

27–37% over performing price arbitrage alone. Allowing the compressor system to

participate in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market only partially offset the

reduction in the amount of electricity bought and sold caused by allowing the turbine

system to participate in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market. For the

default facility configuration the total operating profits from performing price arbi-

trage and participating in the nonspinning reserve ancillary service market (without

considering minimum runtime constraints or startup costs) averaged $90/kW-yr in

the North zone, $96/kW-yr in the South zone, $98/kW-yr in the Houston zone, and
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$106/kW-yr in the West zone. These operating profits are all below the estimated

$135/kW-year estimated minimum required to justify investing in a CAES facility.

The impacts of minimum runtime constraints and startup costs were found

to be small. Exercising the model with minimum runtime constraints determined

that minimum runtimes reduce the operating profit by about 1% with a one-hour

minimum runtime and about 4–5% with a four-hour minimum runtime and increase

the amount of electricity bought and sold by 1–3% for a minimum runtime of 4 hours.

In contrast, exercising the model with startup costs instead of minimum runtime

constraints reduced operating profit by about 1% at a startup cost of $0.5/MW-start

and 2% at a startup cost of $2/MW-start and reduced the amount of electricity

bought and sold by 4–5% for a startup cost of $2/MW-start. The startup costs

increased the variable operations and maintenance costs (assumed to be $4/MWh at

zero startup costs) by about 10% at $0.5/MW-start and about 30% at $2/MW-start.

This increase indicates that if the per-startup costs of $0.5/MW-start to $2/MW-start

are representative of CAES facilities, startup costs would be a significant fraction of

the total variable operations and maintenance costs.

Previous work in the area of energy storage has typically not considered the

effect of facility configuration or technical realities such as minimum runtimes and

startup costs. This work shows that minimum runtimes and startup costs are likely

negligible but that the CAES facility configuration could be important for under-

standing the actual economic potential and operational behavior of CAES facilities.
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Chapter 4

The Effect of Limited Knowledge on CAES

Potential

4.1 Introduction

This is the second of two chapters that examine the economic prospects for a

CAES facility in the historical ERCOT market. This chapter utilizes a new model to

examine questions that the first model was not designed to address. Specifically, the

new model addresses the effect of adding the ancillary service markets that were not

included in the first model, the impact of limited foresight of future prices, and the

impact of uncertainty of future prices on the operating profits of the CAES facility.

Additionally, the optimal configuration of the facility is explored and capital costs

that could be justified are estimated based on the calculated operating profits.

This chapter first replicates the analyses performed in Chapter 3, to check for

consistency with the previous model. Next, this chapter addresses the question of

how participating in all ancillary services markets affects the economics of CAES in

ERCOT compared to considering price arbitrage only or price arbitrage and nonspin-

ning reserve. In addition, this chapter explores the impact of the real-world issues of

minimum generation levels and limited foresight of future prices. Next this chapter

addresses the question of how imperfect forecasts of market prices impact operating

profits. The impact of the technical configuration of the CAES facility (capacity of

compressor and storage relative to capacity of turbine) on the operating profits and

long-term profits are examined, which gives insight into the optimal configuration of
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the facility. Finally, capital costs that could be supported by the operating profits

are estimated.

4.2 Literature Review

A body of previous work has estimated the potential for energy storage fa-

cilities to compete in the emerging competitive electricity markets either through

performing price arbitrage or price arbitrage plus one of several ancillary services

such as regulation, spinning reserve, or nonspinning reserve [4,23–27]. Analyses that

use historical prices typically neglect real-world issues such as minimum runtime lim-

its, limited operating horizons, and imperfect knowledge of future prices [4, 23–27].

Ignoring real-world constraints and assuming perfect knowledge of future prices gives

an upper bound to the economic prospects of the CAES facility. Some of the stud-

ies use a simple “backcasting” technique (operating each day as if prices will be the

same as they were on the previous day) to determine a lower-bound on the economic

prospects due to price uncertainty, but none of the studies attempted to determine

how closely current forecasting methods allow the energy storage facility to approach

the upper bound. This work fills this gap in the current body of knowledge.

4.3 Approach

This work uses a new optimization model with expanded capabilities to address

the research questions identified above. The optimization model again maximizes the

operating profit of a CAES facility responding to a set of prices for electricity, ancillary

services, and natural gas. Inputs to the model are changed and the resulting changes

in the model outputs are used to answer the research questions.
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The model presented in this chapter has important differences from the model

presented in Chapter 3 because the research questions addressed in this chapter re-

quired an optimization model with significant additional capabilities. Specifically, the

research questions required that the model have the ability to:

1. Participate in all four ancillary services market instead of just the nonspinning

reserve market;

2. Optimize operation of the facility for operating periods shorter than a full year

instead of for a full year;

3. Generate a synthetic forecast of electricity prices from the actual electricity

prices, optimize operation of the facility based on the forecast prices, and then

calculate the operating profit of the facility based on the optimized behavior

and the actual electricity and ancillary services prices.

The new model has these additional capabilities, but computational limits re-

quired an additional change to achieve reasonable computation times. The expansion

to four ancillary service markets increased the number of decision variables, which

increased the solution times. Additionally, the new model added the ability to cre-

ate synthetic forecasts from the input electricity prices. The synthetic forecasts are

generated using a stochastic process, and the stochastic implementation required a

relatively large number of samples to be run in order to limit the uncertainty in the

solution to a reasonable value. In order to allow the new model to run large numbers

of stochastic samples with realistic time limits, the second model uses 1-hour elec-

tricity price intervals instead of 15-minute electricity price intervals. Because of this

change the new model is termed the 1-hour model and the model described previously

in Chapter 3 is termed the 15-minute model.
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Another difference between the two models is that the input prices for the

1-hour model were adjusted to real 2009 dollars using the Consumer Price Index.

The prices were adjusted so that the yearly operating profits would be comparable in

real economic terms with the estimated capital costs. This change had little impact

compared to the other changes identified above, because the largest adjustment was

only 19% and it occurred in 2002 when there was little economic opportunity for

CAES.

4.4 Model Formulation

The basic approach of the 1-hour model is the same as was described in Chap-

ter 3 for the 15-minute model. The model determines the optimal operational be-

havior for the facility given a set of facility characteristics and prices for electricity,

ancillary services, and natural gas. The objective is to maximize the operating profit

(defined as electricity and ancillary services revenues minus electricity, natural gas,

startup, and variable operations and maintenance costs). The decision variables are

how much capacity to commit during each interval to buying electricity, selling elec-

tricity, and providing each of the four ancillary services.

As with the 15-minute model, the 1-hour model is formulated with the output

power capacity fixed at 1 MW in order to emphasize the fact that the model assumes

a facility small enough that the facility’s operation would not have changed the his-

torical market prices. The input power and storage capacities can be changed by the

user. As before electricity, ancillary services, and natural gas prices from the ERCOT

zonal market from 2002–2010 were used, but for this model the prices were adjusted

to real 2009 dollars using the Consumer Price Index.
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The 1-hour model allows the facility to participate in the four ancillary services

offered in the ERCOT market: regulation up, regulation down, spinning reserve, and

nonspinning reserve1. For the 1-hour model, the electricity market prices for the

15-minute periods within each hour were averaged to create a single electricity price

for the hour. The implications of this averaging were examined and are discussed in

Section 4.6.1.

4.4.1 Variable Operating Window Length

To simulate the real-world effect of limited knowledge of future prices, the

model is designed to optimize operation for the CAES facility over arbitrary-length

subsets of a year. The subset length is specified as an input to the model. When the

subset is shorter than a full year, the optimization model solves multiple problems

that are each smaller (and can be much smaller) than the full-year problem. Each

smaller problem has little or no knowledge of the prices beyond the end of the smaller

problem, which simulates the situation a CAES facility would face in the real world.

The smaller problems can have no knowledge of prices beyond the end of their

time period, or can be given a peek (termed “look-ahead”) into the next smaller

problem. The advantage of the look-ahead is that it eliminates the “seams” issue

observed at intermediate calendar year transitions in Section 3.5.1. By using a look-

ahead approach the model will not necessarily choose to sell all of its electricity in

storage before the end of the small problem.

The length of the small problem is termed the “operating window.” The op-

erating window is the period of time in which the decision variables will be optimized

and then their values fixed as final. In the real world, the operating window might

1Other ancillary services such as black-start capability, voltage support, and reliability-must run
services are procured by ERCOT in separate mechanisms and are not considered in this work.
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be a single day or a single week, with the behavior planned and fixed in advance.

The look-ahead period is termed the “look-ahead window,” and in the real world the

look-ahead window might be an additional day or week of estimated prices so that

the facility prepares adequately for the time period beyond the operating window.

Therefore the optimization problem is composed of the combination of the operating

window and the look-ahead window.

When the operating window is shorter than a full year, the model solves a

smaller problem consisting of only the first operating window, saves the operational

behavior, increments to the next operating window, solves again, and repeats until

the full year has been covered. When used, look-ahead windows are added to the end

of the operating window to allow the model to assign an appropriate value to stored

energy at the end of the operating window. The operating window and look-ahead

window combine to form the time period for each optimization problem. Figure 4.1

illustrates the optimization process for two cases. In Figure 4.1a the operating window

is 3 days and there is no look-ahead, so optimization problem 1 covers days 1–3,

optimization problem 2 covers days 4–6, and so on for the rest of the year. In this

case there is no overlap between the optimization problems. In Figure 4.1b the

operating window is again 3 days but there is a 1-day look-ahead window, so that

optimization problem 1 covers days 1–4, optimization problem 2 covers days 4–7, and

so on for the rest of the year. In this case the optimization problems overlap by

1 day (the length of the look-ahead window). The operating window and look-ahead

window can be any length and need not be the same. As illustrative (but not limiting)

examples of the different possible combinations of operating and look-ahead windows,

the model can be exercised over a full year (resulting in one optimization problem

covering 365 days), or week by week with no look-ahead (resulting in 52 independent

optimization problems with 7 days each plus one independent optimization problem
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(b) With look-ahead windows

Figure 4.1: Illustration of optimization steps with and without look-ahead windows.

with 1 or 2 days at the end of the year), and week by week with one day of look-

ahead (resulting in 52 linked optimization problems with 8 days each plus one linked

optimization problem with 1 or 2 days at the end of the year). This feature was used

to examine the impact of limited foresight of prices on the operating profits of the

facility.
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Table 4.1: Decision variables for the CAES operation optimization model. The model
chooses the values of these variables in order to maximize the CAES facility’s oper-
ating profits.

Variable Description & Units

xEi Amount of turbine capacity used for selling electricity (MW)
xRU
i Amount of turbine capacity used for regulation up (MW)
xRD
i Amount of turbine capacity used for regulation down (MW)
xSRi Amount of turbine capacity used for spinning reserve (MW)
xNS
i Amount of turbine capacity used for nonspinning reserve (MW)
yEi Amount of compressor capacity used for buying electricity (MW)
yRU
i Amount of compressor capacity used for regulation up (MW)
yRD
i Amount of compressor capacity used for regulation down (MW)
ySRi Amount of compressor capacity used for spinning reserve (MW)
yNS
i Amount of compressor capacity used for nonspinning reserve (MW)
Estored

i The amount of electrical energy in storage, on an as-output basis
(MWh)

Onoutput
i The on/off status of the turbine system (–)

On input
i The on/off status of the compressor system (–)

Startoutputi Whether the turbine system turns on (–)

Start inputi Whether the compressor system turns on (–)

4.4.2 Decision Variables

The decision variables in this optimization model are the amount of capacity

the CAES facility should commit to buying electricity, selling electricity, and per-

forming each of the four ancillary services in each interval of the year. Additional

binary variables are needed to track the on/off status of the compressor and turbine

systems and to track the startups of the compressor and turbine systems. Decision

variables for each of these quantities exist for each hour of the year. Table 4.1 lists

the decision variables used in the model.
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4.4.3 Objective and Constraint Equations

The following equations describe the model objective and constraints in gen-

eral algebraic notation (rather than the syntax required by the GAMS software).

In this case the objective is to maximize the operating profit, the decision variables

are the amount of capacity to be committed to each market in each operating inter-

val, and the constraint equations set limits on the facility’s operational capabilities.

Nomenclature for the input parameters and decision variables used in the equations

below is described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Decision variables for each market for both the input and output systems exist

for each hour of the year. Similarly, constraints on the decision variables exist for each

hour of the year. However, the model is formulated so that only the decision variables

and constraints that apply to the current operating window and look-ahead window

(jointly termed the optimization window) are considered. In the equations below, the

variable j represents the interval number at the beginning of the current optimization

window and the variable k represents the interval number of the interval at the end of

the current optimization window. The objective equations and constraints are formu-

lated so that only intervals between j and k are considered during each optimization

step. After the optimization step j and k are incremented by the operating window

length and the process is repeated.
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Table 4.2: Additional parameters and nomenclature for the objective and constraint
equations in the CAES optimization model.

Parameter Description & Units

ȳ Maximum input power capacity of compressor (MW)
x̄ Maximum output power capacity of turbine (MW)
D̄ Maximum storage duration (hours at maximum output capacity)

f input
LSL Minimum input power capacity of compressor as a fraction of max-

imum input power capacity (–)
f output
LSL Minimum output power capacity of turbine as a fraction of maximum

output power capacity (–)

f input
NS Fraction of input capacity allowed to participate in nonspinning re-

serve market (–)
f output
NS Fraction of output capacity allowed to participate in nonspinning

reserve market (–)

f input
RD Fraction of input capacity allowed to participate in regulation down

reserve market (–)
f output
RD Fraction of output capacity allowed to participate in regulation down

reserve market (–)

f input
RU Fraction of input capacity allowed to participate in regulation up

reserve market (–)
f output
RU Fraction of output capacity allowed to participate in regulation up

reserve market (–)

f input
SR Fraction of input capacity allowed to participate in spinning reserve

market (–)
f output
SR Fraction of output capacity allowed to participate in spinning reserve

market (–)
HR Heat rate of the turbine system (MMBtu/MWh)
rE Output to input electricity ratio of the facility (MWh output/MWh

input)
CVO&M Variable operations and maintenance cost associated with generating

electricity ($/MW-h)
CReg Cost of providing regulation reserve (up or down) ($/MW-h)
CSR Cost of providing spinning reserve ($/MW-h)
CNS Cost of providing nonspinning reserve ($/MW-h)
Cstartup,input Cost of starting the compressor system, on a per-unit-capacity basis

($/MW-start)
Cstartup,output Cost of starting the turbine system, on a per-unit-capacity basis

($/MW-start)

continued on next page
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Table 4.2 – continued from previous page

Parameter Description & Units

∆t Length of each operating interval (hours)
i Operating interval number (–)
i′ Alias for operating interval number (–)
j Smallest operating interval number in the current optimization win-

dow (–)
k Largest operating interval number in the current optimization win-

dow (–)
minOn input Minimum number of intervals the compressor system must stay on

when it comes on (–)
minOnoutput Minimum number of intervals the turbine system must stay on when

it comes on (–)
OpProfit Operating profits of the CAES facility ($)
PE
i Actual electricity price ($/MWh)
FE
i Forecast electricity price ($/MWh)
PNG
i Natural gas price ($/MMBtu)
PNS
i Nonspinning reserve price ($/MW-h)
PRD
i Regulation down reserve price ($/MW-h)
PRU
i Regulation up reserve price ($/MW-h)
P SR
i Spinning reserve price ($/MW-h)

4.4.3.1 Objective Equation

The objective function calculates the operating profits of the facility as a func-

tion of the facility’s operational behavior in each interval within the current optimiza-

tion window. The operating profit is the sum of the cash flow from buying and selling

electricity, plus the sum of the cash flow from selling capacity into the ancillary ser-

vices markets, minus the costs of providing these services, minus startup costs. The

operating profit (OpProfit) is calculated as in Equation 4.1:

OpProfit = RE +RAS − Cstartups (4.1)

where RE is the net revenue from buying and selling electricity and is given by

Equation 4.2, RAS is the net revenue from providing ancillary services and is given
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by Equation 4.3, and Cstartups is the total costs associated with startups and is given

by Equation 4.4:

RE = ∆t×
k∑

i=j

(
(FE

i − HR × PNG
i − CVO&M )×xEi

−(FE
i )×yEi

) (4.2)

RAS = ∆t×
k∑

i=j

(
(PRU

i − CReg)× (yRU
i +xRU

i )

+(PRD
i − CReg)× (yRD

i +xRD
i )

+(P SR
i − CSR)× (ySRi +xSRi )

+(PNS
i − CNS )× (yNS

i +xNS
i )
)

(4.3)

Cstartups =
k∑

i=j

(
ȳ × Cstartup,input × Start inputi

+x̄× Cstartup,output × Startoutputi

) (4.4)

4.4.3.2 Constraint Equations

The operation of the CAES facility is subject to several constraints. The

input and output power components of the facility (i.e. compressor system and turbine

system) are subject to separate constraints on minimum and maximum capacity limits

(which includes capacity commitment for both generating electricity and providing

ancillary services) and minimum runtimes. The storage reservoir of the facility is

subject to constraints on conservation of energy (including conversion efficiency) and

maximum and minimum storage level. In addition, the model includes a constraint

reflecting ERCOT’s rule limiting spinning reserve to 20% of the maximum capacity of

the facility. No ramp rate constraints are modeled since CAES facilities are capable

of ramping from minimum to maximum output within a few minutes, which means

that once online they are not limited by any of the ramp rate requirements in the

current ERCOT ancillary services markets.
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The amount of capacity used to buy or sell electricity or commit to the various

ancillary services is limited by the compressor and turbine minimum and maximum

generation limits as given in Equations 4.5 through 4.8:

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xEi − xRD
i ≥ f output

LSL × x̄×Onoutput
i (4.5)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, yEi − yRU
i − ySRi ≥ f input

LSL × ȳ ×On input
i (4.6)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xEi + xRU
i + xSRi ≤ x̄×Onoutput

i (4.7)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, yEi + yRD
i ≤ ȳ ×On input

i (4.8)

The provision of ancillary services is limited to an input fraction of the com-

pressor and turbine maximum capacities. This constraint is in addition to the con-

straints in Equations 4.5 through 4.8, which limit the provision of ancillary services

to the difference between the current generation level and the minimum or maximum

generation capacity. When the facility is not allowed to participate in the ancillary

services market, the input ancillary service limit fraction is zero. When ancillary ser-

vices are considered, the fraction is 1 except for spinning reserve, which is limited to

0.2 by ERCOT protocols. These constraints are given in Equations 4.9 through 4.16:

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xRU
i ≤ x̄× f output

RU (4.9)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xRD
i ≤ x̄× f output

RD (4.10)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xSRi ≤ x̄× f output
SR (4.11)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, xNS
i ≤ x̄× f output

NS × (1−Onoutput
i ) (4.12)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, yRU
i ≤ ȳ × f input

RU (4.13)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, yRD
i ≤ ȳ × f input

RD (4.14)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, ySRi ≤ ȳ × f input
SR (4.15)
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∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, yNS
i ≤ ȳ × f input

NS × (On input
i ) (4.16)

The amount of compressed air in storage is considered only as its equivalent

output electrical energy. The electricity stored at the end of each interval is limited

by the storage capacity, as given in Equation 4.17:

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, Estored
i ≤ x̄× D̄ (4.17)

The electrical energy ratio of the facility, rE, is the amount of electrical energy

output enabled for each unit of electrical energy input to the facility. Therefore, for

every unit of electricity energy purchased, rE units of electricity can be sold. Based on

this approach, the equivalent amount of electricity stored at the end of each interval

is accounted by Equation 4.18:

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, Estored
i = Estored

i−1 + (yEi × rE − xEi )×∆t (4.18)

Compressor and turbine system startups are tracked using Equation 4.19 and

Equation 4.20:

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, Startoutputi ≥ Onoutput
i −Onoutput

i−1 (4.19)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k}, Start inputi ≥ On input
i −On input

i−1 (4.20)

Minimum runtime requirements for the turbine system are implemented using

Equations 4.21 through 4.23. Equation 4.21 handles the time intervals within minOn

intervals of the beginning of the year, Equation 4.23 handles time intervals within

minOn intervals of the end of the year, and Equation 4.22 handles all the time

intervals in the middle. Analogous constraints (Equations 4.24 through 4.26) enforce

minimum runtime constraints on the compressor system.
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∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k, 1 < i ≤ minOnoutput},
i∑

i′=1

Onoutput
i′ ≥ i′ × (Onoutput

i −Onoutput
i+1 )

(4.21)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k,1 < i ≤ (max(i)−minOnoutput + 1)},
i+minOn−1∑

i′=i

Onoutput
i′ ≥ minOnoutput × (Onoutput

i −Onoutput
i−1 )

(4.22)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k,(max(i)−minOnoutput + 1) < i ≤ max(i)},
max(i)∑
i′=i

Onoutput
i′ ≥ (max(i)− i+ 1)× (Onoutput

i −Onoutput
i−1 )

(4.23)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k, 1 < i ≤ minOn input},
i∑

i′=1

On input
i′ ≥ i′ × (On input

i −On input
i+1 )

(4.24)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k,1 < i ≤ (max(i)−minOn input + 1)},
i+minOn−1∑

i′=i

On input
i′ ≥ minOn input × (On input

i −On input
i−1 )

(4.25)

∀{i|j ≤ i ≤ k,(max(i)−minOn input + 1) < i ≤ max(i)},
max(i)∑
i′=i

On input
i′ ≥ (max(i)− i+ 1)× (On input

i −On input
i−1 )

(4.26)

4.4.4 Required Inputs

The model requires inputs to describe the facility’s operational characteristics

and the prices for electricity, ancillary services, and fuel. Default values for the input

performance parameters for the CAES facility used in this work are given in Table 4.3.

Selected parameters were modified in the analyses described in the following sections.

Each modification is described in the section in which it is modified.

As in Chapter 3, historical electricity and ancillary services price data from

the ERCOT zonal market from January 2002 through November 2010 [34, 35] and
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Table 4.3: The default values for the CAES facility. This work explores the impact
of changing these defaults.

Parameter Value Units

x̄ 1 MW
ȳ 0.8 MW
D̄ 25 hours
rE 1.4 MWh/MWh
HR 4.2 MMBtu/MWh

f input
LSL , f output

LSL 0.6 –
CVO&M 4 $/MWh
CReg 4 $/MW-h
Cstartup,input , Cstartup,output 0.0001a $/MW-start
minOn input, minOnoutput 1 hour
MAPE 0 %
Operating window 1 year
aThis value is small enough that it does not affect the behavior of
the facility but is greater than zero so that the startup variables
are set to their correct values.

monthly natural gas price data for electricity generators in Texas as reported by the

EIA [32] were used for this work. The electricity, ancillary services, and natural gas

prices were adjusted to 2009 prices using the yearly Consumer Price Index [39].

4.4.5 Cost of Providing Ancillary Services

The cost to a generator of providing an ancillary service, particularly regu-

lation, is nonzero. However, the true cost of providing ancillary services is difficult

to quantify and estimates vary within the industry. Regulation ancillary services

in particular are uncertain. Providing regulation requires more frequent and rapid

changes in power input or output than non-regulation generation and therefore incurs

higher costs, including partial-load inefficiencies, ramping inefficiencies, higher pollu-

tant emissions, and increased maintenance costs. Many maintenance costs are difficult

to attribute to a specific mode of operation, and the allocation of maintenance costs
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can significantly affect the calculated cost to provide regulation service. For example,

one estimate gave a range of $1–5/MW-h if a small fraction of the maintenance costs

are attributed to regulation or $20–30/MW-h if a larger fraction of total maintenance

costs are attributed to regulation [40]. To determine the effect of the cost associated

with providing regulation, this work examined assumed regulation costs of $4/MW-h

and $20/MW-h. The cost of providing spinning and nonspinning reserve are assumed

to be negligible as they are actually deployed (i.e. called upon to generate) relatively

infrequently.

4.4.6 Startup Costs

A facility incurs costs associated with starting the facility. Costs associated

with startup are due to startup fuel consumption and additional operations and main-

tenance costs. The operations and maintenance costs are difficult to quantify and vary

with the fuel type and with the design of the facility. A recent study suggests that

the lower bound on operations and maintenance startup costs for an aeroderivative

gas turbine facility are in the range of $12/MW-start to $61/MW-start [41]. Startup

costs for the individual components (i.e. compressor and turbine) are not quantified

separately as these components are operated simultaneously in a standard gas turbine

facility. For a CAES facility, a separate startup cost must be assigned to each of the

components since they operate independently. To determine an appropriate startup

cost, all of the turbomachinery in the gas turbine facility was assumed to incur the

same per-MW-start cost. The back-work ratio of a simple-cycle combustion turbine

is around 0.6, so a 1-MW output facility (consisting of a 1.5-MW compressor and

a 2.5-MW turbine) has a total of about 4 MW of turbomachinery (compressor and

turbine). Combining these assumptions with the above estimate of startup costs for

an aeroderivative gas turbine facility gives a startup cost range of $3/MW-start to
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$15/MW-start for the components in a CAES facility. As a CAES facility would

be designed for frequent starts, this work examined the lower end of this range of

startup cost. This work examined the values of 02, 0.5, 2, 4, and 8 ($/MW-start) to

determine the impact of startup costs.

4.4.7 Forecast Generation

Many electricity markets have implemented co-optimization of energy and an-

cillary services in the unit commitment and dispatch process. Prior to the adop-

tion of co-optimization markets would typically first optimize the energy market unit

commitment and dispatch and then run a second round of optimization for ancil-

lary services. This two-stage process caused generators to make guesses about the

clearing prices for ancillary services when determining their generation offers, to de-

termine the opportunity cost of providing each service. In co-optimization the energy

and ancillary service markets are cleared in the same step, and opportunity costs are

implicit in the market clearing prices. Therefore co-optimization removes the need

for traditional generators to guess their opportunity costs of providing each service

and therefore allows the traditional generators to offer to perform each service at

their marginal cost without fear of being asked to provide a lower-profit service in-

stead of a higher-profit service. From a societal perspective, co-optimization yields

more economically efficient operation of the market [6]. However this advantage of

co-optimization assumes that the generator knows its marginal generating cost when

generating its offer, which is not necessarily true for storage facilities. The marginal

cost of generating for an energy storage device depends on the cost of buying elec-

2In the model the value of 0 is actually 0.0001. This value is small enough that it does not
impact the behavior of the facility but does cause the model to set the on/off variables to their
proper values.
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Figure 4.2: Electricity price variation from the 2011 ERCOT day-ahead market, for
the first weeks in January, April, July, and October. Most of the price arbitrage
opportunity occurs within a 24-hour cycle. (Hour of month starts at midnight.)

tricity during the charging process. Similarly, the price at which a storage facility is

willing to buy electricity depends on its expectation of future prices.

The electricity price varies strongly on a 24-hour cycle (as shown in Figure 4.2),

so the majority of the price arbitrage opportunity occurs within a 24-hour period.

Markets typically operate on the same 24-hour cycles, so the energy storage facil-

ity does not know ahead of time what its marginal costs will be and therefore must

use forecasts of future electricity prices to determine how it should operate. In a

market, this uncertainty regarding marginal cost of generating means that even with

co-optimization an energy storage facility must still forecast prices in order to deter-

mine its bid and offer strategy.3

Synthetic forecasts (which apply error to an historical price series) have been

used in previous studies [42, 43], but these were for distributed storage systems. To

date analyses of utility-scale storage have only considered backcasting (using today’s

3In practice many non-storage generators forecast prices when generating their offers even though
economic theory suggests that forecasting should not be necessary in competitive market conditions.
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prices as an estimate for tomorrow’s prices) rather than current forecast methods and

forecast accuracy [4, 25–27,44].

To evaluate the impact of uncertainty of future prices, the optimization model

was designed to generate synthetic price forecasts by adding an error term to each

of the actual hourly electricity prices, optimize the operation of the facility based

on the forecast prices, and then evaluate the operating profit or loss based on the

actual prices. This approach implies the facility is self-scheduling (or using a bidding

strategy equivalent to self-scheduling) rather than using a price-threshold market

bid-and-offer strategy.

Forecasting of electricity prices is an active field of research and various ap-

proaches exist [45]. These approaches include game theory, stochastic models, arti-

ficial intelligence (neural network and data-mining) models, and regression models.

For this work the forecast method is not important; instead the forecast accuracy is

the important parameter.

In electricity price forecasting the mean absolute percent error (MAPE) is a

common measure of forecast accuracy [45]. MAPE is defined as:

MAPE =
1

T
×

T∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Fi − Ai

Ai

∣∣∣∣ (4.27)

where MAPE is the mean absolute percent error of the forecast over the forecast

period, T is the number of time intervals within the forecast period, Fi is the forecast

value in interval i, and Ai is the actual value in interval i. This metric is useful

and widely used but can be problematic if there are intervals when the value of Fi is

much larger than Ai. The existing literature for electricity price forecasting reports

MAPE values from 2% to 12% in proposed models and 10% to 40% in reference

models [45–49]. For this work, imperfect forecasts with MAPE values of 5%, 10%,

and 20% were used.
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In addition to the magnitude of the error level, autocorrelation of forecast

errors have been shown to be important. Autocorrelation of forecast error is the ten-

dency of errors to persist in the same direction in subsequent time intervals. Positive

autocorrelation indicates that an error in one time interval will usually be followed by

an error with the same sign in the subsequent time interval, while negative autocorre-

lation indicates that an error in one time interval will usually be followed by an error

with the opposite sign in the subsequent time interval. Ahlert and van Dinther [42]

found that autocorrelation of price forecast errors impacted the economic performance

of a distributed battery storage systems, with higher autocorrelation of price forecast

errors yielding better economic performance of the storage system.

The existing literature reports MAPE or a similar measure of central tendency

with no indication of how the price forecast accuracy (or error) varies as a function

of demand level, season, time of day, or other exogenous variables. Lacking any

information about typical error distributions or functional dependencies, the relative

error was assumed to be independent of time of day or load level. The forecast price

is based on a simple autocorrelation method given as:

Fi = Ai × (1 + xi) (4.28)

where Fi is the forecast electricity price in interval i, Ai is the actual electricity price

in interval i, and xi is the relative error in interval i. xi is a member of a sequence of

autocorrelated random variables given by:

xi = a+ b× xi−1 +N(0, σe) (4.29)

where N(0, σe) is a normal random variable with mean zero and standard deviation

σe. The mean (µ), variance (σ2), and autocorrelation (ρ) of the sequence x is given

by the values of a, b, and σe as in Equations 4.30 through 4.32:
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µ =
a

1− b
(4.30)

σ2 =
σ2
e

1− b2
(4.31)

ρ = b (4.32)

For this work the mean error is assumed to be zero so the value of a is zero.

The value of b is simply the desired autocorrelation value. Therefore the variance

is solely dependent on the desired autocorrelation and the desired MAPE of the

forecast. The literature on price forecast methods does not present quantitative error

autocorrelation values, but figures presented in [46–49] show qualitative positive error

autocorrelation. For this work both uncorrelated (b=0) and highly correlated (b=0.95)

values were examined. An empirical relationship was developed between the MAPE

of the forecast and the variance σ2:

σ2 = 0.00016×MAPE2 (4.33)

In this equation the variance is a decimal and MAPE is given in percent (0 to

100). With this relationship the value of σe is given as:

σe =
√

0.00016×MAPE2 × (1− b2) (4.34)

This forecast generation method is a stochastic process, so a number of real-

izations are needed to determine the expected value of operating the facility based

on the forecast prices. To determine how many samples were needed a test was con-

ducted using a single zone (Houston), a single year (2010), and the largest desired

MAPE value (20%) used in this work. A large number of samples (200) were run

using a forecast with zero error correlation (b=0) and using a forecast with high er-

ror correlation (b=95%). Figure 4.3 shows the results of this test. Figure 4.3 shows
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Figure 4.3: Results of test to determine the number of samples needed for stochastic
runs. At 100 samples the mean and standard deviation both reached stable values.

the individual sample results, the cumulative average, and the cumulative standard

deviation of the results for the low (zero) error correlation and high error correlation

cases. In both cases the cumulative average converges to the final value within about

20 samples but the cumulative standard deviation continues growing until about 100

samples. Based on this result 100 samples was chosen as a reasonable tradeoff be-

tween statistical confidence and computation time. In the results section all of the

forecast runs using the MAPE forecast method are the mean value of 100 samples.

Figure 4.4 shows the probability density function of the 200 samples in the

tests described above. The low error correlation case has a mean of about 91% and

the high error correlation case has a mean of about 93%. The standard deviations

of the results are 0.3% in the low error correlation case and 0.6% in the high error

correlation case.
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Figure 4.4: Probability density function of the stochastic test runs. The low er-
ror correlation case has a lower average and standard deviation than the high error
correlation case.

4.5 Model Execution and Typical Solution Times

The first step in exercising the model was to determine the impact of aver-

aging the four 15-minute electricity price intervals into 1-hour price intervals. Next,

the model was used to replicate the analyses presented in Chapter 3 to check for

consistency between the two models. Finally, the model was used to answer the new

research questions posed in this chapter.

Table 4.4 compares the computation times of the models with different input

parameter values. The 1-hour model executes a single run significantly faster than

the 15-minute model. In the 1-hour model the minimum runtime constraints on the

CAES facility were formulated so that the constraints were only generated if they

could be binding. This approach significantly reduced the number of constraints

in the problem for most of the runs and therefore reduced the solution time. The

solution time of the runs with minimum runtimes of 0 or 1 hour (which are equivalent,

since the interval size is 1 hour) is about 10% of the solution time of the runs with

minimum runtimes of greater than 1 hour.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of model solution times. The 1-hour model had significantly
faster solution times than the 15-minute model.

Model Minimum Operating Look- AS Average
Runtime Window ahead Included Solution
(hours) Window Time

15-minute no constraints 1 year none no 23 sec
no constraints 1 year none turbine

only
4 min

no constraints 1 year none yes 8 min
0 1 year none yes 12 min
1 1 year none yes 13 min
2 1 year none yes 15 min
3 1 year none yes 19 min
4 1 year none yes 39 min

1-hour 0 1 year none no 2 sec
0 1 year none yes 3 sec
1 1 year none yes 3 sec
2 1 year none yes 32 sec
3 1 year none yes 32 sec
4 1 year none yes 32 sec
0 1 month none yes 6 sec
0 1 month 1 month yes 8 sec
0 1 week none yes 14 sec
0 1 week 1 week yes 17 sec
0 1 day none yes 90 sec
0 1 day 1 day yes 97 sec
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4.6 Model Results

The following sections present the results of exercising the model to answer

the research questions posed in this chapter. Section 4.6.1 presents the impact of

averaging the 15-minute price intervals into 1-hour price intervals. Sections 4.6.2

through 4.6.4 repeat the analyses from Chapter 3 to check for consistency and extend

the previous conclusions where appropriate. Section 4.6.2 presents the impact of the

facility configuration (ratio of compressor and storage capacities to turbine capacity)

on the operating profits of the facility, Section 4.6.3 presents the effect of including

all four ancillary services markets on the operating profits of the facility, and 4.6.4

presents the impact of minimum runtimes and startup costs.

Sections 4.6.5 through 4.6.11 present the results of new analyses in this chapter.

Section 4.6.5 discusses the large variation in operating profits from year to year.

Section 4.6.6 analyzes the operating behavior with and without the ancillary services

markets. Section 4.6.7 determines the impact of the minimum operating limit on the

operating profits of the facility. Section 4.6.8 analyzes the impact of limited future

knowledge in the form of limited operating window lengths, and Section 4.6.9 again

analyzes the impact of limited future knowledge in the form of imperfect forecasts

of future prices. Section 4.6.10 provides insight into the optimal configuration of a

CAES facility in ERCOT, and Section 4.6.11 estimates the capital costs that the

historical operating profits could have supported.

4.6.1 Impact of Averaging Price Intervals

As described previously, the 1-hour model averages the four 15-minute elec-

tricity prices within each hour and uses the resulting hourly prices to optimize the

operation of the CAES facility. This averaging reduces the size of the optimization
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problem (and therefore the computation time) significantly, but it also reduces the

resolution of the price data and changes the problem. Averaging the 15-minute prices

reduces the amount of variation in the electricity prices and therefore the potential

for price arbitrage. The 1-hour model also constrains the operation of the energy

storage facility more tightly than the 15-minute model. The 1-hour model not only

has an implicit minimum runtime of one hour but also requires that the runs start at

the beginning of an hour and end at the end of an hour. This section quantifies the

impacts of these differences.

In order to determine the impact of averaging the 15-minute intervals into

hourly intervals, both models were run for the same zone (Houston), for arbitrage

only, for the 2002–2010 time period. A facility performing arbitrage only would

show the largest difference between the 15-minute and the 1-hour model, because the

ancillary services intervals are 1 hour long in both models. The 15-minute model was

run with minimum runtimes of 0, 1, 2, and 3 hours, and the 1-hour model was run

without a minimum runtime. Table 4.5 shows the results of these runs. The implicit

constraints in the 1-hour model reduce operating profits by about the same amount

as a 2- to 3-hour minimum runtime in the 15-minute model. The implication of this

finding is that (at least in this respect) markets with shorter operating intervals (and

possibly more variation in electricity price) will be more advantageous to facilities

performing price arbitrage than markets with longer operating intervals or markets

where settlement prices are averaged over several consecutive operating intervals.

The computational advantage of the 1-hour model was significant enough to

outweigh the relatively modest decrease in the estimate of the operating profit com-

pared to the 15-minute model. Without the faster solution time enabled by the 1-hour

model the stochastic runs would have been impractical to complete.
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Table 4.5: Comparison of operating profit results of the 1-hour and 15-minute models
for a facility performing price arbitrage only. The 1-hour model yields lower operating
profits due to averaging of high and low prices and additional implied constraints.
Both of these effects reduce the potential for price arbitrage.

Model Minimum
Runtime

Average Operating
Profit ($/kW-year)

Percent
Decrease

15-minute

none 74.6 –
1 hour 73.4 1.5%
2 hours 72.3 3.0%
3 hours 71.4 4.2%

1-hour none 71.6 4.0%

4.6.2 Effect of Configuration

Section 3.6.1 presented the impact of the technical configuration for the 15-

minute model for a facilty performing price arbitrage only. This section repeats

the analysis in Section 3.6.1 using the 1-hour model for a facility performing price-

arbitrage only. This section also presents a similar analysis for a facility performing

both arbitrage and ancillary services.

In this work the technical configuration is defined as the ratio of the compressor

capacity (in MW) to the turbine capacity (also in MW) and the ratio of the storage

capacity (in MWh) to the turbine capacity (in MW). The ratio of the storage capacity

to the turbine capacity is termed the storage duration capacity, because it determines

the duration of time the CAES facility could continuously generate at full output

power.

As in Section 3.6.1, the input power capacity and storage discharge duration

were varied to determine the impact of varying the relative sizes of the three major

components on the operating profits of the storage facility. Input capacities of 0

to 1 MW in increments of 0.05 MW and storage discharge capacities of 0, 2, and

5 to 40 hours in increments of 5 hours were used. Figure 4.5 shows a map of the
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Figure 4.5: Map of CAES configurations examined. CAES facility configurations
with compressor capacities of 0 to 1 MW and storage discharge capacity between
zero and 40 hours were modeled to determine the operating profits achievable with
each combination. The turbine capacity was held fixed at 1 MW.

combination of configurations considered. Each combination was modeled using the

optimization model and the operating profits are presented using contour plots in

Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

Figure 4.6 shows contour plots of the operating profits for a CAES facility

performing price arbitrage only as a function of its storage discharge capacity and

compressor capacity. The non-West zones have a maximum operating profit of $60–

90/kW-yr and the West zone has a maximum operating profit of $60–100/kW-yr

over the majority of the configurations. Increasing storage and compressor capacity

increases operating profits but that the returns diminish as the capacities increase

(because the turbine capacity is held constant). Above about 10 hours of storage

the returns to increasing the storage capacity decrease faster than the returns to

increasing the compressor capacity. For any given compressor capacity, a storage

facility with 10 hours of storage can obtain 88–94% of the operational profit of the

same facility with 40 hours of storage. The West zone has more incremental value
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associated with higher input power capacity and higher storage capacity as evidenced

by the contours being closer together at higher values of compressor and storage

capacities of the West zone than the other zones.

The analogous figure using the 15-minute model is Figure 3.5. The results

from the two models are virtually identical. The slightly higher operating profits

found by the 1-hour model are due to adjusting the input prices for the 1-hour model

to real-2009 dollar values.

Figure 4.7 shows contour plots of the operating profits for a CAES facility

performing both price arbitrage and ancillary services for a facility with an associ-

ated cost of regulation of $4/MW-h. The non-West zones have maximum operating

profits of $100–140/kW-yr and the West zone has maximum operating profits of $100–

150/kW-yr over most of the configurations considered. Increasing storage and power

capacity increases operating profits, but as with arbitrage only the returns diminish

as the capacities increase. With the addition of the ancillary services revenue a stor-

age facility with 10 hours of storage can obtain 92–97% of the operational profit of

a facility with 40 hours of storage. The West zone again has more incremental value

associated with higher input power capacity and higher storage capacity. The impact

of configuration for a facility performing both arbitrage and ancillary services was not

examined using the 15-minute model, so there is not an analogous figure in Chapter 3

to Figure 4.7.
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Houston North

South West

Figure 4.6: Contour plots of operating profits for each zone in ERCOT as a function
of technical configuration configurations for a facility performing price arbitrage only.
In all cases the turbine capacity was held fixed at 1 MW. Operating profits increase
with increasing input and storage capacity at rates that vary by zone.
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Houston North

South West

Figure 4.7: Contour maps of operating profits for each zone as a function of techni-
cal configuration for a facility participating in both arbitrage and ancillary services
markets, for a facility with cost of regulation of $4/MW-h. In all cases the turbine
capacity was held fixed at 1 MW. Operating profits increase with increasing input
and storage capacity.
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4.6.3 Comparison of Operating Profits with and without Ancillary Ser-
vice Market Participation

Section 3.6.2 analyzed the impact of operating profits with and without non-

spinning reserve ancillary service market participation. This section repeats the anal-

ysis using the 1-hour model, but expands the ancillary services markets to include

regulation up and down, spinning reserve, and nonspinning reserve.

As was described earlier, the cost of providing regulation is uncertain. Two

different values for the cost of providing regulation were considered in this work:

$4/MW-h and $20/MW-h. A CAES facility would likely be designed to ramp and

cycle routinely and therefore have lower costs associated with providing regulation,

but both values were considered to determine the impact of the higher cost on the

operational behavior and the operating profits of the CAES facility.

Figure 4.8 shows the average yearly operating profits for the default CAES

facility performing arbitrage only and arbitrage plus ancillary services for the two

different regulation costs. A facility that participates in all ancillary services markets

can obtain operation profits on the order of $120–140/kW-year, compared to $80–

90/kW-year for a facility that performs price arbitrage only. Thus allowing the facility

to provide ancillary services increases operating profits by 40–60%. Provision of

ancillary services reduces the amount of profit derived from price arbitrage but the

ancillary services profits more than make up for the loss in arbitrage profits. A

facility with $4/MW-h regulation provision cost earns significantly more profits from

regulation than a facility with $20/MW-h regulation provision cost but some of the

regulation profits are replaced by additional spinning or nonspinning reserve profits.

The model does not account for the fact that providing regulation does re-

quire some change in power input or output as the regulation service is deployed. In
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of operating profits with and without AS market partic-
ipation. AS market participation slightly decreases arbitrage operating profit but
significantly increases total operating profit. Higher costs for providing regulation
service reduces participation in the regulation market and reduces the total operating
profit.

ERCOT this is around 15% of the amount of regulation provision [50]. Changing

power output to provide regulation would require buying or selling more electricity at

non-optimal prices and therefore would reduce the operating profits from the values

reported by the model. However, since the facility has to be operating at or above

its minimum operating level in order to provide regulation, it is already buying or

selling electricity when it might be more advantageous to only provide regulation.

The minimum generating fraction (fLSL) value assumed in this work is 60%, so the

maximum regulation that the facilty could offer is 40% of its capacity. 15% of the

40% capacity performing regulation is 6% of the total capacity of the facility. The

incremental amount of electricity bought or sold in the course of providing the regu-

lation ancillary service is of secondary importance in comparison to the assumptions

for the cost of providing regulation and the minimum operating level (fLSL).

Table 3.6 presents results from the 15-minute model that are analogous to

Figure 4.8. The 15-minute model results showed an increase of 30–40% in operating
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profits due to the nonspinning reserve, while the 1-hour model showed an increase of

40–60% in operating profits due to all four ancillary service markets. These results

are consistent, since the additional ancillary services markets considered in the 1-hour

model provide more opportunity for the 1-hour model to increase operating profits.

Figure 4.9 shows the fraction of the operating profits deriving from each mar-

ket activity for each assumption about ancillary market participation. If the facility

is allowed to participate in the ancillary service markets, those markets provide a sig-

nificant proportion of the operating profits. Price arbitrage accounts for just over half

of the operating profits and ancillary services account for the remainder. Among the

ancillary services markets, if the cost of providing regulation is low ($4/MW-h) the

regulation market provides the largest operating profit, followed by nonspinning re-

serve and then spinning reserve. If the cost of providing regulation is high ($20/MW-

h) then nonspinning reserve market provides the largest operating profit, followed

by spinning reserve and then regulation. For a facility with a low cost of providing

regulation, the regulation market is likely to be an important source of revenue.

Figure 4.9: Average percent of operating profits from each market activity for each of
the market participation assumptions. Ancillary services markets provide a significant
portion of the operating profits when the facility is allowed to participate in the
ancillary services markets.
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4.6.4 Effect of Minimum Runtime Requirements and Startup Costs

Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 presented the impact of minimum runtimes and startup

costs for the 15-minute model for a facilty performing price arbitrage and providing

nonspinning reserve. This section repeats these analyses using the 1-hour model for

both a facility performing price-arbitrage and all four ancillary services.

Figure 4.10 shows the number of times the default CAES facility operates

for different lengths of time with different minimum runtime constraints imposed on

the facility. For these cases the startup cost is $0.0001/MW-start (virtually zero).

The figure shows data for the compressor in the Houston zone, but the figure is

representative of both the compressor and turbine systems in all four zones. With a

minimum runtime of one hour there are a large number of one-hour runs as the facility

takes advantage of short-duration high or low price spikes. Increasing the minimum

runtime eliminates runs below the minimum runtime and increases the number of

runs at and above the minimum runtime as shorter runs are combined into longer

runs. With a minimum runtime constraint of 4 hours the compressor and turbine

systems each average about one run per day.

Figure 4.11 shows the relative change in operating profit and electricity sold

for the four zones as the minimum runtime limit increases. Increasing the minimum

runtime decreases the operating profit and increases the amount of electricity bought

and sold. The results are similar in all four zones. In comparison to a minimum

runtime of one hour, a minimum runtime of four hours reduces the operating profit

by about 2%, and the reduction in operating profit is roughly linear with respect

to minimum runtime between one and four hours. In contrast, the electricity sold

increases in a nonlinear fashion. The electricity sold increases by about 1% at a
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minimum runtime of two hours, 5% at a minimum runtime of three hours, and 7% at

a minimum runtime of four hours.

Figure 3.6 presents the 15-minute model results analogous to Figure 4.10, and

Figure 3.7 presents the 15-minute model results analogous to Figure 4.11. With min-

imum runtimes of 1 and 4 hours, the two models have similar runtime characteristics.

In contrast, the operating profit reduction (on a relative basis) due to an imposed min-

imum runtime is greater using the 15-minute model, because the reference operating

profit (with no minimum runtime) is higher in the 15-minute model by approximately

4% (see Table 4.5).

Figure 4.12 shows the number of times the default CAES facility operates

for different lengths of time with different startup costs imposed on the facility. In

these cases there is no minimum runtime imposed on the facility. In contrast to

the minimum runtime constraints, increasing the startup cost decreases but does not

eliminate the number of short-duration runs. It also does not generally increase the

number of longer-duration runs until runtimes exceeding 6 hours (i.e. the number

of 2- to 5-hour runs does not increase but the number of 6- to 24-hour runs does

increase).

Figure 4.13 shows the relative change in operating profit and electricity sold

for the four zones with different startup cost assumptions. Increasing the startup

cost generally decreases both the operating profit and the amount of electricity sold.

In comparison to negligible startup costs, a startup cost of $8/MW-start reduces the

operating profit by about 6%, and the reduction in operating profit is roughly linear

with respect to startup cost in the range considered. The electricity sold decreases by

2–4% at a startup cost of $8/MW-start. As was observed with the minimum runtimes

the change in the amount of electricity sold is not linear. Table 4.6 shows the incurred
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Figure 4.10: Compressor runtimes as a function of minimum runtime limits. Note that
the intervals on the horizontal axis are not constant. A hard runtime limit increases
the number of runtimes above the runtime limit as shorter runs are extended or
combined into longer runs.

Figure 4.11: Impact of minimum runtime limits on operating profits and the amount
of electricity sold. A minimum runtime of 4 hours reduces operating profits by ap-
proximately 2% and increases the amount of electricity sold by 6–8%.
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Figure 4.12: Compressor runtimes as a function of startup cost. Note that the in-
tervals on the horizontal axis are not constant. Startup costs decrease but do not
eliminate the number of short-duration runs and marginally increase the number of
long-duration runs.

Figure 4.13: Impact of startup costs on operating profits and the amount of electricity
sold. Startup costs reduce operating profits by approximately 6% and decrease the
amount of electricity sold by 3–5% for startup costs of $8/MW-start.
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Table 4.6: Comparison of startup costs incurred to reduction in operating profits.

Startup Total Startup Operating Change in Start Cost as %
Cost Costs Incurred Profits Operating of Decrease
($/MW-start) ($/kW-year) ($/kW-year) Profits in Operating

($/kW-year) Profits (%)

0.0001 0 135 – –
1 1.1 133 1.2 96
2 2 132 2.3 86
4 3.5 130 4.1 84
8 5.7 127 7.4 77

startup costs as a percent of the reduction in operating profits due to increased startup

costs. The incurred startup costs (rather than reduced opportunities to perform price

arbitrage) are the majority of the decrease in operating profits, particularly at low

startup costs.

Figure 3.8 presents the 15-minute model results analogous to Figure 4.12,

and Figure 3.9 presents the 15-minute model results analogous to Figure 4.13. Note

that the 1-hour model considered a larger range of startup costs than the 15-minute

model, so the horizontal scales on Figures 3.9 and 4.13 are different. At the same

startup costs, the reduction in operating profits is the same between the two models.

Similarly, the reduction in the number of runs of a given length is the same between

the two models.

4.6.5 Yearly Variation of Operating Profit

Previous researchers have evaluated the economics of energy storage, but typ-

ically only for a small number of years. In order to determine how the economics vary

from year to year, the individual year operating profits for the period of 2002–2010

were compared.
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Figure 4.14: Yearly variation in operating profits. The variation from year to year is
substantial, so a long-term view is necessary to assess the business case for a storage
facility.

Figure 4.14 shows the operating profits for each year of the ERCOT zonal

market for the default CAES facility with and without ancillary services market

participation. The operating profits vary significantly from year to year both with

and without ancillary service market participation. For the arbitrage-only case the

operating profits vary by a factor of about six: from about $30/kW-year in 2002

to about $180/kW-year in 2008. For the arbitrage and ancillary services case the

operating profits vary by a factor of about 3.5: from about $75/kW-year in 2002 to

about $250/kW-year in 2008. The variation from year to year indicates that any

analysis using historical market prices should to examine several years of data to

determine if the data are representative of the long-term market potential.

4.6.6 Comparison of Operating Behavior with and without Ancillary Ser-
vice Market Participation

Table 4.7 shows the average capacity commitment for each market activity for

each of the market participation assumptions. The data shown are for the Houston
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Table 4.7: Comparison of average capacity committed to each market activity. Non-
spinning reserve comprises over half of ancillary service market participation.

Market Participation Arbitrage Only Arbitrage & Ancillary Services
Regulation Cost – $4/MW-h $20/MW-h

Energy Input (MW) 0.22 0.25 0.22
Energy Output (MW) 0.25 0.28 0.25
Regulation Up (MW) 0.08 0.02
Regulation Down (MW) 0.09 0.02
Spinning Reserve (MW) 0.05 0.08
Nonspinning Reserve (MW) 0.28 0.29

zone, and the other zones are similar. These data indicate how much time and at

what capacity the facility participated in each market activity (in contrast to the

operating profit data above, which indicated how much profit the facility obtained

from each market activity). In the arbitrage-only case, the facility is completely idle

(with no input or output occurring) about half of the time. When ancillary services

markets are available the facility buys and sells somewhat more electricity and also

commits capacity to the ancillary services markets. The increase in electricity sales

is due to the facility being online during certain times of high ancillary service prices

which sometimes occur when the electricity price would not be high enough to warrant

operation for price arbitrage only. Therefore more electricity is bought and sold with

the average buying price higher and the average selling price lower. The average

capacity committed to regulation is significantly smaller when the cost of providing

regulation is assumed to be high. Some of this capacity commitment is transferred

to the spinning and nonspinning reserve ancillary services.

4.6.7 Effect of Minimum Operating Limit

The default minimum operating limit for turbine and compressor system op-

eration is 60% of the turbine or compressor maximum capacity. This assumption is
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conservative and was made in order to allow the model to use constant heat rate and

electricity ratio values with minimal error [51]. To determine the impact of relaxing

this assumption, the minimum operating limits were reduced to 30% of the turbine

and compressor capacities. Reducing the minimum generation level allows increased

participation in the ancillary services markets because the difference between the cur-

rent power output level and the minimum or maximum generation levels can be used

to provide ancillary services. Figure 4.15 compares the operating profits with the

60% and 30% minimum operating levels. Reducing the minimum operating limits in-

creases the operating profit by about 30% mainly because the profits from performing

regulation increase by 200–260%. The profits from price arbitrage actually decreased

by about 20% even though the amount of electricity bought and sold increased by

about 10%. The decrease in price arbitrage profit and increase in ancillary services

markets profits results in the facility earning about two-thirds of its operating prof-

its from the ancillary services markets and only one-third from price arbitrage. The

decrease in arbitrage profit and increase in electricity purchases and sales imply that

profit from providing regulation made it advantageous to be online (and therefore

buying or selling electricity) at times when it was not profitable if performing price

arbitrage alone. The larger implication of this finding is that CAES facilities (and

more generally facilities that depend on ancillary services for a substantial portion of

their operating profits) will benefit from designs that allow lower minimum generation

limits (as long as ramp rate constraints are not binding).

There are three important caveats to the above conclusion. First, in this case

the cost of providing regulation was assumed to be $4/MW-h. As was shown in

Section 4.6.3, if the cost of providing regulation is assumed to be $20/MW-h the

facility performs much less regulation, and this finding would be the same even if the

facility had lower minimum operating limits. Second, the model assumes a constant
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of operating profits with 60% and 30% minimum operat-
ing limits. The lower minimum operating limit allows the facility to provide more
regulation which increases operating profits by about 30%.

heat rate and electricity ratio so the reduced efficiency of the facility during part-load

operation is not reflected in the increased profits reported by the model. Finally,

ancillary services are considered a “shallow” market, meaning that the quantity of

ancillary services is generally only a few percent of the total demand. A relatively

small capacity is needed to fulfill the ancillary service requirements, so entry by new

competitors can quickly drive the prices for these services down to the cost (including

opportunity cost) of providing them. All of these caveats would decrease the operating

profits from providing regulation.

4.6.8 Variable Operating Horizon

By default the 1-hour model optimizes operation of the CAES facility with

perfect knowledge of a full year of electricity prices. In order to determine how shorter

planning horizons impact the operating profits of the facility, the model was exercised

with 1-month, 1-week, 1-day, 12-hour, and 6-hour operating windows. Each operating

window was examined with no look-ahead window and with a look-ahead window the

same size as the operating window. Within the optimization window (which is the
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operating window plus the look-ahead window, as shown in Figure 4.1) the model still

has perfect knowledge of all prices. This approach results in optimal operation for the

period within the current operating window but possibly suboptimal preparation for

future operating windows. When used, the look-ahead window connects consecutive

operating windows so that the model assigns value to energy in storage at the end of

an operating window rather than always selling all energy in storage before the end

of the operating window.

Figure 4.16 shows the results of the shorter operating windows. The results are

presented relative to the full-year operating window to isolate the impact of the shorter

operating window. For the default CAES configuration4 performing price arbitrage

and ancillary services an artificially short operating period of six hours with zero

look-ahead provides 60–65% (depending on the zone) of the operating profits using

a full-year operating horizon. In this case, price arbitrage profits are only 24–35%

of the total operating profits and the remaining profits are from participation in the

ancillary services markets. Increasing the operating period to twelve hours with zero

look-ahead increases the operating profit to 71–74% of the operating profits using a

full-year operating horizon. In contrast, adding a six-hour look-ahead period to the

six-hour operating period increases the operating profits to 87–88% of the operating

profits using a full-year operating horizon. The improvement of the 6+6 (operating

period+look-ahead period) hour example compared to the 12+0 hour example is due

to the model updating the facility’s behavior with new information available after

each six-hour operating period. The additional information allows the model to more

correctly assign value to energy in storage at the end of each six-hour operating

period.

4Described in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.16: Impact of operating window with and without a look-ahead window
length equal to the operating window length. A large fraction of the full-year horizon
operating profits is achieved with a relatively short operating window of 1 or 2 days.
A look-ahead window significantly improves the operating profits if a sub-monthly
operating window is used.

A one-day operating window with zero look-ahead provides 91–92% of the

full-year operating window operating profits. This result indicates that a very high

fraction of the operating profits achievable using a full-year operating window is

achievable by planning only one day at a time with zero regard for future operation.

Furthermore, one day of look-ahead in addition to the one-day operating window

provides 97% of the full-year operating window operating profits. As the operat-

ing window increases to longer time periods more inter-day arbitrage opportunities

become available and the operating profits quickly converge towards the full-year op-

erating window operating profits. This result reflects the fact that the opportunity

to buy low and sell high most commonly occurs over periods of one or two days and

explains the lower marginal value of storage capacities in excess of ten hours described

in Sections 3.6.1 and 4.6.2. Additionally, a one-week operating window plus one week
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of look-ahead provides 100% of the full-year arbitrage profits which indicates that

seasonal (multi-month) storage of energy for price arbitrage is not occurring.

4.6.9 Effect of Imperfect Forecasts

The results presented up to this point (except for Section 4.6.8) have assumed

perfect knowledge of all prices in the year and therefore represent the upper bound

on the realistic operating profits of the facility. This section discusses the impact of

imperfect forecasting on the operating profits of the facility. First the profits from

“backcasting” (using one day’s prices as a forecast for the next day’s prices) are de-

termined as a lower bound on the realistic operating profits. Next, synthetic forecasts

are used to determine the impact of price forecasts with error metrics corresponding

to those currently reported in the literature. In both the backcasting and forecasting

sections the ancillary services prices are assumed to be known and only the electricity

prices are assumed to be subject to forecast error.

Figure 4.17 shows the impact of backcasting. The figure shows the operating

profit as a fraction of the perfect-knowledge operating profit for each individual year in

the 9-year period for a facility that performs price arbitrage only and for a facility that

also participates in the ancillary services markets. The results show a wide variation

and generally lower values than previous studies. For example, Drury et al. [4] studied

the prospects for CAES performing arbitrage and spinning and nonspinning reserve

in NYISO and PJM for 2007–2009 and found that backcasting resulted in 63–85% of

perfect-knowledge profits for a facility with a storage capacity of 20 hours. Sioshansi

et al. [26] studied the prospects for energy storage devices in PJM for 2002–2008 and

found that a CAES facility performing arbitrage only using backcasting earned 74–

84% of the possible perfect knowledge profits for a facility with a storage capacity of

20 hours. In contrast, the results of this analysis indicate that backcasting provides
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Figure 4.17: Operating profits using backcasting as a percent of perfect-knowledge
profits. Backcasting provides a lower fraction of perfect-knowledge operating profits
than has been reported by researchers examining other markets.

lower profits. For a facility that only performed price arbitrage, operating based on

backcasting would have resulted in negative operating profits in all zones in 2002 and

in the West zone in 2008. The operating profits for the individual years range from

−25 to +61% of the perfect-knowledge operating profits, and the results for the nine-

year averages range from 20–42% of the perfect-knowledge operating profits. For a

facility that performs both price arbitrage and ancillary services using backcasting the

results are higher than for price arbitrage only but still generally lower than reported

in previous studies. The operating profits for the nine individual years examined

range from 26–66%, and the operating profits for the nine years together range from

44–58%, of the perfect-knowledge operating profits.

Figure 4.18 shows the impact of forecast electricity prices. These results were

obtained by averaging 100 stochastic samples for each point as described in Sec-

tion 4.4.7. In contrast to the backcasting results above, the price forecasts with

errors corresponding to the range of errors reported in the literature provide reason-
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able accuracy and a large fraction of the perfect-knowledge operating profits. For a

facility performing price arbitrage only, forecasts with a MAPE of 5% are sufficient

for the facility to earn 97–99% (depending on the zone and the year) of the perfect-

knowledge operating profits. This result is independent of the assumption about error

correlation. For forecasts with a MAPE of 10% the same facility earns 89–98% of the

perfect-knowledge operating profits, with very slightly higher profits achieved if the

errors are assumed to be autocorrelated. Finally, for forecasts with a MAPE of 20%

the facility earns 63–93% of the perfect-knowledge operating profits. At this level of

forecast error correlated errors provide higher profits than uncorrelated errors.

A facility performing both price arbitrage and ancillary services achieves a

larger percentage of the perfect-knowledge operating profits than a facility performing

arbitrage only. Forecasts with MAPE values of 5%, 10%, and 20% achieve 99–100%,

95–99%, and 82–95% of perfect-knowledge operating profits, respectively. At the 20%

MAPE level autocorrelated errors again provide more higher profits than uncorrelated

errors.

The large difference between the backcasting and forecasting results can be

explained by the MAPE values of the backcasting and forecasting methods. The

backcasting method has a significantly higher MAPE than the levels considered for

the forecasts. Depending on the year, backcasting has MAPE values of 38–64%,

37–103%, 37–103%, and 40–626% in the Houston, North, South, and West zones

respectively. The high backcasting MAPE values in the West zone are caused by the

variability of wind generation (which causes significant differences in price from one

day to the next) and a larger number of near-zero electricity prices (which causes very

large percent-error values as described in Equation 4.27).
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Figure 4.18: Yearly results of imperfect forecasts. Note that the vertical axis scales
are different for the arbitrage-only and arbitrage and ancillary services plots. Forecast
accuracies as indicated in the literature (MAPE ≤ 10%) provide sufficient information
to achieve 90% or more of the perfect-knowledge operating profits in all of the years
examined.
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Figure 4.19 illustrates the decrease in the average operating profit that the

facility can achieve as the forecast error increases. The figure shows the results for

the entire 9-year time frame. The achievable operating profit using forecasts with error

metrics comparable to those reported in current literature (MAPE 10% or lower) is

very near the operating profit achievable using perfect forecasts. A facility performing

price arbitrage only using forecasts with MAPE values of 5% and 10% earned about

98% and 95% of the long-term operating profits of a facility with perfect knowledge,

respectively. Similarly a facility performing both arbitrage and ancillary services with

MAPE values of 5% and 10% earned about 99% and 97% of the long-term operating

profits of a facility with perfect knowledge, respectively. The decrease in profits with

increasing forecast error accelerates as the error increases. These findings indicate

that the maximum potential operating profits are a better measure of the realizable

operating profits than the backcasted profits calculated in this work and by other

researchers [4, 26, 27].

4.6.10 Optimal Configuration

Sections 3.6.1 and 4.6.2 found that additional compressor and storage capacity

can increase operating profits, but did not consider the increased capital cost that

might come with the increased capacity. In considering the configuration of the facil-

ity, a tradeoff must be made between increased operating profits and increased capital

costs. The optimal configuration for each zone is the configuration that provides the

greatest long-term profit. The long-term profits can be determined by subtracting the

annual capital payment (ACP) costs for the facility from the annual operating profit.

The ACP is determined by the total project cost (TPC) and the capital charge rate

(CCR). In reality the TPC is a complex function of many components of the facility,

but for this work assumes that the TPC is a linear function of a constant marginal
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Arbitrage Only Arbitrage & Ancillary Services

Figure 4.19: 9-year results of imperfect forecasts. Forecast accuracies as indicated in
the literature (MAPE ≤ 10%) provide sufficient information to achieve 95–97% of the
perfect-knowledge operating profits. Correlated forecast errors provide higher profits
than uncorrelated errors but the difference is only significant at the MAPE value of
20%.

compressor capacity cost (MC compressor), the compressor capacity (Ccompressor), a con-

stant marginal storage capacity cost (MC storage), the storage capacity (Cstorage), and

a constant balance-of-plant cost (BOP) that includes the turbine and all other com-

ponents of the facility. The TPC is calculated as:

TPC = MC compressor × Ccompressor + MC storage × Cstorage + BOP (4.35)

Table 4.8 shows the two sets of marginal capital costs considered for this work.

These costs are calculated based on [12] and assume that the total costs reported are

a linear function of the capacity of the facility components. The low estimate for the

compressor marginal cost is the same as was assumed in [4] and assumes that the

costs associated with the compressor are the compressor capital cost plus 10% of the

electrical and controls and construction materials and labor categories as reported

in [12] plus additional 15% due to indirect costs. The high estimate is simply an
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Table 4.8: Marginal capital costs of compressor and storage capacity.

Marginal Capital Cost Low Estimate High Estimate

Compressor ($/kW of compressor capacity) 233 350
Storage reservoir ($/kWh of storage capacity) 2 3

increase of 50% over the lower estimate and is approximately equal to assuming that

the costs associated with the compressor are the compressor capital cost plus 30% of

the electrical and controls and construction materials and labor categories as reported

in [12] plus additional 15% due to indirect costs. The marginal capital costs for the

storage facility are based on the solution mining portion of the cavern cost.

Optimal configurations were calculated using both the low and high estimates

of marginal capital costs. These optimal configurations are independent of the total

cost of the facility but do depend on the marginal costs of the components. The

long-term profits are a function of the total capital costs of the facility rather than

the marginal capital costs, so a new quantity was defined as the difference between

each configuration’s long-term profit and the maximum long-term profit found in any

configuration in the same zone. This quantity is termed the “long-term profit deficit”

(LTPD). The LTPD is independent of the total cost and is instead a function of the

marginal component costs.

The average yearly operating profit (OP) and the total project cost (TPC) for

the configuration with compressor capacity c and storage capacity s are OP c,s and

TPC c,s, respectively. The long-term profit LTP c,s for a configuration with compressor

capacity c and storage capacity s is calculated as:

LTP c,s = OP c,s − TPC c,s × CCR (4.36)
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and the long-term profit deficit (LTPDc,s) with compressor capacity c and storage

capacity s is defined as:

LTPD c,s = LTP c,s − LTPmax (4.37)

where LTPmax is the maximum long-term profit of all of values of compressor capacity

c and storage capacity s. The CCR is assumed to be 0.13/year.

Figure 4.20 shows contour plots of the LTPD for facilities performing energy

arbitrage only. The Houston, North, and South zones have virtually identical results

so only one is presented as the “non-West” zones. Using the low marginal capital

cost values, the optimal configuration for the Houston, North, and South zones is

about 15 hours of storage capacity and 0.45 MW of input power capacity and the

optimal configuration for the West zone is larger at about 20 hours of storage capacity

and 0.7 MW of input power capacity. As would be expected, higher marginal capital

costs reduce the optimal capacity of the facility components. Using the high marginal

capital cost, the optimal configuration for the Houston, North, and South zones is

about 10 hours of storage capacity and 0.25 MW of input power capacity and the

optimal configuration for the West zone is larger at about 15 hours of storage capacity

and 0.4 MW of input power capacity. The optimal configuration is therefore sensitive

to the marginal cost of the compressor and storage capacities. The West zone is

less sensitive to the configuration than the non-West zones, as shown by the relative

areas enclosed by each of the profit-deficit contours. The West zone has a larger

optimal capacity because of the larger number of negative-price periods in the West

zone compared to the non-West zone. During the negative-price periods a larger

compressor produces larger revenue for the facility, and a larger storage reservoir is

needed to store the energy for later discharge.
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Figure 4.20: Contour maps of long-term profit deficits compared to the optimal config-
uration for a facility performing price arbitrage only. In all cases the turbine capacity
is 1 MW. The optimal configuration depends on the marginal costs of the compressor
and storage portion of the facility and is different in the West zone than the non-West
zones.
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Including the ancillary services markets changes the optimal configuration of

the facility because the compressor can perform ancillary services and therefore pro-

vide more revenue. Figure 4.21 shows the LTPD for a CAES facility performing both

price arbitrage and ancillary services for an assumed cost of providing regulation of

$4/MW-h. The input power capacities are larger than for arbitrage-only operation

due to the compressor’s ability to participate in the ancillary services markets. The

optimal energy storage capacity is approximately the same as in the arbitrage-only

case. Using the low marginal capital cost estimates the optimal capacities for the

Houston, North, and South zones are about 15 hours of storage capacity and 0.7 MW

of input power capacity. The optimal capacities for the West zone are again larger

at about 25 hours of storage capacity and 0.95 MW of input power capacity. Using

the high marginal capital cost, the optimal configuration for the Houston, North,

and South zones is about 10 hours of storage capacity and 0.4 MW of input power

capacity and the optimal configuration for the West zone is larger at about 15 hours

of storage capacity and 0.55 MW of input power capacity. The West zone is again

less sensitive to the facility configuration than the other zones.

Table 4.9 shows the optimal configurations for the CAES facility as found for

the combinations of zone, market participation, and marginal capital costs described

above. The general effect of the ancillary services market is to increase the optimal

compressor capacity, and the general effect of the higher marginal capital costs is to

decrease the optimal compressor and storage capacities. Among the different zones,

the West zone has larger optimal capacities than the non-West zones.
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Figure 4.21: Contour maps of long-term profit deficits compared to the optimal con-
figuration for a facility performing price arbitrage and ancillary services using a reg-
ulation cost of $4/MW-h. In all cases the turbine capacity is 1 MW. The optimal
configuration depends on the marginal costs of the compressor and storage portion
of the facility and is different in the West zone than the non-West zones.
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Table 4.9: Optimal configuration of the CAES facility. The optimal configuration
depends on the zone, marginal capital costs, and market participation assumptions.

Market Participation Arbitrage Arbitrage &
Only Ancillary Services

Marginal Capital Cost Low High Low High

Optimal Compressor
Capacity (MW)

Non-West 0.45 0.25 0.7 0.4
West 0.7 0.4 0.95 0.55

Optimal Storage
Capacity (hours)

Non-West 15 10 15 10
West 20 15 25 15

4.6.11 Supportable Capital Costs

In order to determine a range of capital costs that might support investment

in a CAES facility, the annual operating profits (OP) must be compared to required

annual capital payments. The annual capital payment (ACP) is determined by the

total plant cost (TPC) and the capital charge rate (CCR) as given by:

OP ≥ ACP (4.38)

ACP = CCR × TPC (4.39)

TPC ≤ OP

CCR
(4.40)

The 9-year operating profits shown in Figure 4.8 for price arbitrage only and

price arbitrage plus ancillary services translate to average yearly operating profits

of about $80/kW and $120/kW, respectively. Overnight costs for CAES have been

estimated to be about $750/kW [12], but other costs increase the total project cost.

Additionally, both the total project cost and the capital charge rate are subject to

uncertainty and variation, so a range of these values was considered and suitable com-

binations were identified. Figure 4.22 shows the total project cost that the operating

profits in this work would support as a function of the capital charge rate. At a total
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Figure 4.22: Supportable project costs as a function of capital charge rate for a facility
that performs arbitrage only and a facility that performs both arbitrage and ancillary
services.

project cost of $1000/kW the operating profits of the facility performing arbitrage and

ancillary services would support the facility if the capital charge rate were about 12%

or below. In contrast, a facility with the same cost but performing only arbitrage

would require a capital charge rate of 8% or below. This difference illustrates the

importance of ancillary services markets revenue to the economic success of CAES.

Each of the real-world issues analyzed in this work (e.g. startup costs, limited

foresight, forecast errors, etc.) led to a decrease in the operating profits. A decrease

in the operating profit would translate to a decrease in the supportable ACP and

therefore a lower TPC or CCR as given by Equation 4.40. For example, a 10%

reduction in OP would support a 10% lower ACP which could be achieved by a 10%

lower TPC, 10% lower CCR, or by a combination of smaller reductions of both TPC

and CCR.
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4.7 Conclusions

In this work an optimization model was created to evaluate the operating

profits for a CAES facility performing price arbitrage and all four ancillary services

in ERCOT from 2002–2010. The model expands the capabilities of the previous

model to include imperfect knowledge of future prices by using operating periods

shorter than a full year and by using forecasts for electricity prices rather than the

actual market prices.

This work showed that a CAES facility in ERCOT could have earned $120–

140/kW-year on average during 2002–2010 if the facility participated in all ancillary

services markets compared to $80–90/kW-year if the facility performed price arbitrage

only. In addition to increasing the total operating profits by 40–60%, participation

in ancillary services markets increased the amount of electricity bought and sold and

decreased the operating profits due to price arbitrage. The highest value of $140/kW-

year is barely above the lower limit of $135/kW-year that would be required to support

investment in a CAES facility.

The operating profits varied widely from year to year depending on the charac-

teristics of the prices in the market. For the arbitrage-only case the operating profits

vary by a factor of about six: from about $30/kW-year in 2002 to about $180/kW-

year in 2008. For the arbitrage and ancillary services case the operating profits vary

by a factor of about 3.5: from about $75/kW-year in 2002 to about $250/kW-year

in 2008. The large variation from year to year indicates that any analysis using his-

torical market prices should examine many years of data to determine if the data

are representative of the long-term market potential. The large variation also implies

that the owner or or operator of the CAES facility would need to be significantly

diversified or hedged to weather the low-profit years between high-profit years.
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Decreasing the lower minimum operating limit allows the facility to provide

more ancillary services and therefore to earn more operating profit from the ancillary

services market. A decrease from 60% to 30% of the the maximum capacity increased

the operating profit by about 30%. Most of the increased revenue is due to increased

provision of regulation. The implication of this finding is that CAES facilities should

be designed to have good part-load performance and a low minimum operating limit

so that the facility can provide high-value ancillary services.

The different ancillary service markets provide different opportunities for profit

to the facility. If the cost of providing regulation service is low, the regulation market

provides the most profit of the ancillary services markets. If the cost of regulation

is high, the nonspinning reserve market provides the most profit. The spinning re-

serve market falls in between the regulation and nonspinning reserve market. CAES

facilities are likely to have low costs associated with providing ancillary services, so

regulation is likely to be an important revenue stream for the facility.

The analysis confirmed previous findings that realistic limitations on the CAES

facility decrease operating profits, but these decreases are small. Minimum runtimes

of 2–3 hours decrease operating profits by about 1% and startup costs of $4/MW-start

decrease operating profits by about 3%.

Based on the forecast synthesis method used, current forecasting accuracies

(MAPE ≤ 10%) are sufficient to achieve 95% of perfect-knowledge operating profits

for a self-scheduling facility. Autocorrelation of errors in the price forecast affects the

operating profits, which suggests that characteristics of the forecast errors other than

MAPE are important. Better information is needed about the functional dependence

of price forecast accuracy on exogenous variables such as demand level, season, or
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time of day. Probability density functions (even qualitative shapes) would be useful

additions to the currently-reported measures of central tendency such as MAPE.

Most of the price arbitrage potential is contained within time periods on the

order of one day. The market prices in ERCOT between 2002 and 2010 did not justify

seasonal storage of energy in a CAES facility.

The optimal configuration of the facility is a function of the marginal capital

costs of the equipment, the location of the facility, and whether the facility participates

in the ancillary services markets. The range of marginal capital costs considered in

this work indicate that the optimal configuration is between 10 and 25 hours of storage

and 0.25 and 0.95 MW of compressor capacity per 1 MW of turbine capacity.

Ancillary services markets are an important source of revenue for CAES facili-

ties and allow higher capital charge rates to be accommodated. The operating profits

generated in the 2002–2010 period would support a total project cost of $1000/kW

at a capital charge rate of 0.08/year if the facility performs price arbitrage only or

0.12/year if the facility also participates in the ancillary services markets.
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Chapter 5

The Impact of Increased Wind Generation on a

Small CAES Facility

5.1 Purpose

The variability and low marginal cost of wind generation suggests that energy

storage would benefit from increased wind generation. The objective of the work

described in this chapter was to quantify the impact of increasing wind generation on

the economic potential for CAES to participate in the near-term ERCOT market.

5.2 Literature Review

While many studies have examined the potential for storage in historical mar-

kets [4, 23–27], few have examined the potential for storage in future markets.

NREL has examined the potential for energy storage to enable integration of

large amounts of wind and solar generation [52]. This study analyzed the potential to

meet up to 80% of electricity demand using wind and solar generation and found that

significant amounts of energy storage, flexible generation capacity (i.e. the virtual

elimination of baseload and must-run generators), and load shifting would be needed

at this extreme level of wind and solar penetration. This study did not quantify the

cost of achieving this level of penetration, and it addressed the inverse question of this

dissertation: does storage help wind and solar, rather than does wind help storage?

Ridge Energy Storage performed a simple study of the economics of a CAES

facility in the McCamey area in ERCOT (shown in Figure 2.8) in 2003 [53]. Ridge
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evaluated the economic benefit of adding CAES to the McCamey area wind generation

capacity to firm and shape the wind generation. They assumed values for different

delivered blocks of power (7× 24, 7× 16, 5× 16, and 5× 8 schedules) and determined

which blocks the combined wind/CAES capacity in McCamey could provide each

month of the year. The report did not present detailed methods or assumptions, but

claimed that a CAES facility would make $130–200/kW-year, justifying its $110/kW-

year investment cost (in 2003 real dollars). They evaluated only energy sales and

ignored the revenues available from the ancillary services markets.

MISO commissioned the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to perform

a study similar in objective to the work described in this dissertation, but for the

MISO system and using a slightly different approach [54]. MISO has experienced a

growth in installed wind generation capacity and is examining storage as a method

of addressing the operational and economic challenges that they have encountered.

EPRI used their Electric Generation Expansion Analysis System (EGEAS) planning

model to determine if adding energy storage (in the form of pumped-hydro, CAES,

or batteries) to the MISO system would be economically feasible in the future. EPRI

found that because it is a planning-level model EGEAS did not necessarily produce

electricity prices with sufficient granularity to properly predict the economic prospects

of storage technologies. They found that of the three storage types considered only

CAES was economically feasible, and CAES was only economically feasible in the

scenarios with low assumed CAES capital costs. EPRI also found that increased

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) requirements reduced the amount of storage

installed because wind generation decreased the fraction of time that natural gas

generators set the price. Unlike ERCOT, the MISO generation fleet is dominated by

coal generators and the EGEAS model found that increasing wind caused coal to be

marginal during times that natural gas would otherwise have been marginal. How-
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ever, EGEAS uses an averaged wind production profile and also neglects transmission

constraints. Both of these issues complicate the interpretation of EGEAS’ relatively

negative results for the economics of storage.

EPRI also performed a small amount of analysis using PLEXOS (a commercial

unit commitment and dispatch model) to compare to their EGEAS results. PLEXOS

performs a much more detailed simulation of the market and takes much more compu-

tation time than EGEAS, so many fewer scenarios were analyzed. The major finding

using PLEXOS was that they could not replicate the current market price dynamics

even with transmission represented in their model. The electricity prices produced by

PLEXOS did not have as much daily variation as MISO’s current market prices and

therefore there was nearly zero opportunity for price arbitrage. EPRI also had diffi-

culty interpreting their results because of large penalty prices present in the ancillary

services prices given by their PLEXOS model.

The conclusions EPRI reached in the MISO study seem weak even within

MISO, and they are planning a follow-on study to address the shortcomings of the

first study. The study of ERCOT described in this dissertation is different due to the

difference in the simulation model used, the composition of the respective fleets in

MISO and ERCOT, and the calibration process to the unit commitment and dispatch

model to address the low swing in prices observed in both the EPRI/MISO work and

the initial phase of this work in ERCOT.

5.3 Approach

In this work, a commercial unit commitment and dispatch (UC&D) software

package was used to determine electricity prices for a future year in ERCOT under

different scenarios. Then the GAMS model described in Chapter 4 was used to
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determine the operating profits achievable by a CAES facility under each of these

scenarios.

A UC&D software package is an optimization model that attempts to minimize

the cost of matching supply of and demand for electricity at all times as well as

providing the additional ancillary services that are necessary for reliable operation of

the electric grid. The commercial software package used in this work was PLEXOS

for Power Systems (PLEXOS) [55].

Like Chapters 3 and 4, this chapter examines a small CAES facility that

does not affect the behavior of the remainder of the market or the market prices.

Therefore the CAES facility was not included in the UC&D model. The UC&D

model determined the market prices for generating electricity and providing ancillary

services. These prices were used with the model used in Chapter 4 to determine

the operating profit that CAES facility could earn with increasing levels of wind

penetration.

Because the UC&D model does not attempt to replicate high scarcity/strategic

behavior prices seen in actual markets during times of low residual supply, the amount

of additional operating profit achievable by CAES due to these high prices was esti-

mated and added to the operating profits found using the UC&D and GAMS models

to determine the total operating profits.

5.4 Description of UC&D Model

The UC&D model used for this work was PLEXOS for Power Systems [55].

PLEXOS is a commercial software packaged that can perform a variety of optimization-

based functions for electricity markets. PLEXOS is published by Energy Exemplar,

and academic licenses are available. PLEXOS is capable of capacity expansion plan-
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ning, maintenance scheduling, unit commitment and dispatch, and stochastic opti-

mization. For this work only the unit commitment and dispatch function, which

optimizes operation of the generation fleet in order to meet a given load profile, was

used. PLEXOS version 6.207 R05 was used for this work.

PLEXOS uses a two-step process to optimize operation of the generation fleet.

The two steps are the medium-term (MT) and short-term (ST) horizons. The opti-

mization period (one year, in this work) is broken into a user-specified number of MT

horizons and a different (and larger) number of ST horizons. The MT phase runs

first, covering all of the MT horizons in the optimization period. After the MT phase

is complete, the ST phase runs.

The purpose of the MT phase is to handle any operational issues that cover

time frames longer than the ST phase, such as long-term energy storage, capacity

factor limits, fuel consumption limits, or emissions limits. The MT runs a version

of the unit commitment and dispatch problem solved by the ST, but makes several

simplifying assumptions that allow the MT to handle a longer time frame than the

ST. After finishing each MT optimization PLEXOS decomposes the longer-term op-

erational issues into constraints or targets that are on the same time scale as the

ST. For example, the MT could decompose a weekly fuel consumption limit into fuel

consumption targets for each day during the week.

For this work the MT was used only to assign value to energy held in storage

at the end of each ST step, to allow multiple-day storage of energy. The MT was

configured to examine one week at a time with a load-duration curve approach to

unit commitment and dispatch. The load-duration curve approach is computation-

ally much simpler than the hourly chronological approach used in the ST, because

chronological details such as runtime limits and generator startups are neglected.
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The MT creates a load-duration curve for each day and approximates each daily

load-duration curve (which consists of 24 one-hour intervals) by six intervals, which

further reduces the size of the optimization problem. The seven load-duration curves

in the one-week MT horizon are then used to estimate operation of the system. After

each one-week period is optimized the MT moves on to the next week and repeats

until all of the weeks in the year have been completed. The MT passes to the ST a

set of prices that the ST should associate with energy held in storage at the end of

each ST step.

The ST phase runs after the MT phase is complete. In the ST, PLEXOS

performs a detailed chronological simulation of the operation of each generator in

the system. For this work, the ST phase was set to run one day at a time at an

hourly resolution, plus one additional day of look-ahead at a 4-hour resolution. The

additional day of look-ahead is to prevent the model from unrealistically decomitting

a generator when it is no longer needed for the current day’s operation but will be

needed for the next day’s operation, and it is modeled at a reduced resolution (4-hour

long intervals instead of 1-hour long intervals) in order to reduce the computational

requirements of the model. The ST determines the unit commitment and dispatch

of every generator in the system for each hour of the operating day. The ST also

determines the electricity price for each hour of the day, based on the value of the

dual variable associated with the power balance constraint (described in Section 2.8).

Simplistically, the electricity price is the cost of serving one additional megawatt of

demand, although this explanation is insufficient in certain situations (such as when

another generator must be started to meet another megawatt of demand). Hourly

prices for each ancillary service are similarly determined based on the dual variables

associated with the constraints for each ancillary service requirement. After the ST
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finishes an operating day it moves on to the next operating day and repeats the

process until all of the days in the year are completed.

5.5 Development of Input Data for UC&D Model

PLEXOS comes as a complete software package ready for use. However, it does

not come with the input data necessary to simulate any particular market. These

input data must be purchased separately (if they are available) or developed by the

user. The data were not available for the ERCOT market, so it was necessary to

develop the inputs from various sources of data.

There were three primary sources of information used for developing the input

data for the UC&D model. ERCOT itself was a major source, and the US EIA and

US EPA were also important sources. Additional data was obtained from researchers

at NREL [56] who performed an analysis of US EPA data.

The ERCOT Long-Term Study (LTS) was the source of most of the informa-

tion about the generator fleet. ERCOT is required by Texas law to perform routine

planning assessments. As part of a US DOE Recovery Act grant, ERCOT was funded

to expand their planning assessment to evaluate the likely evolution of the ERCOT

market under several different scenarios. The LTS looked 20 years into the future

and attempted to determine the likelihood of different characteristic and needs of the

future ERCOT. Because it was funded by the DOE, much of the data used in the

LTS is available to the public, but most of the data is available only as average values

by generator type in order to protect proprietary information. Only the generator

names and maximum capacities are available as generator-specific values.

The following sections describe the initial process of gathering and setting up

the UC&D model of ERCOT.
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5.5.1 Load Profile

The business-as-usual load profile from the ERCOT LTS for the year 2020

was used [57] for the future scenarios modeled in this work. The load profile consists

of hourly values of demand (in MW). The LTS 2020 hourly load profile and load-

duration curve are shown in Figure 5.1. The load profile has minimum and peak

demands of about 28.6 and 77.1 GW, respectively, and a total electricity demand of

about 407 TWh.

5.5.2 Ancillary Services Requirements

All four ancillary services required by ERCOT are implemented in the UC&D

model. The four ancillary services represented in the model are regulation up, regula-

tion down, spinning reserve, and nonspinning reserve. However, ERCOT’s procedures

for determining how much capacity to procure of each ancillary service are compli-

cated and of secondary importance to this work. The sections below give an overview

of the process ERCOT uses to determine its ancillary services requirements as de-

scribed in [58] and then describes the simplifications made for this work.

Figure 5.1: Load profile and load-duration curve for the year 2020, as used in this
work.
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5.5.2.1 Current ERCOT Regulation Requirements

In ERCOT regulation up and regulation down are procured using a method

that examines past regulation deployments to determine how much of each is needed.

Enough regulation capacity is procured so that during 98.8% of the intervals in the

month there will be adequate regulation capacity, and during 1.2% of the intervals in

the month regulation capacity will be exhausted. Each month, ERCOT calculates the

98.8th percentile of the 5-minute net-load changes for the previous thirty days and

the same month the previous year and uses this calculation to determine the amount

of regulation that needs to be procured. The required amount of regulation varies by

the hour of the day, but the amount for each hour is constant across all the same hours

in the month. In addition, ERCOT adds an additional amount of regulation capacity

as suggested by [59] based on the amount of wind-powered generation installed in

the previous year. In 2011 ERCOT required 200–1200 MW of regulation up and

250–850 MW of regulation down each hour.

5.5.2.2 Current ERCOT Nonspinning Reserve Requirements

The ERCOT methodology for determining the nonspinning reserve require-

ment is only slightly less complicated than the methodology for determining the

regulation requirement. In ERCOT the sum of the nonspinning reserve, 500 MW of

the spinning reserve, and the average amount of procured regulation, must be larger

than the 95th percentile of the uncertainties in the net load forecast. The net load

uncertainty is calculated by comparing the actual and forecast values of the historical

net load. ERCOT also has minimum and maximum requirements for nonspinning

reserve, but the minimum requirement only applies for certain hours of the day. The

nonspinning reserve requirement is set in four hour blocks over the course of the day,
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but as with regulation each block has the same requirement for every day in the same

month. In 2011 ERCOT required 850–2000 MW of nonspinning reserve each hour.

5.5.2.3 Current ERCOT Spinning Reserve Requirements

The spinning reserve requirement in ERCOT is a constant 2800 MW. This

value is a proxy for the largest contingency planning event in the ERCOT system.

5.5.2.4 Ancillary Services Requirements Used in Wind Integration Stud-
ies

The increased regulation and other reserves requirements with additional wind

generation has been estimated by various researchers. A review of approaches taken

by various wind integration studies found very different assumptions by the differ-

ent wind integration studies [60]. For small systems regulation requirement increase

significantly, but the two most recent studies for large electrical grids (the All-Island

study in Ireland and the Eastern Wind Integration Study in the United States) both

found negligible increases in regulation requirement, even for large levels of wind pen-

etration. No increases in the spinning reserves were required, but some increase in

the nonspinning reserve was required.

5.5.2.5 Ancillary Services Requirements Selected

As quantifying the ancillary services requirements were not a focus of this work

and the ancillary services requirements are routinely revised, the ancillary services

requirements were simplified for the UC&D model. Based on the findings in [60]

it was assumed that the regulation and spinning reserve requirements would not

significantly increase and that the nonspinning reserve would increase marginally.

The regulation up and regulation down requirements were set at 1% of the hourly
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load, which is in the range of the values typically obtained by ERCOT and is similar to

the methodology currently used in some electricity markets. The spinning reserve and

nonspinning reserve requirements were set at 2800 MW and 2000 MW, respectively.

The 2800 MW spinning reserve value is set based on the largest contingency event

(such as forced outage of a generator or transmission line), which is not likely to

change as load and wind generation grows. In contrast, the nonspinning reserve

provision is influenced by the net load uncertainty, which will increase as the absolute

value of the load grows and as the amount of installed wind capacity grows, so the

current provision of 850–2000 MW was fixed at the upper limit of 2000 MW.

In terms of the economics of CAES these assumptions are conservative. In-

creasing the regulation or spinning reserve requirements could increase the prices for

these services because more generators would have to be online, which could force

some higher-cost units (which would not otherwise be online) to come online and set

a higher price for electricity, reserves, or both. The higher prices would translate

to greater opportunity for a CAES facility to profit from providing these services.

Leaving the requirements at a constant level as wind generation increases (as was

done in this work) gives a lower bound on the actual regulation requirements and

therefore the actual revenues realizable. Conversely, increasing in the nonspinning

reserve requirement (as was done in this work) would not increase the price of that

service because all offline generation facilities capable of fast starts are assumed to

be able to provide nonspinning reserve at zero cost.

5.5.3 Ancillary Services Provision by Generator Type

Different generator types have different ancillary services capabilities. In this

work, nuclear, wind, and biomass facilities were assumed to not provide any ancil-

lary services, because they are low marginal-cost units (in the case of nuclear and
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Table 5.1: Allowed ancillary service provision by generator type.

Regulation Spinning Reserve Nonspinning Reserve

Nuclear No No No
Wind No No No
Biomass No No No
Coal Online Online Online
NGCC Online Online Online
CT Online Online Online or Offline
NGB Online Online Online
IC Online Online Online or Offline
Hydro Online Online Online or Offline

wind) or because they are specialty plants and their ancillary services capabilities are

unknown (in the case of the biomass plants). Coal, natural gas boilers (NGB), and

natural gas combined cycle generators were assumed to be able to provide regulation

up, regulation down, spinning reserve, and nonspinning reserve when online, and no

ancillary services when offline. Hydro, IC, and CT generators were assumed to be

able to provide regulation up, regulation down, and spinning reserve when online,

and nonspinning reserve when online or offline. Table 5.1 summarizes the allowed

ancillary services by generator type.

The amount of each ancillary service a generator can provide is determined by

its ramp rate and the allowed response time of the ancillary service [61]. Regulation

provision is limited to the amount a facility can ramp in 5 minutes at its normal

ramp rate. Spinning reserve provision is limited to the amount a facility can ramp in

10 minutes at its emergency ramp rate. Spinning reserve provision is also limited to

the smaller of 20% of the generator’s maximum capacity or 100 MW. Nonspinning

provision is limited to the amount a facility can ramp in 30 minutes at its normal

ramp rate (or if offline, the capacity it can reach within 30 minutes of a notice to

startup).
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5.5.4 Energy Generation during Provision of Regulation

Statistics compiled by ERCOT staff indicate that on average 11–17% of the

capacity committed into the regulation ancillary services markets is used to generate

electricity [50]. PLEXOS allows this fraction to be included in the model formulation,

so an energy usage of 15% was included in the regulation up and regulation down

ancillary services.

5.5.5 Transmission Representation

In this work transmission constraints were neglected. All generators and loads

were assumed to be connected by a transmission system with excess capacity at all

times. Wind generation in ERCOT has traditionally been constrained by transmis-

sion capacity, however the CREZ lines now being built to West Texas will render

transmission-related curtailment of wind negligible until the installed wind capacity

reaches the upper end of the range considered in this work.

5.5.6 Generation Fleet

The generation fleet used in this work is based on the generation fleet developed

by Cohen [62] from data compiled by ERCOT for its LTS [57]. The fleet consists of

the generators in operation in 2010 plus additional generators that ERCOT expects

to be built to meet growth in electricity demand over the coming years. The data

from ERCOT consists of maximum capacities for each generator and average values

for minimum capacity fraction (the minimum level a generator can generate at while

on, as a fraction of its maximum capacity), AHR at full capacity, minimum runtime,

minimum downtime, variable operations and maintenance costs, startup costs, and

emissions rates by generator type. Table 5.2 shows the generator types and the generic

LTS values for these parameters.
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Table 5.2: Generator types and generic generator parameters from ERCOT LTS data.

Category
Average Minimum Minimum Variable Startup

Heat Rate Capacity Runtime O&M Cost
(MMBtu/MWh) (%) (hours) ($/MWh) ($1000s)

Nuclear 10.0 – 168 4 –
Coal 9.8 48 24 5 5
Biomass 13 25 8 9.5 2.5
NGCC 7.1–8.5 24–62.5 4–6 2.9–5 3–15
NG 11–17.5 25–38 1–8 2–8 2.5
CT 9.2–11.5 25–70 1–2 4–13 1–10
IC 9.8 20 1 3 –

The fleet developed by Cohen [62] was modified in two ways. First, the fleet

developed by Cohen was designed for a larger peak demand, so not all of the expansion

generators were used in this work. The total capacity of the non-wind generating

fleet as used for this work is 87.7 GW. Table 5.3 gives the capacity by generator

type. Second, to reduce the size of the optimization problem certain generators were

combined or neglected. The four nuclear units in ERCOT were combined into a single

unit. Similarly, the 2 small biomass units were combined into a single unit, the 30

hydroelectric units were combined into a single unit, and the 28 internal combustion

units were combined into 5 units. These combinations are reasonable because the

operational characteristics and marginal costs of the combined generators are similar.

The 6 landfill gas generators were neglected because they very are small units with

low capacity factors.

5.5.6.1 Heat Rates

The generation fleet was initially modeled with constant average heat rates

(AHRs), which imply constant marginal heat rates (MHRs) as well (see Section 2.7).

The constant AHRs for each plant were determined by Cohen [62] using data from
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Table 5.3: Total non-wind installed capacity by generator type.

Type Capacity (MW) % of total

CT 7,838 9
NGCC 41,210 47
Coal 20,057 23
Hydro 572 1
Nuclear 5,132 6
NGB 12,507 14
CAES 0 0
IC 227 0
Biomass 147 0

Total 87,690 100
Peak load 77,123
Planning reserve 13.7%

eGRID and the ERCOT LTS. Where eGRID contained generator-specific AHRs,

Cohen used the eGRID data, but where data was missing or it was not possible to

positively identify the generator Cohen used the generic (by generator type) ERCOT

LTS data.

Initial runs using constant average heat rates failed to replicate (even qualita-

tively) the 2011 DAM prices. The model was calibrated (as described in Section 5.6)

using a sequence of modifications to the way the heat rates were represented in the

UC&D model, culminating in the use of variable MHRs. The variable MHRs were

calculated using data from an analysis of US EPA Continuous Emissions Monitoring

Systems (CEMS) data as provided by NREL [56]. The data consisted of pairs of load

point and AHR at that load point for each generator in operation in 2008. Category

averages were used for any generators not present in the CEMS data.
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5.5.6.2 Fuel Prices

Each generator has a fuel associated with it, and each fuel has a price. Fuel for

the biomass generators was assumed to cost $2.50/MMBtu and fuel for the nuclear

generators was assumed to cost $0.50/MMBtu. Coal units were separated into lignite

and sub-bituminous coal, with different fuel prices applied each. Lignite was assumed

to cost $1.50/MMBtu [63] and sub-bituminous was assumed to cost $2.00/MMBtu

[63,64]. Finally, a range of natural gas prices from $4–10/MMBtu was considered in

different scenarios (described in Section 5.7.1).

5.5.6.3 Costs of Providing Ancillary Services

The cost of providing ancillary services has two components: the actual cost,

in terms of increased maintenance or fuel cost incurred by providing the service, and

the opportunity cost of not generating electricity or providing a different ancillary

service. Co-optimization of the energy and ancillary services means that the prices

will include the opportunity costs, so only the actual costs were needed for input to

the UC&D model.

Spinning and nonspinning reserves were assumed to have negligible actual costs

because they are deployed relatively infrequently compared to their total procurement.

In contrast, generators providing regulation up and down are routinely called upon to

adjust their output. The maintenance costs incurred due to regulation are difficult to

quantify because the costs are in the form of damage to equipment that accumulates

over time and is only discovered at a later date. Additionally, many maintenance

costs are difficult to attribute to a specific mode of operation, and the allocation of

maintenance costs can significantly affect the calculated cost to provide regulation

service. For example, one estimate gave a range of $1–5/MW-h if a small fraction
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Table 5.4: Reported load-follow costs and assumed costs of providing regulation. The
regulation costs were assumed to be proportional to the load-follow costs.

Generator Load-Follow Costa Assumed Regulation
Type ($/MW-ramp) Cost ($/MW-h)

Coal 1.40–3.84 10
NGCC 0.30–0.74 2.4
CT 0.42–2.80 4.4
NGB 1.17–2.32 7.6
Biomass Not given 10
Hydro Not given 0.1
IC Not given 4.4
Nuclear Not given 10
aAs given in [41].

of the maintenance costs are attributed to regulation or $20–30/MW-h if a larger

fraction of total maintenance costs are attributed to regulation [40].

A recent analysis [41] estimated costs associated with transient operations of

different types of generators. One of the estimated costs was a “load-follow” cost,

which is the cost associated with changing the generating unit’s output by 30% or

more of its maximum capacity. Given that regulation is a series of short-duration

changes in the output, the actual cost of providing regulation was assumed to be pro-

portional to the load-follow costs given. The reported load-follow costs and assumed

cost of providing regulation for each generator type are given in Table 5.4.

5.5.6.4 Wind Power Profile Generation

The available wind power for each hour is based on historical data from 2011.

Hourly wind power potential data (the amount of power wind could have produced

if transmission congestion had not forced it to reduce output) was obtained for 2011

from ERCOT [20,65]. The 2011 hourly wind power potential were scaled by the ratio

of the wind capacity installed in each scenario (0, 10, 20, or 30 GW) to the 2011
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installed capacity (9.5 GW [65]) to estimate the wind power potential in future years

with more installed wind capacity. Because the wind data was already aggregated to

hourly average values and the installed wind capacity includes both West Texas and

coastal Texas wind generators (and so has some representation of the geographical

diversity present in Texas) no further attempt was made to simulate geographic di-

versity when scaling up the wind capacity. The installed capacity in 2011 was heavily

weighted towards West Texas due to its greater wind resource. When the transmis-

sion system from West Texas became congested, wind development shifted to coastal

Texas. With the completion of the CREZ lines it seems reasonable that development

will shift back to West Texas, so the geographical weighting in future wind scenar-

ios will be similar to the geographical weighting in 2011. The similar geographical

weighting allows simple scaling up of the historical wind potential.

Table 5.5 shows the minimum and maximum wind power potentials and the

total available wind energy for each of the installed wind capacity scenarios. The

maximum installed wind capacity of 30 GW has the potential to provide 24% of the

annual electricity demand in the year examined. This amount of wind generation,

while quite large in current terms, is small in relation to some studies [1, 52, 66] but

the current work was intended to examine the near future rather than the long-term

evolution of the generation fleet. Figure 5.2 shows net load-duration curves for each of

the installed wind capacities (assuming no wind curtailment) as well as the installed

capacity of nuclear and coal generators. As the installed wind capacity increases the

net load duration curve becomes steeper and the capacity factors of coal generators

decreases, so the range of installed wind capacity selected caused coal generators to

be marginal more often. (Note that wind curtailment is possible in the UC&D model.

The net load-duration curves are for illustration purposes only.)
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Table 5.5: Maximum and minimum wind power potentials and total available wind
energy by installed wind capacity scenario. The wind power profiles are scaled up
from 2011 data by the ratio of the installed wind capacities.

Installed wind capacity (GW) 9.5 10 20 30

Maximum wind potential (GW) 8.5 9.1 18.1 27.2
Minimum wind potential (MW) 63 67 133 200
Wind energy available (TWh) 31 33 66 99
Wind energy (% of total demand) 8 8 16 24

Figure 5.2: Net load-duration curves with increased wind capacities. Increasing the
installed wind capacity increases the amount of time that coal is the marginal gen-
erating fuel, as shown by the net LDC curve dropping further below the combined
nuclear and coal capacity with increasing installed wind capacity.
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5.5.6.5 Limits on Hydroelectric Facilities

ERCOT has 30 hydroelectric facilities for a total of 572 MW of generation ca-

pacity. The annual capacity factor for the hydroelectric facilities in Texas is typically

between 11% and 22% depending on water availability (rainfall) [67]. Because of lim-

ited water, hydroelectric facilities typically provide spinning or nonspinning reserve

most of the time and only generate electricity during times of high electricity demand

(extremely fast start times mean they can provide spinning reserve even when they

are not actually spinning). In order to enforce reasonable generation behavior, a limit

was placed on the capacity factor from the hydro facilities.

Stream-flow data from USGS sites located downstream of and as close to

each hydroelectric generator as possible were obtained, and monthly average stream-

flow quantities were calculated. These monthly average stream-flows were used as

weighting factors for daily capacity factor limits that vary by month, so that the

annual capacity factor of all hydro in ERCOT is 17% (the approximate value for

2011 [68]). Where no stream-flow data was available for a hydro generator, the daily

capacity factor limits were assumed to be 17%. Because many of the hydro facilities

are small, all of the hydroelectric facilities were combined into a single unit in the

UC&D model, with the daily capacity factors weighted by each individual hydro

facility’s maximum capacity. Table 5.6 contains the maximum daily capacity factors

for each hydro generator and the aggregated value for each month.

5.5.6.6 Units Committed by Default

Several generators were assumed to always be committed (on and generating

at or above their minimum generation limit). In particular, the nuclear capacity was

always assumed to be committed because of the long times required to start up and
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shut down these generators. Also, the hydro capacity was always committed because

it was assumed to have zero minimum generation level. In addition, the ERCOT

LTS generator set contains 27 generators labeled private-use networks (PUNs). In

ERCOT a PUN is typically a large industrial customer with both generators and

loads within the customer’s site. These were assumed to be cogeneration facilities

for industrial processes, and therefore were always assumed to be committed, but

were not assumed to always operate at full capacity. They were assumed to operate

between their minimum and maximum generation levels as determined by the UC&D

model based on their variable costs. The total capacity of PUN generators in the

ERCOT LTS generator list is about 9.5 GW and the sum of the minimum generating

limits is about 2.9 GW.

5.5.7 Imbalance Penalty Method

UC&D models typically incorporate penalized slack variables that convert hard

constraints such as the one shown in Equation 5.1 into soft constraints such as the

one shown in Equation 5.2. In Equation 5.2 s1 and s2 are slack variables that would

appear in the objective of the model with associated costs. The model would attempt

to reduce the values of both s1 and s2 to zero in order to minimize the objective. The

value of a soft constraint is that it attempts to enforce a constraint yet allows a

solution to be feasible even if the hard constraint would be violated. The ability

for the solution to be feasible by using soft constraints is particularly important in

UC&D modeling because solution times can be long, the available time to solve the

problem can be short, and near-optimal solutions are sufficient for the electric grid

to operate reliably and economically.
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X = D (5.1)

X + s1 − s2 = D (5.2)

PLEXOS allows penalized slack variables for most constraints, including for

the power balance constraint. The penalty on the power balance constraint slack

variable is termed the “energy imbalance penalty”. ERCOT uses a multi-tier power

balance penalty function [69] with prices that increase as the energy imbalance in-

creases. Figure 5.3 shows the current ERCOT power balance penalty function. How-

ever, PLEXOS natively only allows one value for the cost associated with the energy

imbalance.

In order to implement the ERCOT energy imbalance penalty a “penalty”

generator was added to the generator fleet. The penalty generator had a very large

capacity and offered its capacity at the prices given on the positive side of Figure 5.3.

The negative side of Figure 5.3 was implemented using the single negative slack

variable (s2 in Equation 5.2) native to PLEXOS.

Figure 5.3: ERCOT power imbalance penalty function. The power imbalance penalty
price varies with the size of the imbalance.
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All other constraints in the UC&D model were enforced without slack vari-

ables, including the ancillary services provision requirements. The penalized slack

in the power balance constraint was sufficient to allow all models to reach a feasible

solution within the time limit allowed.

5.5.8 Market Simulated

ERCOT currently operates a two-stage market, with the day-ahead market

(DAM) occurring the day before the each operating day and the real-time market

(RTM) occurring throughout each operating day. PLEXOS is capable of modeling

this two-stage market, but a full commercial license is required for this feature. With

the academic license only a single market stage could be modeled. As the majority

of the generation capacity and all of the ancillary services are offered and cleared

through the DAM, PLEXOS was configured to replicate the DAM operation and all

results were based on the DAM prices.

5.5.9 Optimization Solver

The UC&D model was configured to use the Gurobi solver. Optimization each

day was terminated once the solution was guaranteed to be within 0.01% of the global

optimum or when the solver exceeded 600 seconds of computation time. This daily

time limit establishes a yearly maximum computational time limit of 30.4 hours.

5.6 Model Calibration

After the initial model inputs were developed, the model was calibrated to

produce prices that were similar to those seen in the actual market. Trial runs were

performed and changes were made to the heat rate and startup cost characteristics of

the fleet in order to produce prices that were representative of the historical market.
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2011 was used as the calibration year. For the calibration process, the UC&D

model inputs were modified to reflect their historical values. Historical load, wind

generation, and natural gas prices for 2011 were used to provide an appropriate com-

parison between the historical and modeled prices. The generators that were not in

existence during 2011 were removed from the model. As mentioned previously, the

UC&D model only modeled the day-ahead market, so the 2011 day-ahead market

prices were compared to the prices generated by the UC&D model.

The calibration process was not intended to exactly replicate the prices in

the historical data. The UC&D model is an approximation of the actual market

conditions, and neglects many important factors such as transmission limits, generator

outages, and strategic bidding by market participants. The UC&D model only needed

to qualitatively replicate the 2011 data so that the results from the UC&D model could

be compared to each other.

The remaining subsections of Section 5.6 are as follows: Section 5.6.1 describes

the process for estimating natural gas prices for 2011. Section 5.6.2 describes the met-

ric used for comparing the UC&D model results to the actual market prices (implied

marginal heat rate, IMHR). Finally, the process of calibrating the model is described

in Sections 5.6.4 through 5.6.10.

5.6.1 Estimation of Historical Daily Natural Gas Prices

Historical natural gas prices on a daily basis were estimated to provide reason-

ably accurate predictions of historical fuel prices for natural gas generators. The EIA

reports Texas electric power sector natural gas prices [32], but these are only available

at a monthly resolution. To estimate daily prices EIA Henry Hub (Louisiana) daily

natural gas spot prices were converted into monthly averages and then correlated to

the monthly EIA Texas electric power sector natural gas prices. Figure 5.4 shows the
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correlation. The fit equation was then used to convert daily Henry Hub spot prices

into an estimate of the daily Texas natural gas price for electric power producers.

Figure 5.4: Correlation between monthly averages of Henry Hub daily spot prices
and Texas electric sector natural gas prices.

5.6.2 Explanation of Implied Marginal Heat Rate

The implied marginal heat rate (IMHR) is a metric used to remove the effect

of changes in fuel price (typically natural gas price) from the electricity prices. This

section describes how the IMHR is calculated.

Economic theory for electricity markets predicts that if the market is com-

petitive each generator should offer to generate at its marginal cost of generating [6]

(see Section 2.8). The highest marginal cost generator currently generating usually

determines the electricity price.1 Equation 5.3 shows this relationship. The marginal

cost of generation is broken down into the marginal cost of fuel and the variable

1Exceptions occur when strategic bidding occurs, demand sets the price, or scarcity or penalty
prices occur. Of these, only penalty prices are present in this work.
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operations and maintenance (VO&M) costs associated with generating as shown in

Equation 5.4. The marginal cost of fuel is simply the price of fuel multiplied by the

marginal heat rate (MHR). Therefore, the price of electricity is usually set by the

price of fuel, the marginal heat rate of the online generator with the largest marginal

cost, and the VO&M cost of the same generator (Equation 5.5).

PE = MC (5.3)

MC = CVO&M + P fuel ×MHR (5.4)

PE = CVO&M + P fuel ×MHR (5.5)

Equation 5.5 can be solved for the MHR as shown in Equation 5.6. Neglecting

the VO&M costs and assuming that the marginal generator is always natural gas

(which is often a good assumption in ERCOT) leads to the final equation for IMHR,

given in Equation 5.7. Therefore, the IMHR is simply the electricity price divided by

the natural gas price.

MHR =
PE − CVO&M

P fuel
(5.6)

IMHR =
PE

PNG
(5.7)

5.6.3 Actual 2011 Implied Marginal Heat Rate Data

Figure 5.5 shows the IMHR values from the actual 2011 DAM prices versus

the net load (total load minus wind generation).2 The four DAM load-zone prices

for each hour were averaged and the result divided by the daily natural gas price

to produce the IMHR values. The IMHR data forms a cloud of data points with

2Net load is used because wind has near-zero marginal generating cost, so it essentially acts as a
negative load. The non-wind generation fleet must be dispatched to meet the remaining load (the
net load).
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Figure 5.5: 2011 implied marginal heat rate (IMHR) values from actual DAM prices
versus net load, with 2nd-order polynomial fit to the IMHRs below 30 MMBtu/MWh.

a low of 2–6 MMBtu/MWh at low net load values and a general increase to 12–30

MMBtu/MWh at high net loads.

IMHR values above 30 are not visible in Figure 5.5. These high values are due

to scarcity prices or strategic bidding and do not represent the physical constraints or

marginal cost of any generator in the system. The UC&D model assumes a perfectly

competitive market with no strategic behavior. The only scarcity prices are due to

the energy imbalance penalty. The generator fleet has sufficient total generation and

ramping capacity that any penalty prices are due to the optimization runtime limit

or optimization termination criterion (MIP gap) rather than physical inadequacy of

the generation fleet.

5.6.4 Results with Original Constant Average Heat Rates

The UC&D model was exercised using the 2011 input data and the constant

AHRs contained in the data developed by Cohen [62] (the “original constant AHRs”).

Figure 5.6 shows the IMHR values calculated from the UC&D model prices versus
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Figure 5.6: Bid stack and IMHR data using the original constant AHRs. The bid
stack and IMHR values are very flat compared to the actual 2011 data.

the concurrent net load. The figure also shows a bid stack created by ordering the

generators from lowest to highest marginal cost, using the original constant AHRs.

The IMHR data in Figure 5.6 are much less scattered than the actual market IMHR

in Figure 5.5. The IMHR values also do not start as low at low net loads nor do they

increase as quickly with increasing net load. The IMHR values cluster tightly around

the bid stack.

Figure 5.7 shows the time series IMHR data for the actual market and for the

UC&D model using the original constant average heat rates, for two days in January

and two days in June. The UC&D model data are very flat compared to the actual

market data. This result could have been predicted by the relatively flat bid stack in

Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: Time series IMHR data for the historical and original constant AHR
UC&D model results. The UC&D model results show very little of the daily variation
in IMHR shown by the actual 2011 DAM prices because the bid stack is very flat.

5.6.5 Results with Modified Constant Average Heat Rates

The original constant average heat rates produced a bid stack that was too

flat to replicate the prices shown in the historical market. To address this problem,

the constant AHRs of natural gas generators were increased until the bid-stack fell

approximately along the curve-fit to the actual IMHR values shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.8 shows the bid stack created by the modified constant AHRs. To

obtain this bid stack the average heat rates had to be increased to unrealistic ranges

(for example, the least efficient NGCC generator had an AHR of 14.2 MMBtu/MWh

and the most efficient CT generator had an AHR of 11.5 MMBtu/MWh).

Figure 5.8 also shows the IMHR data from exercising the UC&D model with

the modified constant average heat rates. The IMHR data increase with increasing

net load, but the values cluster tightly near the bid stack and have much less scatter

than the actual 2011 values. The IMHR values are also too high at low net load

levels.
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Figure 5.8: Bid stack and IMHR data for the modified constant AHRs. The IMHR
values cluster tightly around the bid stack.

Figure 5.9 shows the time series IMHR data for the actual market and for

the UC&D model using the modified constant AHRs, for two days in January and

two days in June. The modified constant AHR UC&D model fleet does replicate the

peaks in June but does not replicate the behavior during the valleys, and does not

replicate the dynamics seen in the two days in January.

5.6.6 Generating Variable Marginal Heat Rates

The results in Section 5.6.5 illustrate that even with unrealistic modifications

to the assumed heat rate data the constant AHR representation of the generation fleet

was insufficient to replicate the price swings seen in the actual market. Consequently,

variable MHRs were developed for the generator fleet.

Researchers at NREL have calculated part-load performance parameters from

EPA CEMS data [56]. The parameters include individual AHR data at multiple op-

erating points for most of the generating units in ERCOT. These data were obtained
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Figure 5.9: Time series IMHR data for the historical and modified constant AHRs.
The UC&D model results using the modified constant AHRs are an improvement
over the original values but do not sufficiently replicate the actual 2011 data.

from the author of [56] and were used to create input-output curves (IOCs) for the

corresponding plants in the ERCOT UC&D model database. The data included six

individual AHR data points for each generator, at 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100% of

the generator’s maximum capacity. The six AHR points were used to generate an

estimated IOC by calculating the fuel consumption at each of the six capacity points

(50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100%) and fitting a 2nd-order polynomial to the fuel use

points. In several cases the 2nd-order polynomial was non-convex; in these cases a

1st-order (linear) fit was used instead of the 2nd-order fit. Figure 5.10 shows two

examples of IOCs generated by fitting the fuel-use points calculated from the CEMS

AHR data.

The UC&D model allows heat rates to be entered in a number of formats,

including the polynomial IOCs calculated as described above. However in order to

maintain a linear model the UC&D model generates piecewise-linear approximations

to the polynomial IOCs. The user can specify the number of piecewise-linear segments
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2nd Order Fit 1st Order Fit

Figure 5.10: Construction of generator input-output curves from NREL data. The
NREL data contained AHR data at six load points. These data were used to con-
struct input-output curves by fitting 1st- or 2nd-degree polynomials to the six fuel-use
points. 1st-degree polynomials were used only if the 2nd-degree fit was non-convex.

PLEXOS uses, and for this work 3 piecewise-linear segments were used for each IOC.

The piecewise-linear segments are equally spaced between the minimum generating

level and the maximum capacity, as shown in Figure 5.11. The linearization process

yields three constant MHR regions for each generator.

This process reduced the number of generators with identical heat rates and

increased the diversity in MHR values contained within the generating fleet. Fig-

ure 5.12 shows the distributions of the constant AHR and variable MHRs for each

generator type. The variable MHRs have more diversity than the constant AHRs,

which leads to more diversity in the marginal costs and therefore more diversity in

the electricity prices.
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Figure 5.11: Piece-wise linear approximation to the polynomial IOC. The UC&D
model creates a 3-segment piecewise-linear approximation of the 2nd-order polynomial
IOC.

5.6.7 Results with Variable Marginal Heat Rates

Figure 5.13 shows the bid stack created by the variable MHRs and the IMHR

values calculated from the UC&D model using the variable MHRs. The IMHR values

in this case improved over the constant AHR values. The IMHR values at low net

loads are lower than the cases using the constant AHRs, and are not as flat as the

original constant AHRs, but they are still tightly clustered in comparison to, and do

not increase as fast as, the actual 2011 values.

Figure 5.14 shows the time series IMHR data for the same two example cases

in January and June. The IMHR data match the 2011 data reasonably well in the

January example but do not vary as much in the June example.
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Coal NGCC

NG Boiler CT

Figure 5.12: Comparison of constant average and variable MHR distributions in the
UC&D model. The variable MHRs have more diversity than the constant AHRs.
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Figure 5.13: Bid stack and IMHR data using variable MHR results. The IMHR values
using variable MHRs improve over the constant AHR case.

Figure 5.14: Time series IMHR data using variable MHRs. The UC&D model results
using variable MHR data show better agreement during the low-value periods in
winter, but the low-value periods in the summer are too high and the high-value
periods do not match in either winter or summer.
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5.6.8 Results with Higher Startup Costs

The 2011 actual IMHR data in June shows values routinely below 5 MMBtu/MWh.

Values this low indicate that either coal is marginal or that combined-cycle generators

are operating in the lower portion of their operating range. Both of these possibilities

suggest that combined-cycle generators avoid turning off, which led to the conclusion

that the generator startup costs in the UC&D model should be increased so that the

model would keep more generators online (but at low generation levels) rather than

decommit them.

Startup costs were originally based on values in the ERCOT LTS, and were

a generic value ($/start) by generator type, independent of the generator capacity.

Startup cost values scaled by generator capacity ($/MW-start) have recently been

published [41]. For most generators the new values give startup costs that are 25% to

800% higher than the original values, particularly large generators, and these higher

values were adopted for the UC&D model. Table 5.7 contains the original and higher

startup costs for each generator type.

Figure 5.15 shows the IMHR values calculated from the UC&D results using

the variable MHRs and the higher startup cost values. The bid stack did not change

from the previous case and is the same as in Figure 5.13. The IMHR data show lower

values at low and moderate net loads.

Figure 5.16 shows the time-series IMHR examples for this case. Although it

is not obvious from the figure, the higher startup costs reduce the IMHR values in

the valleys in the June example. The peak values in the June example are still not

as high as the actual 2011 values, and the January example shows little change from

the previous case with the original startup costs.
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Table 5.7: Original and higher startup cost values by generator type.

Original start cost Higher start cost
($/start) ($/MW-start) ($/start) ($/MW-start)

Biomass 2,500 17 14,700 100
Coal 5,000 5–39 13,000–92,000 100
NG Boiler 2,500 3–250 550–40,000 55
NG CC 2,500–15,000 3–47 4,700–86,000 60
IC 500–6,000 58 400–4,500 45–50
CT 1,000–10,000 2–155 570–20,000 45

Figure 5.15: Bid stack and IMHR data using variable MHRs and higher startup costs.
Increasing startup costs further improves the model’s replication of the actual 2011
data.
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Figure 5.16: Time series IMHR data using variable MHRs and higher startup costs.
Higher startup costs reduced the prices during off-peak times during the summer.

5.6.9 Results with Marginal-Cost Markups

The IMHR clouds shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.15 show good agreement to the

historical data at low net load values. However, the IMHR values do not increase as

quickly as net load increases as the actual 2011 IMHR values.

The UC&D model does not include high-marginal-cost capacity augmentation

(such as duct burners) or petroleum-fueled generators, and also does not allow for

the possibility that NGCC facilities can operate in CT-only mode. The model also

neglects transmission constraints, imperfect forecasting, unit outages, and strategic

bidding by generators. Each of these neglected issues would tend to increase the

market prices above the model’s representation. To create better agreement with

historical data, marginal-cost markups were added to the generators. These markups

cause the generator to offer its capacity at prices higher than its marginal cost as

represented in the UC&D model, but are intended to represent true higher-marginal-

cost modes of generation that are not accurately represented in the model without

markups.
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Table 5.8: Markup cases explored. The results from each markup case informed
selection of the following markup case.

Markup
Case

Markup by Operating Segment (%)
Segment Segment Segment

1 2 3

1 0 0 50
2 0 25 50
3 15 30 60
4 20 40 80
5 0 40 80

The UC&D model allows the user to specify markups to be applied to the

marginal cost of the generators, and several markup cases were examined. Table 5.8

shows the markup cases examined. For each case, a different markup is applied to

the three marginal cost segments defined by the UC&D model’s linearization of the

polynomial IOC (as described in Figure 5.11). Because the low net-load IMHR values

were already in the range of the historical data, no markup was applied to the coal

or nuclear generators. For the gas-fueled generators an increasing markup was given

to each of the three linearized marginal cost segments, as described in Table 5.8.

Each of the markup cases was examined using the UC&D model, and the

results of each case informed the selection of the next markup case. Figure 5.17

shows the results of the final markup case. The final result shows more scatter than

previous cases and the IMHR cloud has approximately the same shape as the actual

2011 data.

Figure 5.18 shows the time-series IMHR values data for the final markup case.

The dynamic behavior of the actual market data is well-matched by the UC&D model

data. Both the low-value and high-value portions of both the January and June

examples match the actual data. This level of agreement was deemed acceptable and
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the fleet characteristics for variable MHRs, startup costs, and marginal cost markups

were set at these values.

Figure 5.17: Bid stack and IMHR values vs. net load using variable MHRs, higher
startup costs, and the final marginal cost markup case.

Figure 5.18: Time series IMHR data using the final markup case show good agreement
during both low- and high-value periods in January and June. This level of agreement
was deemed acceptable and the calibration process was complete.
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5.6.10 Comparison of UC&D Model Results pre- and post-Calibration

The preceding sections presented incremental changes to the model inputs and

a set of incremental improvements in the model outputs. In order to visualize the

final result of the calibration process, Figures 5.19 and 5.20 compare the IMHR values

for the actual 2011 data, the UC&D model results before calibration, and the UC&D

model results after calibration. The calibration process greatly improved the UC&D

model’s ability to replicate the actual 2011 market dynamics.

5.6.11 A Note on Applicability of the Calibration

The model was calibrated using 2011 market data and replicates the actual

2011 market price dynamics. The market price dynamics are a function of many

parameters, such as the types of generators in the generation fleet, fleet ownership

structure, business practices and strategic behavior of the generators, and the quantity

and business practices of price-responsive load. Significant changes to these param-

eters would likely change the market price dynamics, so the calibration results and

Figure 5.19: Comparison of IMHR time series values pre- and post-calibration.
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(a) Actual 2011

(b) UC&D model results prior to calibration process

(c) UC&D model results after calibration process

Figure 5.20: Comparison of IMHR versus net load pre- and post-calibration.
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the results and conclusions following from the calibration results must be viewed as

representative of a market similar to the 2011 market.

5.7 UC&D Model Execution

After the calibration process was complete the model was prepared to again

model the future year scenario. The generators that were removed for the calibration

process were restored to the generation fleet. These generators were assumed to have

operating characteristics similar to the existing generators of their same type.

5.7.1 Modeled Scenarios

A number of scenarios were modeled to determine the impact of natural

gas price and installed wind capacity. The natural gas prices considered were $4–

10/MMBtu in increments of $2/MMBtu and the installed wind capacities considered

were 0–30 GW in increments of 10 GW. Each combination of gas price and wind

capacity was simulated, for a total of 4× 4 = 16 scenarios.

5.7.2 Solution Times

As mentioned in Section 5.5.9, the maximum allowed solution time was 30.4

hours. In practice none of the scenarios considered used the entire solution time.

The scenarios took between 9.5 and 21.2 hours each to complete. The solution time

increased moderately with increasing natural gas price and strongly with installed

wind capacity.

The solution times increased with increased wind capacity because certain pe-

riods of the year required more time to optimize, while other periods required the same

amount of time as the scenarios with no installed wind capacity. Figure 5.21 shows
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Table 5.9: Solution times (in hours) for the wind capacity and natural gas price sce-
narios. Runtime increased moderately with increasing natural gas price and strongly
with installed wind capacity.

Installed Wind Natural Gas Price ($/MMBtu)
Capacity (GW) 4 6 8 10

0 9.5 9.7 10.0 11.1
10 10.4 11.0 13.0 15.5
20 13.0 15.5 17.5 19.6
30 16.9 19.9 20.1 21.2

an illustration of the solution progress for the $8/MMBtu natural gas price family of

scenarios. The graph shows that with no installed wind capacity the solution pro-

ceeds steadily through the year, but with increasing wind capacity the optimization

process takes longer and there are more optimization steps where the optimization

is halted due to the time limit. It should be noted that these cases still reached a

feasible solution, but the solver was still attempting to reduce the MIP gap to the

0.01% tolerance specified.

Figure 5.21: Comparison of solution progress for the family of $8/MMBtu natural
gas scenarios. Increased levels of installed wind capacity increase the computation
time during certain portions of the year.
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5.8 UC&D Model Outputs and Penalty Price Removal

After completing a run, the UC&D model produces an output database which

includes selected results from the optimization. For this work, the UC&D model

was also configured to output a set of text files containing the hourly electricity and

ancillary service prices. These text files where used with an Excel spreadsheet tool to

create input data files suitable for use with the GAMS model described in Chapter 4.

The UC&D model-generated prices contain occasional penalty prices which are

related more to the difficulty of finding the least-cost solution to the UC&D problem

than the actual marginal cost of generation. These penalty prices are not generally

seen in the actual market prices, and can cause significant differences in the calculated

operating profits. To isolate the effects of the specific solution from the effects of the

specific natural gas price and installed wind capacity scenarios, two GAMS model

input files were made from each UC&D model run. The first input file used the

actual prices from the UC&D model run without replacing any penalty prices. The

second input file had the penalty prices replaced with linear interpolations of the prices

occurring immediately before and after the penalty price. High ancillary service prices

caused by high penalty prices were also removed by linearly interpolating the prices

occurring immediately before and after the penalty price.

5.9 Modification to GAMS Model

The GAMS model described in Chapter 4 was used with slight modifications

to determine the profit a CAES facility could make given the prices determined by the

UC&D model. Modifications were necessary only because the input price data were

in a different format than the historical price data. The structure of the optimization

model itself remained identical to the model described and used in Chapter 4.
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Table 5.10: Operational parameter values for the CAES facility. These values are the
same as the values used in Chapter 4 with the exception of the startup cost.

Parameter Value Units

x̄ 1 MW
ȳ 0.8 MW
D̄ 25 hours
rE 1.4 MWh/MWh
HR 4.2 MMBtu/MWh

f input
LSL , f output

LSL 0.6 –
CVO&M 4 $/MWh
CReg 4 $/MW-h
Cstartup,input , Cstartup,output 4 $/MW-start
minOn input, minOnoutput 1 hour
MAPE 0 %
Operating window 1 year

The CAES facility in the GAMS model had the default characteristics de-

scribed in Table 5.10. These values are the same as the default configuration used

in Chapter 4 (Table 4.3 on page 76) except the startup cost was increased from

$0.0001/MW-start to $4/MW-start.

5.10 Estimation of Operating Profits due to Scarcity Prices

The UC&D model assumes the generators do not engage in strategic bidding so

that all prices except penalty prices are based on generators’ marginal costs. The total

installed generation capacity is large enough that penalty prices are only generated

as a result of the optimization convergence criterion (MIP gap). These two facts

mean that the very high prices (“scarcity prices,” above $500/MWh) that are seen in

the actual market during times of low residual supply3 are not present in the UC&D

3Residual supply is capacity available to generate but not generating. Residual supply is typically
low during times of peak demand but can also be low during times of common-mode generator
outages such as the freezing-related generator outages experienced in ERCOT on February 2–3,
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model prices. High scarcity prices are important to an energy-only market design (as

ERCOT has) because they help generators recoup their investment costs.

The peaker net margin (PNM) is a metric used to track the operating profit of a

peaking generator in a given market and a given year. Because peaking generators are

typically assumed to have the highest marginal costs in the generator fleet, the PNM

is an approximate measure of the amount of scarcity price revenue that occurs in a

given market in a given year. The PNM is calculated as shown in Equation 5.8, where

PNM is the peaker net margin ($/kW-year), PE
i is the electricity price ($/MWh),

PNG is the price of natural gas ($/MMBtu), and HRCT is the heat rate of a new

investment-grade peaker (assumed by ERCOT protocols to be 10 MMBtu/MWh).

PNM = 8.76
MWh

kW-year
×

#intervals∑
i=1

max
(

0,
(
PE
i − PNG

i × HRCT
))

(5.8)

Because peaking generators are typically assumed to have the highest marginal

costs and therefore be unable to have positive operating profits under marginal-cost

pricing conditions, the capital and fixed operating costs of a peaking generator must

be paid out of the scarcity price revenues. In order for new peaking generators to be

built, the long-term average of scarcity price revenues (as represented by the PNM)

plus operating profits from providing ancillary services must equal the annual capital

and fixed operating costs of the peaking generator. The annual capital and fixed

operating costs of a new generator are quantified by the cost of new entry (CONE).

A recent study estimated the CONE for a CT in ERCOT to be in the range of $90–

116/kW-year [16]. In the ERCOT zonal market (2002–2010) the PNM varied from

$10/kW-year to $132/kW-year with an average of $57/kW-year, and the first year of

the nodal market (2011) had a PNM of $132/kW-year [35]. The additional operating

2011.
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profits obtainable by a peaking generator from ancillary services were calculated by

modifying the CAES dispatch optimization model described in Chapter 4 to optimize

dispatch of a combustion turbine (CT) with a heat rate of 10 MMBtu/MWh.4 The

ancillary services operating profits for a CT varied from $20/kW-year to $51/kW-

year with an average of $32/kW-year. The combination of PNM (which averaged

$57/kW-year) and ancillary services operating profits (which averaged $32/kW-year)

adds up to an average of $89/kW-year, which is just below the estimated range of

CONE for a CT. Based on these findings, this work assumes that the PNM would

average about $60/kW-year.

The PNM represents the scarcity revenues present in the market that are

not captured by the UC&D model. The scarcity price revenue can be added to the

operating profits of the CAES facility because the CAES facility would be generating

any time the electricity price is high enough to contribute to the PNM, because the

CAES generator has lower marginal cost than the peaking unit. To approximate the

additional operating profit from scarcity prices, the estimated scarcity price revenue

of $60/kW-year was added to the operating profits calculated by the UC&D and

CAES dispatch models.

5.11 Results

5.11.1 Electricity Prices

Figure 5.22 shows the yearly average electricity price given by the UC&D

model for each scenario. The prices show a strong dependence on natural gas price,

4Creating the CT dispatch model from the CAES dispatch model required removing the input
power and storage reservoir elements of the CAES dispatch model, increasing the heat rate to
10 MMBtu/MWh, and increasing the startup cost by a factor of 4 to account for the fact that a
CT facility has approximately 4 times the total compressor + turbine capacity of an equal-output-
capacity CAES facility (because in a CT facility the compressor is powered by the turbine rather
than by electricity purchased from the grid).
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Figure 5.22: Yearly average electricity prices for each scenario.

as would be expected in ERCOT due to the predominance of natural gas generators.

The prices show a weaker dependence on installed wind capacity.

Within a given natural gas price the installed wind capacity reduced the elec-

tricity prices, but did so in a non-uniform manner. Figure 5.23 shows price-duration

curves (in the form of the IMHR) for the $4/MMBtu and $10/MMBtu natural gas

price cases. IMHR is presented instead of electricity price so that the two cases are

similar in magnitude. In each case, increasing the installed wind capacity reduced the

prices throughout the price-duration curve, but reduced the lowest prices more than

it reduced the mid-level and highest prices and therefore increased the opportunity

for price arbitrage.

5.11.2 Wind Curtailment

The lack of transmission constraints led to very little of the wind generation

being curtailed, as shown in Figure 5.24. Increasing wind capacity did lead to some

curtailment, but at 30 GW of installed capacity the total curtailment was less than

2% of the total wind generation potential. This level of curtailment is very low
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(a) $4/MMBtu natural gas

(b) $10/MMBtu natural gas

Figure 5.23: Price-duration curves for $4/MMBtu and $10/MMBtu natural gas price
scenarios. Increasing installed wind capacity decreased prices but reduced the low
prices more than the middle or high prices.
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Figure 5.24: Percentage of wind production potential curtailed for each scenario.
Because the model did not consider transmission constraints, very little wind is cur-
tailed.

compared to recent levels of wind curtailment in ERCOT and suggests that until the

installed wind capacity in West Texas exceeds the capacity of the CREZ lines to carry

electricity to the load centers, very little wind curtailment will occur.

5.11.3 CAES Operating Profits without Scarcity Price Revenues

Figure 5.25 shows the operating profits calculated using the CAES dispatch

model. The CAES dispatch model was exercised two times for each natural gas

price/installed wind capacity scenario. The first exercise used the UC&D model

price data that included the penalty prices, and the second exercise used the UC&D

model price data with the penalty prices replaced by interpolated values. The dashed

lines in Figure 5.25 indicate that the penalty prices were not replaced and the solid

lines indicate that the penalty prices were replaced. For each natural gas price, the

penalty-price case (dashed line) is above the no-penalty-price case (solid line), as

would be expected since replacing the high penalty prices reduces the opportunity

for price arbitrage. The penalty-price cases also show more variation than the no-
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Figure 5.25: CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues for each case
considered. Operating profits increase with increasing wind penetration, but natural
gas price is the more important parameter.

penalty-price cases, which reflects the fact that the penalty prices are an artifact

of the particular solutions found by the solver rather than the marginal cost of the

system serving an additional unit of demand.

Increasing the installed wind capacity does increase the operating profit for the

CAES facility under all four gas prices considered. The natural gas price has a larger

impact than the wind capacity. For the cases with $4/MMBtu natural gas the CAES

operating profits (without penalty prices) are in the range of $70–90/kW-year; for

the cases with $6/MMBtu natural gas the operating profits are $100–140/kW-year;

for the cases with $8/MMBtu natural gas the operating profits are $130–190/kW-

year; and for the cases with $10/MMBtu natural gas the operating profits are $160–

230/kW-year. The increase in operating profits with natural gas price and installed

wind capacity is approximately linear; no major changes in slope appear over the

range considered. All of the $8/MMBtu and $10/MMBtu natural gas price cases

have operating profits that exceed the estimated minimum CONE for CAES, and the
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$6/MMBtu natural gas, 30 GW wind case does as well. Only the $8/MMBtu natural

gas, 30 GW wind and $10/MMBtu natural gas, 10–30 GW wind cases have operating

profits that exceed the upper estimate for the CONE of CAES.

5.11.4 CAES Operating Profits with Scarcity Price Revenues

Figure 5.26 shows the operating profits after adding the estimated scarcity

price revenues ($60/kW-year) to the operating profits calculated using the UC&D

prices and the CAES dispatch model. The addition of the scarcity price revenue

increases operating profits such that even the cases with the lowest operating prof-

its approach very near the estimated minimum CONE for CAES. All of the $8–

10/MMBtu natural gas cases exceed the upper estimate for the CONE of CAES, as

do the $6/MMBtu natural gas, 20–30 GW wind cases.

Figure 5.26: CAES operating profits with scarcity price revenues for each case con-
sidered. Addition of the scarcity price revenue increases the operating profits enough
that all cases exceed the lowest estimate for the CONE of CAES.
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5.12 Conclusions

This chapter described the development of a UC&D model for ERCOT. The

UC&D model was used to determine electricity and ancillary services prices for future

scenarios with different levels of installed wind capacity and natural gas prices.

The UC&D model was calibrated to qualitatively replicate the price dynamics

observed in the 2011 day-ahead market in ERCOT. The calibration process revealed

that constant heat AHRs were insufficient to reproduce the price dynamics seen in the

market. Using constant AHRs produced prices that do not vary as much within a day

as the actual market prices. The calibration process also revealed that variable MHRs

and more accurate representations of startup costs improved the model’s reproduction

of the prices during the daily low-price periods but did not sufficiently address the

peak prices. Artificial marginal-cost markups were necessary to reproduce the daily

peak prices.

The calibrated UC&D model was used to generate electricity prices for short-

term future scenarios in ERCOT. The scenarios examined several combinations of

natural gas price ($4–10/MMBtu) and installed wind capacity (0–30 GW). Yearly

average electricity prices were shown to depend heavily on natural gas price and less

heavily on installed wind capacity. Increasing natural gas price increased the yearly

average electricity price, while increasing installed wind capacity decreased the yearly

average electricity price. Contrary to findings by EPRI for MISO, increasing the

installed wind capacity increased the arbitrage potential because it reduced the low

prices more than it reduced the high prices.

Total operating profits for a CAES facility were found to increase with increas-

ing natural gas price and installed wind capacity. Operating profits using prices from

the UC&D model were found to be in the range of $70–90/kW-year with a natural gas
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price of $4/MMBtu, $100–140/kW-year with a natural gas price of $6/MMBtu, $130–

190/kW-year with a natural gas price of $8/MMBtu, and $160–230/kW-year with a

natural gas price of $10/MMBtu. The operating profits increased approximately lin-

early with both natural gas price and installed wind capacity. The estimated CONE

of CAES was $135–180/kW-year, and the cases with $8–10/MMBtu natural gas were

above the minimum estimated CONE for CAES, indicating they might be suitable for

investment. The $4–6/MMBtu cases showed insufficient operating profits to support

the minimum estimate of CONE.

Adding estimated scarcity price revenues of $60/kW-year changed the results

significantly. The additional scarcity price revenue causes all scenarios’ operating

profits to exceed the minimum CONE for CAES, and all of the $10/MMBtu and

$8/MMBtu natural gas price scenarios and the 20 GW and 30 GW scenarios with

$6/MMBtu natural gas price to exceed the upper estimate for the CONE for CAES.

These results indicate that some level of CAES should be economically viable in

ERCOT.
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Chapter 6

The Impact of Increasing Installed CAES Capacity

on CAES Operating Profits

6.1 Purpose

The work described in Chapter 5 quantified the change in operating profits that

a small CAES facility could earn as the installed wind capacity increased. However

if CAES proves to be economically successful the installed capacity of CAES would

increase. The work described in this chapter quantifies the impact of non-negligible

magnitudes of installed CAES capacity on the price of electricity and therefore the

prospect for further increases in CAES capacity.

As with other generation technologies, at some level the installed capacity

would reach a point where an additional CAES facility would not be able to support

its capital costs. When performing price arbitrage, each CAES facility would buy

electricity when the price was low and sell electricity when the price was high. At a

non-negligible capacity, the activity of the CAES facilities would impact the prices

in the market. CAES facilities would increase the low prices and decrease the high

prices, which would decrease the profit associated with performing price arbitrage.

Similarly, CAES facilities would compete against each other (as well as non-CAES

generators) to provide ancillary services, so that the price for providing these services

would be driven down towards the cost of providing them.
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6.2 Approach

In this chapter the UC&D model described in Chapter 5 was again used to

generate electricity and ancillary service prices, and the GAMS model described in

Chapter 4 was used to determine the operating profit that a CAES facility could

earn based on the prices. The difference in this chapter is that CAES facilities were

added to the UC&D model in order to determine the impact of their presence on the

operating profits of the CAES facility.

6.3 Addition of CAES to PLEXOS

CAES capacity of 2–6 GW was added to the UC&D model in increments of

2 GW. The new CAES capacity was assumed to be built instead of expansion NGCC

capacity that ERCOT currently expects to be built (that is, the CAES capacity

replaced NGCC capacity so that the total fleet capacity remained the same across all

cases). CAES was assumed to replace NGCC generation because both are considered

to be mid-merit generators.1

The original UC&D model included 14 expansion NGCC generators of 400 MW

capacity each, for a total of 5600 MW of expansion NGCC capacity. These 14 gen-

erators, plus one existing NGCC generator of 400 MW capacity, were replaced as

CAES capacity was added. Each CAES generator was assumed to be 400 MW, so

(for example) the scenario with 2 GW of CAES included 5 CAES generators and

removed 5 of the expansion NGCC generators.

1Although at the current price of natural gas NGCC also out-competes coal and nuclear for
baseload generation.
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6.3.1 Configuration of CAES in PLEXOS

The commercial UC&D model used in this work (PLEXOS) does not have a

CAES generator type natively included but does have sufficient flexibility to allow

each CAES generator to be represented as two separate generators. The UC&D model

has a native generator type to represent a pumped hydro storage (PHS) generator.

Each CAES facility was composed of a PHS generator and a natural gas generator,

with the natural gas generator and PHS generation linked by a constraint. The

combination of the two generators was configured to replicate as closely as possible the

CAES generator in the GAMS model. Table 6.1 contains the operational parameters

for each CAES generator in the UC&D model. Multiple CAES generators were

included to reach the total CAES capacity in the scenario.

The compressor (input) side of the CAES generator is modeled by the input

side of the PHS generator. The PHS generator pump capacity is equal to the CAES

compressor capacity (320 MW) and has the same operational parameters as the input

side of the CAES generator, with the exception of ancillary services provision. The

UC&D model gave questionable results when the PHS generator was able to provide

regulation up or regulation down, so the PHS in the UC&D model was only allowed

to provide spinning and nonspinning reserve.2 The UC&D model also does not allow

the pump side of the PHS generator to have an associated startup cost, so this cost

was neglected. Because the PHS generator was not allowed to provide regulation up

or regulation down the size of the output side of the PHS was made much smaller

than the total CAES output capacity (5 MW out of a total 400 MW), so that the

CT generator could represent nearly all of the CAES output capacity.

2Including regulation up or regulation down caused the UC&D model to ignore the input pump
efficiency value and assume a 100% efficient pump.
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The turbine (output) side of the CAES generator is modeled by the combina-

tion of the output from the PHS generator and the CT generator. The CT maximum

capacity is 395 MW and the PHS maximum output capacity is 5 MW, for a total of

400 MW. The ratio of the output capacities (CT to PHS output capacity) is 79. In

order to properly represent operation of a CAES facility, the PHS output (xPS )and

CT output (xCT ) must be proportional to each other, so a constraint was added to

the UC&D model as shown in Equation 6.1. The CT generator was assumed to be

able to provide all four types of ancillary services.

79× xPS = xCT (6.1)

The electricity ratio, heat rate, and startup cost parameters associated with

the individual PHS and CT components were adjusted to so that the total CAES

parameters came out correctly. Equation 6.2 illustrates these calculations using the

PHS electricity ratio (rE ,PHS ) as an example. The electricity ratio of the CAES

facility is expressed in terms of the input and output parameters of the PHS and CT

components of the CAES facility. Then Equation 6.1 is substituted and the equation

is solved for the electricity ratio of the PHS component. Similar calculations were

performed for the heat rate and startup costs. Table 6.1 contains the operational

parameters for the CAES facility PHS and CT components as configured in the

UC&D model.
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rE ,total =
total electricity in

total electricity out

=

∑
hours

(xPS + xCT )∑
hours

yPS

=

∑
hours

(xPS + 79× xPS )∑
hours

yPS

= 80×

∑
hours

xPS∑
hours

yPS

= 80× rE ,PHS

therefore,

rE ,PHS =
1

80
× rE ,total

(6.2)

The storage reservoir for each CAES facility was sized for 25 hours of output at

full discharge capacity. Because the CAES facilities were identical and transmission

(and therefore location) was neglected, all storage reservoirs were merged into a single

reservoir to reduce the size of the optimization model.

6.4 UC&D Model Execution

After the CAES generators were added to the generation fleet the UC&D

model was exercised for the natural gas price and installed wind capacity scenarios

described in Section 5.7.1. Each of these wind capacity and natural gas price scenarios

was combined with 2, 4, and 6 GW of CAES capacity, for a total of 4 × 4 × 4 = 64

scenarios.
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Table 6.1: Configuration of each CAES facility in the UC&D model. Two generators
(a PHS and a CT) were coupled to model a CAES generator.

Parameter Value Units

Composite Unit
x̄total 400 MW
ȳtotal 320 MW
rE ,total 1.4 MWh/MWh
HRtotal 4.2 MMBtu/MWh
D̄total 25 hours
Cstartup,input 0a $/MW-start
Cstartup,output 4.0 $/MW-start

PHS Component
x̄PS 5 MW
ȳPS 320 MW
rE ,PHS 0.01786 MWh/MWh
D̄PS 25 hours

f input
LSL , f output

LSL 0.6 –
Cstartup,input 0a $/MW-start
Cstartup,output 0 $/MW-start

CT Component
x̄CT 395 MW
HRCT 4.25 MMBtu/MWh

f input
LSL , f output

LSL 0.6 –
CVO&M 4 $/MWh
CReg 4 $/MW-h
Cstartup 4.05 $/MW-start
a The UC&D model does not allow
startup costs to be assigned to the
pump load.
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6.5 Penalty Price Replacement

As was done in Section 5.8, two GAMS model input files were made from each

UC&D model run. The first input file used the actual prices from the UC&D model

run without replacing any penalty prices. The second input file had the penalty

prices replaced with linear interpolations of the prices occurring immediately before

and after the penalty price. High ancillary service prices caused by high penalty

prices were also replaced by linearly interpolating the prices occurring immediately

before and after the penalty price. For visual clarity, only the results from the price

data with penalty prices replaced are presented in this chapter.

6.6 Calculation of CAES Operating Profits

The same GAMS model described in Chapter 5 was used to calculate the

operating profits from a CAES facility operating in response to the prices generated

by the UC&D model. The GAMS model was used instead of the results from the

UC&D model for consistency between the results with no installed CAES capacity

and the results with installed CAES capacity, and because the UC&D model does not

necessarily represent the most efficient use of the CAES generators. The UC&D model

examines a much larger system than the single CAES generator and its objective is

to get close (albeit very close, within 0.01%) to the lowest cost of matching supply

and demand, so it does not necessarily find the exact optimal operation of all of the

CAES generators. In contrast the GAMS model specifically finds optimal (within 1%

of a much smaller number) operation and maximum operating profits for the CAES

generator.
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6.7 Results

6.7.1 Electricity Prices

Figure 6.1 shows the change in annual average electricity with increasing CAES

capacity, for 4 installed wind capacity cases and $10/MMBtu natural gas price. The

installed CAES capacity did not affect the average electricity price in a meaningful

way. The small variation seen at the 30 GW wind, 2 GW CAES point is due to a

larger number of penalty prices present in this particular solution.

Figure 6.1: Average electricity price versus CAES capacity, for the $10/MMBtu nat-
ural gas price cases. The amount of installed CAES capacity had negligible effect on
the annual average electricity price. The other natural gas price cases show the same
results.

6.7.2 Wind Curtailment

Figure 6.2 shows the change in wind curtailment as a function of installed

CAES capacity for the 30 GW wind capacity cases. The 30 GW wind cases had the

highest curtailment but even without installed CAES the absolute amount is very

small compared to current curtailments (which are on the order of 10%). The wind
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Figure 6.2: Wind curtailment versus CAES capacity for the 30 GW wind cases.
Increasing CAES capacity from 0 to 6 GW reduced the wind curtailment from about
1.5% to below 0.2%.

curtailment decreases quickly with increasing CAES capacity, from about 1.5% with

zero CAES capacity to below 0.2% with 6 GW of CAES capacity.

6.7.3 CAES Operating Profits without Scarcity Price Revenues

Figure 6.3 shows the CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $4/MMBtu natural

gas prices. The operating profits are all below $100/kW-year and well below the

$135/kW-year minimum required for investment in CAES. Under these scenarios no

CAES would exist in the ERCOT market.

Figure 6.4 shows the CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $6/MMBtu natural gas

prices. The only scenario with operating profit above the $135/kW-year minimum

required for investment in CAES is the scenario with 0 GW installed CAES capacity

and 30 GW wind capacity. This indicates that very little CAES would exist, and it
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would only be justified with very low capital costs and in a market with 30 GW of

installed wind capacity.

Figure 6.5 shows the CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $8/MMBtu natural gas

prices. Several scenarios have operating profits above the $135/kW-year minimum

required for investment in CAES. With no installed wind capacity, very little CAES

would be justified; with 10 GW of installed wind between 1 and 2 GW of CAES could

be justified at the lowest CONE but no CAES could be justified at the highest CONE;

and with 20 or 30 GW of installed wind about 3 GW of CAES could be justified at

the lowest CONE but very little at the highest CONE.

Figure 6.6 shows the operating profits without scarcity price revenues under

scenarios with $10/MMBtu natural gas prices. At this gas price many of the scenarios

have operating profits above the $135/kW-year minimum required for investment in

CAES. With no installed wind capacity, 1–2 GW of CAES could be justified; with

10 GW of installed wind about 3 GW of CAES could be justified at the lowest CONE

and about 1 GW could be justified at the highest CONE; and with 20 or 30 GW of

installed wind about 4 GW of CAES could be justified at the lowest CONE and

2–3 GW could be justified at the highest CONE.
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Figure 6.3: CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues for $4/MMBtu
natural gas price cases.

Figure 6.4: CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues for $6/MMBtu
natural gas price cases.
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Figure 6.5: CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues for $8/MMBtu
natural gas price cases.

Figure 6.6: CAES operating profits without scarcity price revenues for $10/MMBtu
natural gas price cases.
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6.7.4 CAES Operating Profits with Scarcity Price Revenues

Figure 6.7 shows the CAES operating profits with the scarcity price revenue

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $4/MMBtu natural

gas prices. The addition of the scarcity price revenue increases operating profits to

just above the minimum CONE at zero installed CAES capacity. Installed CAES

capacity of 2 GW would reduce the operating profits to below the minimum CONE.

The higher levels of installed wind capacity increase the amount of CAES capacity

that would be supported at the minimum CONE.

Figure 6.8 shows the CAES operating profits with the scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $6/MMBtu natural gas

prices. The addition of the scarcity price revenue to the $6/MMBtu cases increases

the operating profit enough that most of the 0–4 GW CAES cases are within the

estimated CONE range. At the minimum CONE, about 3 GW of CAES could exist

with no installed wind capacity and about 6 GW of CAES could exist with 30 GW

of installed wind capacity. At the higher CONE, about 15 GW of wind capacity is

required for the first CAES capacity to be installed, and with 30 GW of wind about

2 GW of CAES could be supported.

Figure 6.9 shows the CAES operating profits with the scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $8/MMBtu natural gas

prices. The addition of the scarcity price revenue to the $8/MMBtu cases increases

the operating profit well above the higher CONE for the lower values of installed

CAES capacity. At the minimum CONE, about 4 GW of CAES capacity could exist

without any installed wind capacity and about 6 GW of CAES could exist with about

15 GW of installed wind capacity. With the minimum CONE and installed wind

capacity above 15 GW the installed CAES capacity could be above the maximum
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6 GW considered in this work. At the higher CONE, 1 GW of CAES could exist

without any installed wind capacity and between 3 and 4 GW of CAES could exist

with 30 GW of installed wind capacity.

Figure 6.10 shows the CAES operating profits with the scarcity price revenues

as a function of installed CAES capacity under scenarios with $10/MMBtu natural gas

prices. The addition of the scarcity price revenue to the $10/MMBtu cases increases

the operating profit above the minimum CONE for all of the wind and installed CAES

capacity cases considered in this work. At the higher CONE, between 2 and 3 GW

of CAES capacity could exist without any installed wind capacity and between 5 and

6 GW of CAES capacity could exist with 30 GW of installed wind capacity.
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Figure 6.7: CAES operating profits with scarcity price revenues for $4/MMBtu nat-
ural gas price cases.

Figure 6.8: CAES operating profits with scarcity price revenues for $6/MMBtu nat-
ural gas price cases.
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Figure 6.9: CAES operating profits with scarcity price revenues for $8/MMBtu nat-
ural gas price cases.

Figure 6.10: CAES operating profits with scarcity price revenues for $10/MMBtu
natural gas price cases.
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6.8 Conclusions

The work described in this chapter added CAES generators to the UC&D

model described in Chapter 5 to quantify the reduction in operating profit that CAES

generators could earn as installed CAES capacity increases. The obtainable operating

profits with and without additional revenue due to the scarcity prices were compared

to the range of estimated cost of new entry (CONE) for a CAES generator, to deter-

mine the approximate amount of CAES generation capacity that each scenario could

support. Installed CAES capacities of 0–6 GW were considered.

The results showed that increasing CAES capacity does decrease the operating

profit for CAES. The supportable CAES capacity depends on the CAES CONE, the

natural gas price, and the installed wind capacity. The strongest determinant of the

supportable CAES capacity is the natural gas price. At $4/MMBtu natural gas price

no to very little CAES capacity could exist. At higher natural gas prices, CAES

begins to be supportable. Higher installed wind capacity and lower CONE allow

higher installed CAES capacity. At $10/MMBtu natural gas prices and $30 GW

of installed wind capacity between 5 and 6 GW of CAES is supportable at the high

CONE considered here, and more than 6 GW of CAES is supportable at lower CONE

values.

The supportable CAES capacity is dependent on the scarcity price revenues.

The scarcity price revenue value of $60/kW-year used in this work is in the middle of

the recent historical range for ERCOT, but is likely too small to support investment

in peaking generators. Higher scarcity price revenue values needed to support peaking

generators would result in larger supportable CAES capacity.
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Increasing the CAES capacity did not substantially affect the annual average

electricity price. Increasing CAES capacity did reduce the curtailment in the 30 GW

installed wind capacity case from about 1.5% to less than 0.2%.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This work explored the potential for CAES to be economically viable in ER-

COT. Two optimization models were used to quantify the operating profits of a

CAES facility responding to a given set of electricity market prices under different

assumptions about operating parameters and limited knowledge. A unit commitment

and dispatch model was created and calibrated to historical ERCOT prices and then

used to predict market prices in future scenarios for natural gas price, installed wind

capacity, and installed CAES capacity. The CAES optimization model was then used

to determine the operating profit the CAES facility could obtain from the market

prices. The results indicate that the prospects for CAES depend on the natural gas

price, the installed wind capacity, and the cost of owning and operating a CAES

facility.

7.1 Conclusions from Analysis of Historical Data

The analysis of historical data found that the maximum operating profits a

CAES facility could have earned in the ERCOT zonal market from 2002–2010 were

$120–140/kW-year if the facility participated in the ancillary services markets and

performed price arbitrage, or $80–90/kW-year if it only performed price arbitrage.

The estimated cost of new entry for a CAES generator was $135–180/kW-year, so

there was little overlap in the actual operating profits and required operating profits

regions to support investment in CAES. The operating profits varied widely from
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year to year, with the maximum being approximately 3.5 times the minimum. The

wide variation indicates that a CAES owner would need to be strongly capitalized or

hedged in order to weather the low-profit years between high-profit years.

The analyses showed that ancillary services markets are a large fraction of the

total operating profits for CAES. Forty to sixty percent of the operating profits were

found to derive from ancillary services, depending on the year, the zone, and the con-

figuration of the facility. The large fraction of profits deriving from ancillary services

implies that a CAES facility should be designed with good part-load performance so

that it can perform these services without increasing its operating costs.

The regulation ancillary service provided the most operating profit of the an-

cillary services. Regulation is often not considered in analyses of bulk energy storage,

due to uncertainties about the costs of providing regulation. The findings from this

work indicate that more work should be devoted to quantifying the fuel and mainte-

nance impacts of providing regulation services for energy storage devices.

Current price forecast accuracies were sufficient to provide 95% of the perfect-

knowledge operating profits for a self-scheduling generator. Market-based bid-and-

offer scheduling should provide a higher percentage of the perfect-knowledge operating

profits, but market-based bid-and-offer scheduling was not investigated. The auto-

correlation of forecast errors was found to be important, suggesting that other details

of forecast errors such as probability density functions or dependence on exogenous

variables would be useful for more complete understanding of the impact of forecast

errors. These details are not currently available in the published literature. Addition-

ally, the vast majority of the price-arbitrage opportunity was found to be contained

within time periods of 1 or 2 days, indicating that long-term foresight of prices was

not critical to operation of the CAES facility.
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The ratios of compressor capacity to turbine capacity and storage capacity

to turbine capacity were found to impact the operating profits of the CAES facility.

Higher ratios provided higher operating profits but the returns declined as the ratios

increased. Assumed marginal costs of compressor and storage reservoir capacity based

on capital costs estimated by EPRI suggest that the optimal CAES configuration

would have a compressor capacity with 25–95% of the turbine capacity and a storage

reservoir capacity equivalent to 10–25 hours of full turbine output.

Minimum runtime constraints and startup costs had little impact on the overall

operating profits. Realistic minimum runtimes of 1 hour reduced operating profits by

about 1%, and startup costs of $4/MW-start reduced operating profits by about 3%.

These findings indicate that the common practice of neglecting these issues does not

significantly over-estimate operating profits.

7.2 Conclusions from Analyses of Future Scenarios

The first conclusion from the analyses of future scenarios is that accurate

representations of generators’ cost structures, particularly marginal cost structures,

is important to replicating electricity market prices. The calibration process used in

this work greatly improved the model’s replication of market prices. Variable marginal

heat rates and more accurate startup cost estimates were needed to replicate the low

prices seen in the electricity markets. Artificial marginal-cost markups were necessary

to replicate the daily peak prices (normal peak prices, not scarcity prices), suggest-

ing that better representation of higher-marginal-cost generators (such as petroleum-

fueled generators) and generation modes (such as duct burners) are needed. The end

result of the calibration process was good qualitative agreement between the model

output and the 2011 historical market comparison data.
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The analysis of future scenarios found that increasing wind capacity increased

the economic potential for CAES. This finding is the opposite found by a study in

MISO that did not replicate market price dynamics, and emphasizes the need for

calibration or benchmarking of models. The MISO study also found that using a

capacity-planning model did not represent electricity prices with sufficient accuracy

to model energy storage. The combination of these facts suggests that better repre-

sentation of electricity prices might be needed in capacity expansion models in order

to predict the likelihood of storage entering the generation fleet.

The operating profits for a CAES facility were found to increase with increasing

natural gas price and with increasing installed wind capacity. In order for CAES

operating profits (without considering scarcity prices) to exceed the $135/kW-year

minimum estimated threshold for investment, natural gas prices generally needed to

be above $6/MMBtu. After considering scarcity prices all cases except the $4/MMBtu

natural gas price, 0 GW wind capacity case exceeded the $135/kW-year minimum

estimated threshold for investment. These findings indicate that even with low natural

gas prices CAES might be economically feasible, but only if a facility can be built at

the low end of the estimated yearly costs to own and operate.

Increasing the installed CAES capacity reduced the CAES operating profit.

The operating profits calculated for each combination of natural gas price, installed

wind capacity, and installed CAES capacity, combined with the estimates for the

cost of new entry for CAES, give an estimate of the amount of CAES capacity that

could economically exist in the market. CAES capacities from zero to more than

6 GW were estimated, depending on the natural gas price, installed wind capacity,

installed CAES capacity, and the CONE for CAES. The strongest determinant of the
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maximum CAES capacity that would be profitable is the natural gas price, followed

by the CONE for CAES.

7.3 Suggestions for Future Work

This work highlighted the opportunity for further work in several areas. These

areas are described below.

The analysis of historical market data assumed that the CAES facility self-

schedules, meaning that it decided when it will generate independently of the market

clearing process. When prices are uncertain (as they are in reality), self-scheduling

can lead to sub-optimal dispatch decisions that generate less than the optimal amount

of profit. In reality, participating in the market-clearing process should provide the

CAES facility with higher operating profits because the CAES facility only needs to

forecast its bid and offer price thresholds rather than the actual prices that will exist

for every time interval of the day.

Additionally, better representations of price forecast errors are needed. The

current literature presents metrics of central tendency such as mean absolute percent

error, but little information is presented about the error standard deviation, the

shape of the probability density function, or the dependence on exogenous variables

such as season, time of day, load level, residual supply index, etc. Development

and publication of these data would enable more detailed evaluation of the value of

different levels of price forecast accuracy to all electricity market participants.

This work neglected transmission limitations. In the actual grid, transmission

limits create locations with higher and lower average electricity prices and higher and

lower changes in electricity prices. A full or approximate model for the transmis-
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sion system would allow identification of nodes or areas that show higher economic

potential for an energy storage device.

This work also neglected non-competitive behavior by market participants,

except for the added PNM profits calculated outside of the model. Better repre-

sentation of the generator ownership structure and strategic behavior could allow

the non-marginal-cost offers and eliminate the need to calculate scarcity price profits

separately.

This work focused specifically on continental wind generation. Continental

wind is beneficial to the economics of storage primarily because the generation pattern

is not well correlated with the demand, so it depresses off-peak prices more than it

depresses on-peak prices. Other locations (such as coastal or offshore wind), or other

technologies (such as solar), would likely have different impacts on the economics of

storage.

Accurate representation of market prices was critical to this work. In contrast,

capacity planning models ignore market prices in favor of average costs by generator

type. An evaluation of the impact of these different assumptions might reveal modi-

fications that capacity planning models need to incorporate to accurately predict the

entry of storage into generation fleets.

Finally, the UC&D model runtimes were significantly longer with larger amounts

of wind generation. There are two likely causes for the longer runtimes: fewer feasible

solutions (due to increased cycling of generators and minimum up- and down-time

constraints), and smaller absolute MIP gaps caused by smaller relaxed solution val-

ues at each node of the binary tree. Identification of the actual cause would lead to

more thorough understanding of the UC&D problem with large amounts of variable

generation, and possibly strategies to decrease required runtimes.
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